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Editor’s Edge
Before the Water’s Brown
Scott Horton

The San Fernando earThquake woke us at 6 a.m. 
February 9, 1971. It wasn’t really a surprise in the sense 
that everyone knows Los angeles is prone to earthquakes 

but it was, of course, a shock, as often times natural disasters are. 
Socially, we seem to conduct our daily lives in denial and hope 
that something untoward and devastating will not happen, at least 
not today. Many people don’t prepare for disaster even though 
we know it is possible, even likely, because somehow acknowl-
edging this brings the eventuality too close to home. and then it 
strikes.
 The 6.6 1971 earthquake in Southern California seems small 
by comparison to other, more recent, quakes, most notably haiti 
and Japan. It has been largely forgotten by the world 40 years 
later even though it was among the top news stories for weeks 
after. Sixty-seven people lost their lives and more than half a 
billion dollars damage was sustained, including the collapse of 
two hospitals, two freeway interchanges, a flood-control dam and 
dozens of building condemnations.

 as an 11-year-old at the time, I remember most the feeling of 
terror, particularly awaiting and experiencing the aftershocks—
some into five points on the Richter scale—that continued for a 
couple days afterward. I also remember the electricity and gas 
outages, the seemingly paltry amount of real, useful information 
on the radio and television and, especially, the brown water that 
flowed from the tap when my mother tried to fill the bathtub to 
have clean water on hand for drinking, cooking, and washing. It 
was the same color brown as the clouds of dust that floated that 
morning from the Santa Susana Mountains to the north and west 
of us; dislodged by the temblors, it tinged the air and parched the 
throat.
 By the time my mother thought to fill the bathtub with water 
it was, naturally, too late—planning presupposes foreknowledge 
or at least a level of awareness that sadly, many angelenos like 
us had been without. a windfall for the horton family came in 
the form of camping gear and stored food. not having much 
money when my sisters and I were growing up, family vacations 
were often road trips, camping in a sour-smelling canvas korean 

War surplus tent. Following the quake, we used our trusty green 
enameled Coleman camp stove and a large store of kerosene after 
the quake to boil water for drinking and to cook on for a few 
days. Packed away also were pouches of the horrible dehydrated 
camping food that seems only to taste good under the stars after 
a day of hiking in the wild. We were avid gardeners, but most 
plants were just beginning to sprout and grow in February, even 
in L.a. had the quake occurred a few months later, we would 
have been well stocked with fresh produce from the other side of 
the sliding glass door.
 I remember that we felt quite grateful and smug that we had 
figured out how to sustain ourselves after a major natural disas-
ter. The smugness pales 40 years later with the realization that it 
could have been a lot worse for us, as it was for others. Less than 
a year earlier, favorite neighbors who lived across the street had 
moved to a bigger, newer home in newhall, 25 or so miles away. 
It was the area hit hardest by the quake. Their new home was one 
of many that were destroyed or made unlivable by the disaster. 
 The 1971 quake was a life lesson for me, my family, and 
many Southern Californians. It inspired legal, building, and utili-
ties reforms that institutionally acknowledged and sought to plan 
for future quakes. Personally, it has been the mental benchmark 
for the importance of disaster preparedness. I perennially have 
extra water, a little food and cash and other incidentals on hand 
just in case. not long ago, I moved my own green Coleman cook-
stove and some fuel cartridges out of storage and onto my apart-
ment deck in oakland. as designers and members of communi-
ties, we could all do a lot more to plan for disaster. The excellent 
contributions to this issue have inspired me to give it more mind 
and more action, and I hope they do so for you as well. ∆

Scott Horton is a native of Los Angeles who now lives in Oak-
land, which is also prone to earthquakes.

By the time my mother 
thought to fill the bathtub with 
water it was, naturally, too 
late—planning presupposes 
foreknowledge...

Wreckage after the March quake and tsunami in Japan.
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dIre CIrCuMSTanCeS ProvIde The IMPeTuS to 
do Something. For example, the need to do something 
about 9/11 gave us the quagmires in afghanistan (where 

the size of the opium harvest is about the only thing left to brag 
about) and Iraq (where there are no such bright spots). how 
the imperative to do Something operates in the absence of any 
workable ideas will be discussed later on, under Boondoggles. 
For now, let the focus be on the subject of this action—the first 
person plural personal pronoun “we”—for it is inevitably We 
who are exhorted to do Something, not “they,” nor “you,” nor 
members of the target constituency—those about whom Some-
thing Must Be done. normally, they are considered part of the 
problem, not part of the solution.
 The biggest problem facing the earth is human overpopula-
tion, and here the target constituency is people who want to have 
children, who are politically unassailable. They do not even have 
to speak out in favor of further overpopulation. all they have to 
do is continue having babies, and We, the grown-up babies, can 
barely bring ourselves to mention the problem, never mind do 
anything about it. Whenever we confront a problem for which no 
political solution exists, the inevitable result is an uncomfortable 
impasse filled with awkward, self-censored chatter. 

 When it comes to collapse mitigation, there is no one who 
will undertake an organized effort to make the collapse surviv-
able, to save what can be saved and to avert the catastrophes that 
can still be averted. We will all do our best to delay or avert the 
collapse, possibly bringing it on sooner and making it worse. 
Constitutionally incapable of conceiving of a future that does 
not include the system that sustains our public personae, we will 
prattle on about a bright future for the country for as long as there 
is enough electricity to power the video camera that is pointed at 
us. Gorbachev’s perestroika is an example of just such an effort at 
self-delusion: he gave speeches that ran to several hours, devoted 
to mystical entities such as the “socialist marketplace.” he only 

From Reinventing Collapse: The Soviet Example, American Prospects

Collapse Mitigation
Dmitry Orlov

The biggest problem 
facing the earth is human 
overpopulation, and here 
the target constituency is 
people who want to have 
children, who are politically 
unassailable.

paused to drink 
water—copious 
amounts of it, it 
seemed—causing 
people to wonder 
whether there was a 
secret chamber pot 
hidden inside his 
podium.
 There are 
few grounds for 
optimism when it 
comes to organiz-
ing a timely and 
successful effort 
at collapse mitiga-
tion. nevertheless, 
miracles do happen. 
For instance, in 
spite of inadequate 
preparation, in the 
aftermath of the 

Soviet collapse, none of the high-grade nuclear fissile material 
has ended up in the hands of terrorists, and although there were a 
few reports of radiation leaks, nothing happened that approached 
the scale of the Chernobyl catastrophe. In other ways, the miser-
able experience had by all was mitigated by the very nature of the 
Soviet system. no such automatic windfalls are due the united 
States; here, collapse preparation, if any, is likely to be the result 
of an overdue, haphazard, and hasty effort to provide emergency 
relief, organized by officials who will never admit that the state 
of emergency is now permanent.

The Collapse Party platform

 If the entire country were to embrace the notion that collapse 
is inevitable and that it must prepare for it, a new political party 
might be formed: the Collapse Party. If this party were to suc-
ceed in upending the two-party monopoly and form a majority 
government, this government would then want to implement a 
crash program to dismantle institutions that have no future, create 
new ones that are designed to survive collapse, and save whatever 
can be saved. If, further, this crash program somehow succeeded, 
in spite of constitutional limitations on government action, and 
in spite of the inevitable lack of financial resources for such an 
ambitious undertaking, and in spite of the insurmountable bureau-
cratic complexity, then I for one would be really surprised!
 Barring such surprises, it sometimes happens that events 
spontaneously move us in a desirable direction while govern-
ments continue to usher us along toward an unbearably grim but 
mercifully unlikely future. and so here are some things that I 
would like to happen spontaneously, in preparation for collapse.
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general amnesty. Such an amnesty will have to happen as a mat-
ter of course, once the resources that sustain the prison system 
stop flowing. The scenario to avoid is one in which, in the midst 
of general chaos, the entire population of prisoners is released en 
masse and, with no other resources available to them, they start 
plying their various criminal trades. Paroling the non-violent, 
shortening sentences, decriminalizing drugs, and providing room 
and board to former inmates are all reasonable steps to take to 
prevent a crime wave of staggering proportions once the criminal 
justice system finally shuts down.

 Lastly, I think that this farce with debts that will never be re-
paid has gone on long enough. Collateralized debt will evaporate 
once the value of the collateral is too low to secure the debt: if the 
house has no water and cannot be illuminated, heated, or reached 
by transportation, its value is effectively zero, and so is the value 
of the mortgage. In fact, its value should properly be regarded as 
negative, since it will cost money to knock it down and reclaim 
the land. In the post-bankruptcy-reform era, non-collateralized 
debt, such as student loans or credit card debt, is secured by the 
threat of force—be it breaking legs or garnering wages—and 
even such measures bring diminishing returns in a collapsing 
economy. Wiping the slate clean ahead of time will give society 
some time to readjust to the new reality. Perhaps most impor-
tantly, by cancelling debts before they become unrepayable, it 
may be possible to prevent the current system—one of indentured 
servitude based on debt—from evolving into a system of perma-
nent servitude based on force: a new american slavery. I remain 

 I am particularly concerned about all the radioactive and 
toxic installations, stockpiles, and dumps. Future generations 
are unlikely to be able to control them, especially if global 
warming puts them underwater. There is enough of this muck 
sitting around to kill off all of us several times over. There are 
abandoned mine sites at which, soon after the bulldozers and the 
excavators stop running, toxic tailings and the contents of set-
tling ponds will flow into and poison the waters of major rivers, 
making their flood plains and estuaries uninhabitable for many 
centuries. Many nuclear power plants have been built near coast-

lines, for access to ocean water for cooling. These will be at risk 
of inundation due to extreme weather events and rising sea levels 
caused by global warming. at many nuclear power stations, spent 
fuel rods are stored in a pool right at the reactor site, because 
the search for a more permanent storage place has been mired in 
politics. There are surely better places to store them than next to 
population centers and bodies of water. nuclear reservations—
sites that have been permanently contaminated in the process 
of manufacturing nuclear weapons—should be marked with 
sufficiently large, durable and frightening obelisks to warn off 
travelers long after all memory of their builders has faded away.
 I am also worried about soldiers getting stranded overseas—
abandoning its soldiers is among the most shameful things a 
country can do. not only is it an indelible stain on the country’s 
honor, it is an effective way to create a large underclass of des-
perate armed men who do not answer to any authority, creating a 
society where the price of a contract killing is only slightly higher 
than the price of the ammunition. The united States maintains 
over a thousand overseas military bases, most of which serve 
no purpose other than maintaining a megalomaniac fiction of 
american military superiority. These are often resupplied by 
private contractors, whose procurement operations rely on the 
domestic civilian economy. as long as the economy is intact, they 
can bring three flavors of ice cream to an air-conditioned tent in 
the middle of a desert, but once the economy collapses, they will 
collapse with it, and the military may turn out to lack even the 
resources to truck in water. overseas military bases should be 
dismantled and the troops repatriated.
 I would like to see the huge prison population whittled away 
in a controlled manner, ahead of time, instead of in a chaotic 

Whenever we confront 
a problem for which no 
political solution exists, 
the inevitable result is an 
uncomfortable impasse 
filled with awkward, 
self-censored chatter.

A nuclear plant in Ohio spells trouble for the future. Photo by 
Patrick McGarvey, used under a Creative Commons License. 
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optimistic that the forces of chaos will prevent such a system 
from becoming entrenched; nevertheless, it might be prudent to 
take some measures to make such an outcome even less likely.
 It has been two years since I wrote this platform for the Col-
lapse Party, and I am happy to report that, without recruiting any 
members or fielding any candidates, the party has made signifi-
cant progress toward implementing its agenda.
 of course it would be too much to ask that the uS govern-
ment shut down its nuclear industry, dismantle nuclear installa-
tions, and sequester radioactive materials in geologically stable 
places. But we at Collapse Party headquarters are happy to report 
that not a single new nuclear power plant has been commissioned 
in the past two years, and although there are still some projects 
winding their way through the tortuous planning process, we 
remain confident that none of them will ever be built. While the 
nuclear problem has not gone away, neither has it grown appre-
ciably worse.

 although the uS military remains just as ruinously expensive 
and incapable of victory as it was two years ago, troops are being 
pulled out of Iraq in what amounts to a clear admission of defeat. 
This is made plain by the fact that the Iraqis are unwilling to form 
a national government, knowing full well that their country is 
now defunct and will lapse into civil war as soon as the ameri-
cans are finally driven out. Next in line is Afghanistan, where 
naTo is gearing up to hand control back to the Taliban, at which 
point please make sure that President hamid karzai’s mail goes 
straight to dubai, because I doubt that the Taliban will bother for-
warding it. Meanwhile the defense budget is being cut, and then 
cut some more, defense contractors are scaling back and laying 
off senior staff, and before long america’s military “lily pads” 
around the world will succumb to a domino effect. The nagging 
question is what to do with repatriated troops, since there are no 
civilian jobs for them. The Collapse Party proposal is to organize 
them into units to provide neighborhood-level security, poised 
to take over just as problems with municipal budgets cause the 
police to fade from the scene.
 although uS jails continue to incarcerate the largest percent-
age of the population of any country on earth, we at the Collapse 
Party are heartened by the fact that the American Gulag has fi-
nally stopped growing. The dire fiscal condition of many states is 
forcing them to parole tens of thousands of prisoners. But instead 
of providing them with free room and board upon release, as we 
have repeatedly urged, the officials wait for them to commit a 

There are few grounds 
for optimism when it 
comes to organizing 
a timely and successful 
effort at collapse 
mitigation.

crime and then lock them up again. This practice is, needless to 
say, not only inefficient from a fiscal point of view, but poses a 
threat to public health. We urge officials everywhere to put a stop 
to this wasteful “release and catch” behavior and to seek more 
cost-effective approaches.
 although the uS government is as far as ever from consider-
ing instituting a Biblical jubilee (forgiveness of all debts, public 
and private), there are some glimmers of hope here as well. Many 
people have discovered that nothing particularly bad happens 
when they walk away from a mortgage that has become onerous. 
More people are discovering that nobody in particular owns their 
mortgage because the chain of title was broken in the act of slic-
ing and packaging it for sale as part of a Collateralized debt ob-
ligation (aka “toxic asset,” of the sort that now litters the vaults at 
the Federal reserve). These assets are not just toxic—they are not 
even legal, and so the mortgage cannot be foreclosed upon. Still 
other debtors are becoming proficient at suing collection compa-
nies—a fun and lucrative sport. all that is required to lay the trap 
is knowledge of a few obscure laws, a tape recorder, some legal 
forms, and the ability to answer the telephone in a feigned tone of 
utter helplessness. Slaying the hydra of the uS debt racket takes a 
lot of doing: bludgeon it, stab it, drown it, set it on fire…every bit 
helps, but for heaven’s sake don’t feed it!

Political solutions

 It is easy to see why political idealism fails to thrive in the 
murky post-collapse political environment. There is a strong pull 
to the right by nationalists who want to find scapegoats (inevita-

Kootenay 
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bly, foreigners and ethnic minorities), a strong pull to the center 
by members of the ancien régime trying to hold on to remnants 
of their power, and a great upwelling of indecision, confusion, 
and inconclusive debate on the left by those trying to do good and 
failing to do anything.   
 Liberals, reformers, and progressives in the united States, 
whether self-styled or so labeled, have had a hard time imple-
menting their agenda. even their few hard-won victories, such as 
Social Security, may get dismantled. even when they managed to 
elect a president more to their liking, the effects were, by Western 
standards, reactionary. There was the Carter doctrine, according 
to which the united States will protect its access to oil by military 
aggression if necessary. There was also Clinton’s welfare reform, 
which forced single mothers to work menial jobs while placing 
their children in substandard daycare.
 People in the united States and the Soviet union have broadly 
similar attitudes toward politics. In the uS, this is often referred 
to as “voter apathy,” but it might be more accurately described as 
nonvoter indifference. The Soviet union had a single, entrenched, 
systemically corrupt political party, which held a monopoly on 
power. The uS has two entrenched, systemically corrupt political 
parties, whose positions are often indistinguishable and which 
together hold a monopoly on power. In either case, there is, or 
was, a single governing elite, but in the united States it organized 
itself into opposing teams to make its stranglehold on power 
seem more sportsmanlike.
 In the uS, there is an industry of political commentators and 
pundits that is devoted to inflaming political passions as much 
as possible, especially before elections. This is similar to what 
sports writers and commentators do to draw attention to their 
game. It seems that the main force behind political discourse in 
the uS is boredom: one can chat about the weather, one’s job, 
one’s mortgage and how it relates to current and projected prop-
erty values, cars and the traffic situation, sports and, far behind 

sports, politics. In an effort to make people pay attention, most 
of the issues trotted out before the electorate pertain to reproduc-
tion: abortion, birth control, stem cell research, and similar small 
bits of social policy are bandied about rather than settled, simply 
because they get good ratings. “Boring” but vitally important 
strategic issues such as sustainable development, environmental 
protection, and energy policy are studiously avoided.
 although people often bemoan political apathy as if it were 

a grave social ill, it seems to me that this is just as it should be. 
Why should essentially powerless people want to engage in a 
humiliating farce designed to demonstrate the legitimacy of those 
who wield the power? In Soviet-era russia, intelligent people did 
their best to ignore the Communists: paying attention to them, 
whether through criticism or praise, would only serve to give 
them comfort and encouragement, making them feel as if they 
mattered. Why should americans want to act any differently 
with regard to the republicans and the democrats? For love of 
donkeys and elephants?

Private sector solutions

 Certain Soviet state enterprises were basically states within 
states. They controlled what amounted to an entire economic 
system and could go on even without the larger economy. They 
kept to this arrangement even after they were privatized. They 
drove Western management consultants mad with their endless 
kindergartens, retirement homes, laundries, clinics, and vacation 
resorts. These weren’t part of their core competency, you see. 
They needed to divest and streamline their operations. The West-
ern management gurus overlooked the most important thing: the 
core competency of these enterprises lay in their ability to survive 
economic collapse. Maybe the young geniuses at Google can 
wrap their heads around this one, but I doubt that their stockhold-
ers will.
 To make itself collapse-proof, a company would need to fol-
low a strategy that is antithetical to how a business is supposed to 
operate. It would have to consciously eliminate suppliers, cancel 
outsourcing arrangements and move all production and opera-
tions in-house. It would then need to shrug off investors, taking 
the company private if it is public, thus eliminating the need to 
generate a profit. Lastly it would need to eliminate the need for 
customers and for cash flow, adapting the mode of only serving 
its own employees. Within the context of a collapsing economy, 
this would require the company to diversify its operation, to 
include mining, manufacturing, farming, transportation, housing 
(including retirement homes), health care, education, security, 
and entertainment—to provide everything that its work force 
might require. Provided all of the previous steps were carried out 
successfully, the company could then cut the work week down to 
a nominal few hours, provide month-long vacations, and lower 
the retirement age to the mid-50s: a worker’s paradise on earth.
 There do not appear to exist any commercial entities in the 
united States that would be capable of following such a plan. The 
bigger entities that own a sufficient range of facilities, be they 
public, semi-public, or private—the armed forces, for instance, 
or the larger universities—are far too addicted to both public and 
private money, and have outsourced too many functions to be 
able to draw them in house in time.
 But an even bigger hurdle is psychological: there is noth-
ing to force the required radical shift in thinking. In the Soviet 
union it occurred gradually, over generations, as the industrial 
behemoths begotten by central planning adjusted to the shortcom-
ings of the same central planning system by drawing in as many 
support functions as they could. There is no mechanism by which 
americans can reproduce any of the proverbial Soviet industrial 
conglomerates such as uralmash or Gazprom quickly. Moreover, 
there is no longer even the domestic industrial base to support 

...the most dangerous 
group, and one to watch 
out for and run from, is a 
group of political activists 
resolved to organize and 
promote some program 
or other.
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exist in this particular community garden is because the woman 
who runs the place allows them to hold on to their plots. It is her 
decision: she exercises leadership and she does not engage in 
politics. She makes the garden function, and allows the activists 
to make their noise, once a year, with no ill effects. But if the 
situation were to change and the kitchen garden suddenly became 
a source of sustenance rather than a hobby, how long would it 
take before the activist element would start demanding more 
power and asserting its authority?
 Leadership is certainly a helpful quality in a crisis, which is a 
particularly bad time for lengthy deliberations and debates. In any 
situation, some people are better equipped to handle it than oth-
ers, and can help others by giving them directions. They naturally 
accumulate a certain amount of power for themselves, and this 
is fine as long as enough people benefit from it, and as long as 
nobody is harmed or oppressed. Such people often spontaneously 
emerge in a crisis.
 an equally useful quality in a crisis is apathy. The russian 
people are exceptionally patient: even in the worst of post-col-
lapse times, they did not riot and there were no significant pro-
tests. They coped as best they could. The safest group of people 
to be with in a crisis is one that does not share strong ideological 
convictions, is not easily swayed by argument and does not pos-
sess an overdeveloped sense of identity.
 Clueless busybodies who feel that they must do Something 
and can be spun around by any half-wit demagogue are bad 
enough, but the most dangerous group, and one to watch out for 
and run from, is a group of political activists resolved to orga-
nize and promote some program or other. even if the program is 

industrial operations on such a massive scale: a lot of the equip-
ment and stock would have to be imported, negating the premise. 
Thus, while successful private sector solutions to collapse mitiga-
tion might not be impossible, they are very, very unlikely.

Activism and apathy

 Crisis-mitigating agendas for “us” to implement, whether they 
involve wars over access to resources, nuclear plant construction, 
wind farms, or hydrogen dreams, are not likely to be imple-
mented, because this “we” entity will no longer be functional. If 
we are not likely to be able to implement our agenda prior to the 

collapse, then whatever is left of us is even 
less likely to do so afterward. Thus, there is 
little reason to organize politically in order 
to try to do good. But if you want to prepare 
to take advantage of a bad situation—well, 
that’s a different story!
 Politics has great potential for making a 
bad situation worse. It can cause war, ethnic 
cleansing, and genocide. Whenever people 
gather into political organizations, whether 
voluntarily or forcibly, it is a sign of 
trouble. I was at the annual meeting of my 
community garden recently and among the 
generally placid and shy group of gardeners 
there were a couple of self-styled “activ-
ists.” Before too long, one of these was rais-
ing the question of expelling people. People 
who don’t show up for annual meetings and 
don’t sign up to do cleaning and compost-
ing and so on—why are they allowed to 
hold on to their plots? Well, some of the 
“rogue elements” the activist was referring 
to consisted of elderly russians who, due to 
their extensive experience with such things 
during the Soviet times, are exceedingly 
unlikely to ever be compelled to take part 
in communal labor or sit through meetings 
with the collective. Frankly, they would 
prefer death. But they also love to garden.
 The reason the “element” is allowed to 

Learn How to Grow Your Own Food!
If you want to grow your own food in a 
backyard or on a small farm, this DVD 
tutorial will save you years in developing 
your systems. Topics covered are:
	 •	Water	Sources	 •	Vegetable	Gardens
	 •	Rabbits	 •	Home	Butchering
	 •	Poultry	 •	Orchards	&	Perennials
	 •	Dog	Partners	 •	Other	essentials

Developed by a family who depend on these systems 
for a significant part of their diet. The techniques 
used are drawn from organic gardening, permacul-
ture, agroforestry, indigenous teachings, historical 
anecdotes, and relief work in developing countries.

www.backyardfoodproduction .com 
P.O. Box 1624
Bastrop TX 78602

  Includes DVD and bonus CD-ROM with 
Only $28.95 + S/H over 60 supporting documents and articles

Leadership is certainly a 
helpful quality in a crisis, 
which is a particularly bad 
time for lengthy delibera-
tions and debates.... An 
equally useful quality in a 
crisis is apathy.
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benign, even if it is beneficial, the politicized approach to solving 
it might not be either. as the saying goes, revolutions eat their 
children. Then they turn on everyone else. The life of a refugee is 
a form of survival; staying and fighting an organized mob gener-
ally is not.

Boondoggles to the rescue!

 economic collapse has a way of turning economic negatives 
into positives. It is not necessary for the united States to embrace 
the tenets of a command economy and central planning to match 
the Soviet lackluster performance in this area. We have our own 
methods that are working almost as well. I call them “boondog-

gles.” They are solutions to problems that result in more severe 
problems than those they attempt to solve.
 Just look around and you will see boondoggles sprouting up 
everywhere, in every field of endeavor: we have military boon-
doggles like Iraq, financial boondoggles like the doomed retire-
ment system, medical boondoggles like private health insurance, 
and legal boondoggles like the intellectual property system. at 
some point, creating another boondoggle becomes the preferred 
course of action: since the outcome can be predicted with com-
plete accuracy, there is little risk. Proposing a solution that might 
work runs the risk of it not working.
 So why not, as a matter of policy, only propose solutions that 
are guaranteed to simply create more problems, for which further 
solutions can then be proposed? at some point, a boondoggle 
event horizon is reached, like the light event horizon that exists 
at the surface of a black hole. Beyond that horizon, the only pos-
sible course of action is to create more boondoggles.
 The combined weight of all these boondoggles is slowly but 
surely pushing us all down. If it pushes us down far enough, then 
economic collapse, when it arrives, will be like falling out of a 
ground floor window. We just have to help this process along, or 
at least not interfere with it. So if somebody comes to you and 
says, “I want to make a boondoggle that runs on hydrogen”—by 
all means encourage him! It’s not as good as a boondoggle that 
burns money directly, but it’s a step in the right direction.

The combined weight of 
all these boondoggles is 
slowly but surely pushing 
us all down. If it pushes 
us down far enough, 
then economic collapse, 
when it arrives will be 
like falling out of a 
ground floor window.

 once you understand the principles involved, boondoggling 
will come naturally. Let us work through a sample problem: there 
is no longer enough gasoline to go around. a simple but effec-
tive solution is to ban the sale of new cars, with the exception of 
certain fleet vehicles used by public services. First, older cars are 
overall more energy efficient than new cars, because the massive 
amount of energy that went into manufacturing them is more 
highly amortized. Second, large energy savings accrue from the 
shutdown of an entire industry devoted to designing, building, 
marketing, and financing new cars. Third, older cars require more 
maintenance, reinvigorating the local economy at the expense of 
mainly foreign car manufacturers, and helping reduce the trade 
deficit. Fourth, this will create a shortage of cars, translating 
automatically into fewer, shorter car trips, a higher passenger oc-
cupancy per trip, and more bicycling and use of public transporta-
tion, saving even more energy. Lastly, this would allow the car to 
be made obsolete on about the same time line as the oil industry 
that made it possible.
 of course, this solution does not qualify as a boondoggle, so 
it will not be seriously considered. The problems it creates are too 
small, and they offer too little scope for creating further boondog-
gles. Moreover, if this solution worked, then everyone would be 
happily driving their slightly older cars, completely unprepared 
for some inevitable, cataclysmic, economy-collapsing event. 
It is better to introduce some boondoggles, such as corn-based 
ethanol and coal-to-liquids conversion. ethanol production cre-
ates very little additional energy but it does create some fantastic 
problems for further boondoggling: a shortage of food and higher 
food prices, malnutrition among the poor, and inflation. It also 
reinforces a large existing boondoggle: by funneling resources to 
petrochemical-based agribusiness, which depletes and poisons the 
soil and has no future in an age when petrochemicals are scarce, 
it helps undermine future food security.
 Coal-to-liquids conversion offers similarly excellent op-
portunities. By attempting to alleviate a shortage of gasoline, 
it will cause a shortage of coal, resulting in power outages and 
dramatically higher electricity rates. It will add more carbon 
dioxide to the atmosphere, accelerating global warming. It will 
probably call for some coal imports, inefficiently moving a very 
bulky fuel from far away, and fostering energy dependence on 
suppliers such as China and russia, further enhancing the trade 
deficit. Along with corn-based ethanol, this excellent boondoggle 
reinforces the erroneous notion that americans will be able to 
continue to drive cars into the indefinite future, conditioning them 
to clamor for more boondoggles in place of any real solutions.
 With a bit of practice, you should be able to come up with 
some excellent boondoggles in your own field of endeavor. If 
your boondoggle works, it will create more problems for you 
to solve in the next round, as long as there is time for one more 
round. and if there is not, then you will be where you want to be: 
at a ground-floor window, staring into an abyss of only a couple 
of feet. although by then it may feel unnatural, at that point you 
must resist the temptation to create yet another boondoggle by 
jumping down headfirst.

Investment advice

 often when people hear about the possibility of economic 
collapse, they wonder, “Let’s suppose that the uS economy is 
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useful consumer products, such as shampoo or razor blades. They 
would have to grease the palms of officials along their route, and 
were often robbed. There was a period of time when these people, 
called chelnoki, which is russian for “shuttles,” were the only 
source of consumer products. The products were often factory 
rejects, damaged, or past their sell-by date, but this did not make 
them any less valuable. Based on their example, it is possible to 
predict which items will be in high demand and to stockpile these 
items ahead of time, as a hedge against economic collapse. note 
that chelnoki had intact economies to trade with, accessible by 
train—this is not guaranteed to be the case in the uS.
 a stockpile of this sort, in a walkable, socially stable place, 
where you know everybody, where you have some close friends 
and some family, where you own your shelter and some land 
free and clear, and where you can grow most of your own food 
and barter for the rest, should enable you to survive economic 
collapse without too much trouble. and, who knows, maybe you 
will even find happiness there.

The future is rated “B”

 My voluminous fan mail has made me aware of a curious fact: 
many of my readers seem persuaded that the future is either Mad 
Max or Waterworld. as far as they are concerned, there just aren’t 
any other options. What’s more, some people have even tried to 
venture a guess as to which of the two it shall be by watching 
what I do. I live on a boat, and that is apparently an indication 
that the future must be Waterworld-like. But I have also been 
seen rattling around town on a rusty old motorcycle, and that is 
taken as an indication of a more Mad Max-like future.
 It saddens me that so few people bring up the film Blade 
Runner, and it is even more sad that George Lucas’s THX 1138 
or Jean-Luc Godard’s Alphaville are almost never mentioned, be-
cause these particular films have in many ways proven to be pre-
dictive of the present rather than just the future. Take THX 1138, 
for example: it is about some people who live in a sealed-off, 
climate-controlled environment, are on a compulsory regimen of 
psychoactive drugs, are assigned their mates by a computer pro-
gram, and watch pornography that is piped into their living rooms 

going to collapse soon. Why is this even worth thinking about, if 
there is nothing I can do about it?” Well, I am not a professional 
investment advisor, so I risk nothing by making some suggestions 
for how one can make one’s investment portfolio collapse-proof.
 The nuclear scare gave rise to the archetype of the american 
Survivalist, holed up in the hills with a bomb shelter, a fantastic 
number of tins of Spam and an assortment of guns and plentiful 
ammunition with which to fight off neighbors from further down-
hill, or perhaps just to shoot beer cans when the neighbors come 
over for beer and Spamwiches. And, of course, an American flag. 
This sort of survivalism is about as good as burying yourself 
alive, I suppose.
 The idea of stockpiling is not altogether bad, though. Stock-
piling food is, of course, a rotten idea, literally. But certain manu-
factured items are certainly worth considering. Suppose you have 
a retirement account, or some mutual funds. and suppose you 
feel reasonably certain that by the time you are scheduled to retire 
this won’t be enough to buy a cup of coffee. and suppose you re-

alize that you can currently buy a lot of good stuff that has a long 
shelf life and will be needed and valuable far into the future. and 
suppose, further, that you have a small amount of storage space: 
a few hundred square feet. now, what are you going to do? Sit by 
and watch your savings evaporate? or take the tax hit and invest 
in things that are not composed of vapor?
 once the cash machines are out of cash, the stock ticker 
stops ticking and the retail chain breaks down, people will still 
have basic needs. There will be flea markets and private barter 
arrangements to serve these needs, using whatever local token of 
exchange is available: bundles of hundred dollar bills, bits of gold 
chain, packs of cigarettes or what have you. It’s not a bad idea to 
own a few of everything you will need, but you should also invest 
in things you will be able to trade for things you will need. Think 
of consumer necessities that require high technology and have 
a long shelf life. here are some suggestions to get you started: 
drugs (over-the-counter and prescription), razor blades, condoms. 
Toiletries, such as good soap, will be luxury items. Fill some 
shipping containers, nitrogen-pack them so that nothing rusts or 
rots and store them somewhere.
 after the Soviet collapse, there swiftly appeared a category 
of itinerant merchants who provided people with access to 
imported products. To procure their wares, these people had to 
travel abroad, to Poland, to China, to Turkey, on trains, carrying 
goods back and forth in their baggage. They would exchange a 
suitcase of russian-made watches for a suitcase of other, more 

Once the cash machines 
are out of cash, the stock 
ticker stops ticking, and 
the retail chain breaks 
down, people will still 
have basic needs.
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in order to relax after work. When they refuse to take their meds, 
they are abused by robot-like police armed with electric cattle 
prods. When one of them escapes into the wilderness, it turns 
out that the police lack the budget to hunt him down. That may 
have seemed a bit exotic and futuristic back in 1971 when Lucas 
filmed it, but now describes the people who live down the street. 
Alphaville, on the other hand, is vaguely reminiscent of some of 
my more interesting business trips.
 People seem uncomfortable with the idea that works of fiction 
can predict the present, because the present is supposed to be 
reality, not fiction. The future, on the other hand, is fair game, be-
cause it is supposed to be purely fictional: it is common wisdom, 
you see, that the future is unknowable. Thus artists are free to 
paint the future any color they like, while the more scientifically 
minded approach it by formulating alternative scenarios. It is use-
less to try to tell them that there is just the one scenario, appar-
ently written by some incompetent hack, and that, even though it 
stinks, it is high time they stopped flapping their gums about al-
ternative ones and started auditioning for a role in this one, since 
it happens to be the only one that is actually being produced.
 For the benefit of those who believe that the future is fictional 
but the present is real, it may be helpful to point out that the pres-
ent is largely fictional as well. Here’s a perfectly good example: 
do you remember those valiant freedom fighters who expelled 
foreign invaders from their ancient land—the mujahideen? What 
do you think happened to them? Well, they’ve been re-branded as 
the Taliban, and are now evil. Same Pashtun tribesmen (or their 
sons) toting the same ak-47s and carrying out the same missions 
against strangely similar infidel invaders have, by the simple act 
of renaming, been transformed from valiant warriors into coward-
ly fiends.
 The people whose job it is to write the fiction that we are 
expected to accept as our one real and true present don’t seem to 
have much of an imagination. They also seem to have a rather 
short reading list and lift their ideas from just a handful of slender 
volumes. George orwell’s 1984 and aldous huxley’s Brave New 
World are their particular favorites, along with Franz kafka’s 
The Trial. Take, for instance, the cult of osama bin Laden as the 
mastermind of the 9/11 attacks: it is an image of the perpetual 
enemy lifted straight out of orwell. We may quite reasonably 
suppose that osama was a sickly CIa operative who succumbed 
to renal failure a long time ago and was posthumously demonized 
using some grainy amateur videos and a few muffled audio tapes 
featuring another CIa operative whose code name is “elvis.” For 
years now osama’s restless and lonely ghost, clad in white robes 
and towing a broken dialysis machine across the rugged and bare 
mountain passes of Waziristan, has been relentlessly hunted by a 
swarm of endlessly circling Predator drones. The war in afghani-
stan is currently costing the uSa $300 million a day. Sorry to 
bring up yet another B movie, but how much did Ghostbusters 
charge per visit?
 I have no wish to debate these topics, and would urge you to 
shy away from them as well. There are just a few people who 
know enough about them, and they generally have no wish to de-
bate them either. There is nothing in it for them—or anyone else. 
Just about everyone else is either wallowing in blissful ignorance 
or has been subjected to a mind control process used in advertis-
ing: proof through repetition. here is a contemporary example: 
a purely fictional phenomenon from the 9/11 season of 2010 

known as “The mosque at Ground Zero.” The kernel of truth 
behind this mainly fictional story is the proposed Islamic cultural 
center, not a mosque, to be built at a location that is nowhere near 
Ground Zero, but we now live in a realm of compulsory fiction, 
reinforced through repetition in the echo chamber of the media, 
which makes truth irrelevant. once the media start ranting and 
raving like that, it is hard for them to stop, and next they trot out 
some obscure evangelical pastor from Florida who wants to burn 
a stack of Korans, and they cannot for the life of them stop talk-
ing about him either. When in response violent demonstrations 
erupt in already violent places that are patrolled by uS soldiers, 
that just adds spice to this already wonderful story. I hope that 
you are beginning to see a pattern here: first a country goes a little 

bit senile, then noticeably demented, then completely stark, rav-
ing, running-about-naked-smearing-feces-all-over-itself insane. 
Then it hurts itself. Individual insanity is rare, but group insanity 
is, unfortunately, the bane of societies that are nearing their end.
 It would seem that, if you are a certain kind of popular 
author, a good way to ensure that the future comes to resemble 
your worst nightmares is to write a novel about them. This has 
certainly worked for orwell, huxley, and kafka. But there is 
also an alternative: compose your own fiction instead of accept-
ing anyone else’s, then go ahead and turn it into reality. a good 
first step might be to write a short story. It can be very short, and 
it doesn’t even have to be particularly interesting. Something as 
trivial as this might do for starters: “The next morning she woke 
up and, instead of having a bagel with cream cheese and a cup 
of coffee for breakfast, she fasted until sundown.” and then, the 
next morning, she woke up, and something curious happened: 
this short story came to life, and so it came to pass. next came 
other stories, each a bit longer than the previous one, bridging 
the present and the future in new ways, and eventually spanning 
decades. and as these decades rolled by, these stories too came to 
life.
 This, as I see it, is the best way forward in a depressed and 
increasingly demented and accident-prone country that is heading 
straight for collapse, where the present (reality, what people think 
is going on, common notions of the state of things) is degenerat-
ing into useless noise—the clamor of clueless but self-important 
people desperately begging you to continue giving them your at-
tention, so that they can stuff your head with more B-rated trash. 
But if you ignore them long enough, they will go away. don’t 
hope, don’t wish, don’t dream, but do write your own fiction and 
use it to create a present that works for you. Invent places for 
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yourself and for those you care about in your stories about the fu-
ture, and then go ahead and live in them. You don’t have to settle 
for anyone else’s B-rated nonsense. and don’t let anyone tell you 
that you are crazy or living in a dream. It’s not a dream, dammit, 
it’s a work of fiction!

Starve the beast

 Many types of mainstream economic behavior are not prudent 
on a personal level and are also counterproductive when trying 

to invent a personal strategy for mitigating 
collapse. any behavior that might suppos-
edly result in continued economic growth and 
prosperity should be regarded as immediately 
suspicious and probably counterproductive: 
the higher you jump, the harder you land. It is 
traumatic to go from having a big retirement 
fund to having no retirement fund because of 
a market crash. It is also traumatic to go from 
a high income to little or no income. If, on top 
of that, you have kept yourself incredibly busy 
and suddenly have nothing to do, then you will 
really be in rough shape.
 economic collapse is about the worst 
possible time for someone to suffer a nervous 
breakdown, yet this is what often happens. The 
people who are most at risk psychologically 
are successful middle-aged men. When their 
career is suddenly over, their savings gone and 
their property worthless, much of their sense 
of self-worth goes as well. They tend to drink 
themselves to death and commit suicide in 
disproportionate numbers. Since they also tend 
to be the most experienced and capable people, 
this is a staggering loss to society. They would 
be well advised to cash out early and spend 
time learning how to redefine personal success 
in ways that are not critically dependent on 
their continued ability to produce and con-
sume.
 If the economy, and your place within it, 
are really important to you, you will be really 
hurt when they go away. You can cultivate an 
attitude of studied indifference, but it has to be 
more than just a conceit. You have to develop 
the lifestyle, habits, and physical stamina to 
back it up. Those who have been brought up to 
compete against others tend to take it particu-
larly hard when faced with widespread failure, 
because they have lost the ability to pity 

anyone—least of all themselves. The trick is to embrace failure—
yours and everyone else’s—without allowing it to embrace you. 
needless to say, if you can’t manage this, you won’t be much of a 
success moving forward.
 It takes a lot of creativity and effort to put together a fulfilling 
existence on the margins of society. At first it will take a lot out of 
you to eat humble pie and pretend that it is delicious. You might 
find yourself among some sketchy, marginal people, and suddenly 
realize that they are nicer to each other and, incidentally, to you, 
than your very own permanently dissatisfied ilk. These might be 
marginal people leading marginal existences on the margins of 
society. But after the collapse, you may just discover that these 
margins are some of the best places to live.   ∆

This is an abridged version of Chapter 4 “Collapse Mitigation,” 
originally published in reinventing Collapse: The Soviet ex-
ample and american Prospects by Dmitry Orlov, ©New Society 
Publishers and reprinted here with permission.

You don’t have to settle 
for anyone else’s B-rated 
nonsense.
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We are LearnInG ThaT a WarMInG WorLd 
means a wetter world. on a planet that is three-quar-
ters covered with liquid water, this should come as no 

surprise. Call it the Bathtub effect. Warm up the bathwater and 
more moisture condenses on the cool walls of the bathroom: drip, 
drip, drip. Warm up the world’s oceans and more moisture enters 
the atmosphere: rain, snow, rain, snow. heating of the global 
atmosphere and oceans by the increased insulative effect of Co2 
emissions has increased atmospheric humidity by 4% on average 
since 1980. That may not sound like much, but it translates into 
many more rainstorms, snowstorms, hurricanes, tornados, and 
el niños. This is set to continue for a long time, as the amount 
of heat that has been trapped by the earth’s atmosphere—that is, 
absorbed from the sun, but not re-radiated into space—is about 
twice the amount that has shown up as measurable effects. The 
rest is a staggering amount of latent heat in the atmosphere, 
oceans, and icecaps. (See Sidebar: The Carbon-Climate Bomb) 
It is estimated that feedback loops from the melting of icecaps 
(reducing albedo or reflectivity) and permafrost (releasing long-
trapped methane) will double the heating effects of the energy al-
ready received. This means that four times the amount of energy 
already showing itself will ultimately be registered as effects on 
the world's weather and environment. and that is if carbon levels 
in the atmosphere were to be stabilized today. Since we are still 
riding the Co2 roller coaster up—392 ppm and counting—the 
downside is going to be even bigger.

 Let us try to bring this Bathtub effect into a little clearer fo-
cus. The monsoon which waters the Indian subcontinent operates 
in much the same way as global heating and storming. Warm, 
moist air rising from the Indian ocean is drawn inland and north-
ward over peninsular India by the rapid heating of the eurasian 
land mass during the northern hemisphere summer. Land both 
heats and cools more rapidly than water—which is why there is 
as much change in temperature from day to night in Santa Fe, 
new Mexico, high in the desert, as there is from summer to win-
ter in San Francisco, a city at sea level and surrounded on three 
sides by water. Tropical island dwellers know this too, because 

daytime heating pulls a breeze off the ocean which reverses in the 
early evening as cooler air over the land is drawn offshore by the 
warmer sea. Warmer land temperatures caused by increased Co2 
levels in the atmosphere will draw more moisture inland from 
warmer oceans, and rain and snowfall will increase, at least in 
areas near coasts or affected by oceanic wind patterns.

 This past summer, temperatures soared, not only in north 
america, but over large parts of asia. Fires burnt across much 
of the russian Federation as Moscow blasted through its previ-
ous record high temperature of 99°F/37°C to hit 111°F/44°C. 
Pakistan set an all-asia, all-time record of 129°F/54°C. The 
seasonal melting of snow from the himalayas and the hindu 
kush, combined with the apocalyptic melting of glaciers already 
underway for several decades, all compounded by an extra strong 
monsoon, or “chimney” effect drawing moisture from the ocean, 
led to catastrophic flooding in Pakistan for months. A fifth of the 
counry was underwater for many weeks. eleven million people 
were displaced from their homes, infrastructure was devastated, 
and cholera broke out in a number of areas. 
 In the same way, global storming is going to bring deluges 
to many areas around the world, but leave others high and dry. 
remember that russia is in the rain shadow of high mountains 
across virtually its whole southern border: the Caucasus, the 
erebrus Mountains in Iran, the hindu kush, the himalayas, 
the Pamirs, and others farther north. Because of the collision of 
plates and folding of the earth that is occurring in this region, al-
most all of its mountain ranges run east and west, intercepting the 
southerly, moisture-laden rains from the tropical Indian ocean. 
russian weather generated much of the heat that drew in the 
rains over Pakistan, but Russia didn’t benefit from the moisture. 
So it will be with many mid-continental areas: engines of greater 

Historically, floods have 
been the most devastating 
of natural disasters, killing 
more people and causing 
more damage…

Surf’s Up—Are you Ready for Global Storming?

The Bathtub Effect
Peter Bane

Flooded streets are increasingly familiar around the globe.  
Photo Keith Johnson.
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rainfall and storming, they will see less moisture themselves.
 The increased risk of flooding is not just from more rainfall 
and glacial melt, but also from storm-related tidal surges and 
more. This spring, the world was transfixed as an unprecedented 
earthquake of magnitude 9.0 off the northeast coast of Japan 
launched a deadly tsunami, killing more than 20,000 people 
within minutes, and setting off a cascade of disastrous events at a 
nuclear plant on the coast of Fukushima prefecture. as the third 
magnitude 9 quake in seven years and the second in 12 months, 
the Japan earthquake has heightened speculation that increasing 
sea levels, also brought about by global heating, are ramping up 
seismic activity. (The Indian ocean tsunami of december 2004 
was driven by a massive quake off the coast of Sumatra; the 2010 
quake along the Chilean coast was of comparable magnitude.) 
With justifiable fears for their densely developed coastline and 
the real risks of tsunami all along the seismically active island 
chain, the Japanese built what has become perhaps the world’s 
most deadly gold brick in the form of their vast array of concrete 
sea walls, none of which protected anyone when “the big one” 
struck. of particular relevance though, is the illusion of safety 

that the walls created, which seems to have induced the Tokyo 
electric Power Company, operator of the Fukushima reactors, to 
place its diesel back-up generators and their fuel supplies—utter-
ly critical to the continued safe operation of the plant in the event 
of massive grid failure—at ground level. They went underwater. 
The fires, explosions, and radiation releases, and the open-ended 
drama of regaining or losing control of the nuclear genie were all 
set in place by this and compounding acts of hubris: the seawalls 
won’t be breached; the back-up systems can cool the reactors and 
the fuel rods, the containment vessels will hold; the containment 
vessels were ‘perfectly adequate’ and ‘cheaper to build’; putting 
the spent fuel rods in pools on top of the reactors saves space, and 
we can alway spray them with water…and anyway, nothing bad 
can happen to us…can it?
 Five and a half years ago, the narrative was all about storm 
surge, faulty levees, and river flooding in New Orleans and 
along the Gulf Coast. In other recent years, the pictures from 
Bangladesh have shown a country under water. quietly in the 
background of world events, the residents of the Chatham Islands 
in the south Pacific have negotiated a permanent retreat to New 
Zealand, as their former homeland slides under the waves. as the 
world heats up, rainfall increases, and sea levels continue to rise, 
we will see flooding more and more take center stage as society 
attempts to cope with the effects of technological overreach. Just 

The Carbon-Climate Bomb

ConCerned CITIZenS and CLIMaTe aCTIvISTS 
have wondered what can possibly be wrong with people 

who don’t get that the climate is warming and destabilizing, 
and that this has horrifying implications for our future secu-
rity and even survival. Much has been written of late on this 
subject, which may be the most important leverage point in the 
most urgent crisis to impact humanity since the Tambora volca-
nic eruption nearly wiped out Homo sapiens 74,000 years ago. 
at the risk of adding more hot air to a subject already marked 
by denial, bloviation, hand-wringing, and some deadly serious 
scientific findings, I’d like to try to reframe the issues. 
 It’s been well noted that humans don’t have a very good set 
of mental and psychological attributes for long-term planning 
and clear thinking, something the climate crisis cries out for 
desperately—though clearly some of us can manage it, and 
most of us could do better if we had some help. Since I don’t 
see a rash of shysters, con artists, or religious fanatics among 
turtles, whales, or giraffes, I think we have to admit our species 
shortcomings in these areas. The capacity for self-deception 
and our instincts for group-think and short-term gratification 
are surely biological limitations, but so is our capacity for 
lifting weight or breathing underwater, and look what plan-
ning and cooperation have allowed us to do: build giant dams, 
send men to the moon, fly around the world, and dive to the 
bottom of the oceans. Sorry to say, we’ve even learned to split 
the atom. all these were and are prodigious accomplishments. 
So, I would argue, we shouldn’t let our admittedly feeble 
mental habits become an excuse for going extinct. Look at the 
possum—dumb as a brick and still flourishing after all these 
years.
 We haven’t been talking about the climate problem in the 
right terms, even technically, but certainly not in common par-
lance. First, we are facing not global warming—which sounds 
benign and even welcome if you live north of the 40th parallel 
as most of the world’s richest and most powerful polluters do. 
no, we are in the midst of global heating and STorMInG. 
Let’s call it Global Storming from now on. remember Storm-
in’ norman, the u.S. army General Schwartzkopf who led 
the first Gulf War action against Iraq? He was one mean dude, 
and he didn’t take no for an answer. Storming—remember, it’s 
coming to get You!
 Secondly, we have got to get a visceral handle on where this 
heating is coming from and how big a deal it is. nobody walk-
ing around and voting in this country or most others knows hot 
joules from hog jowls, so we have to translate accurate science 
into approximately correct but vastly more powerful metaphor.
 The mechanism for this global storming isn’t really hard to 
grasp, though the scale and power of it is. The sun (unbeliev-
ably bright, just look at it—briefly) is slamming us with energy 
all the time, but it’s no closer or brighter than it was three mil-
lion years ago—not significantly. What keeps the Earth warm, 
comfy, and with relatively stable and benign temperatures (as 
rocks in space go) is the atmosphere. It’s a blanket of gases that 
lets in a huge amount of light energy—which turns to infrared 
radiation (heat)...continued on the next page  
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because it is possible to boil water with the heat of a nuclear reac-
tion does not mean we should do so. Just because it is possible to 
contain a nuclear reaction does not mean we will always be able 
to do so. Just because there’s more oil underground doesn’t mean 
we should pump it out and burn it.
 My own foretaste of warmer-means-wetter came six years 
ago when I experienced first-hand the effect of three hurricanes 

in three weeks. Then living in western north Carolina in a rural 
ecovillage, I wrote about that local disaster in the pages of issue 
#54 of this magazine, contrasting rural and urban preparedness, 
and noting the distinctive patterns of the various storms, one 
generating enormous rainfall (Francis), another unexpected wind 
damage (Ivan). The city of asheville, home to about 60,000 
people, had no nuclear disaster then, but it saw its own ugly 
cascade of effects from intense and sudden flooding, as chemi-
cal dumps and oil tanks along the Swannanoa river ruptured and 
flowed into the Tennessee River watershed, source of drinking 
water for a million people. electrical and public water systems 
failed as a result of the storms. attempts to preserve the city’s 
main reservoir led directly to destruction of the supply system 
itself. The Asheville flooding, from Hurricanes Francis, Ivan, and 
Jean, happened a year before katrina struck the Gulf Coast, and 
it was really a minor footnote in the long march toward a brave 
new world, but the lessons that it delivered and that I attempted to 
summarize then, are no less relevant today. 

Why floods kill

 Historically, floods have been the most devastating of natural 
disasters, killing more people and causing more damage than fire, 
earthquake, tornadoes, and volcanic eruptions combined. This 
comes about because of five interactive factors:
 1. river valleys and seacoasts have been the site of civiliza-
tional growth since the end of the neolithic era. Populations are 
dense along fertile alluvial floodplains and coasts. About 50% 
of humanity lives within 50 miles of the ocean. In many coastal 
regions there is little high ground, so that almost everything goes 

when it strikes the surface of the earth. The atmospheric gases 
hold in some of that solar heat. and the atmosphere is very 
finely tuned. Teeny little amounts of certain gaseous chemi-
cals make it very much more opaque to infrared radiation, 
though not much to light. among these are water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, methane, and a host of multisyllabic compounds of 
industrial original like nitrous oxides and refrigerants. Simple 
story: same amount of energy coming in (as light); less leaving 
(as heat). 
 Where is that heat going? Most of it is warming the oceans 
and melting glaciers and the polar icecaps. More water vapor 
is entering the atmosphere (4% rise in average humidity 
since 1980), creating more rainfall and snowfall, erratically 
but inexorably. and the heat generates more storms—bigger 
hurricanes, typhoons, tornados, and topping them all, more el 
niños, the climate-wrenching surges of hot water across the 
Pacific Ocean that throw weather systems out of whack all 
over the planet. el niño, named after the Christ child because 
it develops during december, is known to meteorologists as 
enSo (el niño-Southern oscillation). Large amounts of hot 
water build up in the Indonesian archipelago because water 
in the Pacific Ocean sloshes westward as the planet turns to 
the east. Trapped among the many islands there, it heats up in 
the equatorial sun like your swimming pool in summer. and 
periodically, for reasons no one understands yet, it surges back 
toward the eastern Pacific Ocean. Monster storms come to the 
normally arid coast of South america, the monsoon falters in 
India, north China, northeast Brazil and east africa, and every 
other region of the planet feels some major impact. enSos 
used to happen about every 25 years and are now occurring 
at intervals of 3-5 years. enSo can help us answer the last 
important question.
 how much heat are we talking about? a super-powerful el 
niño event such as occurred in 1998, has at birth the potential 
energy of all the nuclear weapons in all the world’s arsenals, 
about 10,000 megatons of TnT equivalent, roughly one million 
hiroshima-sized bombs. The energy of one especially strong 
enSo is equivalent to nuclear armageddon, or the simultane-
ous detonation of all nuclear weapons on earth. This is awe-
some, but it also places human endeavor on the scale of plan-
etary phenomena that we can relate to weather. The amount of 
extra heat that is ultimately trapped from solar radiation due to 
extra greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is roughly equal to 
one enSo or one nuclear armageddon every 24 hours. Think 
of it as buying global storming on the world’s credit card. 
every day we charge another nuclear armageddon’s worth of 
heat—agreeing to take delivery over the next couple of hun-
dred years. The amount of heat we receive in one day from that 
purchase is fairly small—we scarcely notice it. But as with the 
devilish brooms set to marching by the Sorcerer’s apprentice, 
we don't know how to stop the delivery. and the heat will just 
keep mounting. Boom. Boom. Boom…
 Climate forcing has been going on for many decades already 
and looks sure to continue for some years ahead of us. To scale 
up our awareness of what that means, we have to contemplate 
extraterrestrial events that have impacted the earth. Several 
times in our long geologic history, impact with celestial objects 
has led to cataclysm and major extinction of species. The best 
known of these is the Chicxulub meteor ...cont’d on page 16                      

More than cars are in the floodwaters. Photo Keith Johnson.
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but this results in more intense rain events, hence more flooding. 
This does not bode well for the global economy, already stagger-
ing under debt load and resource shortages. The year 2011, not 
half over, stands to present the insurance industry with its heavi-
est losses ever, and there is no end in sight to this trend. annual 
loss payouts are up ten-fold in the past 25 years. Individuals and 
businesses ulimately pay these costs, which drag against other 
pressing needs.
 heavy weather poses unexpected problems beyond exces-
sive rain. Wind directions can be very erratic. Ivan the Terrible, a 
category 5 hurricane that crossed northern Florida, alabama, and 
Georgia in 2004 before it washed itself out over the Carolinas, 
showed sustained winds over 200 mph as it struck Cuba a glanc-
ing blow on the way north. Five hundred miles inland Ivan still 
had enough wind force to fell 100-year old trees, blocking roads 
and bringing down power lines over western north Carolina. In 
our small village, several people came within a few feet of being 
crushed in their sleep as giant trees fell. The weather service 
reported that storm was the sixth most powerful hurricane ever 
to originate in the atlantic. hurricane Mitch, which killed nearly 
20,000 in nicaragua and honduras in 1998 (one of the hottest 
years on record) was of the same caliber. So was hurricane ka-
trina in 2005 as it moved inland over the Louisiana marshes.
 Ivan’s effects were particularly destructive because it brought 
high winds unexpectedly out of the southeast. In the northern 
hemisphere hurricanes and typhoons circulate in a counter-clock-
wise direction. The opposite is true south of the equator. That 
means that hurricanes hitting the southeast uS coast lead with 
northeasterly winds, and storms crossing the Gulf Coast between 
East Texas and Florida (as Ivan did) can carry fierce southeast-
erlies. This is just the reverse of prevailing winter storms so it 
complicates the problem of design for wind protection. 

What can we do about it?

 Design for flood protection should focus on minimizing dam-
age. The watchwords are knowledge and preparation. The first 
and most important defense is information. Maps of the flood-
plain are essential tools for cataloguing risk and avoiding Type I 
errors in building placement. When the north Carolina legislature 
authorized $41 million to update floodplain maps in the state fol-
lowing hurricane Floyd in 1999, it neglected to ensure that this 
money was distributed statewide. none of it reached the moun-

under water during floods. Almost by definition, the richest land 
is the flattest and, ironically, the most vulnerable to the deadliest 
of disasters. Two of the world’s most densely settled regions—
holland and Bangladesh, both river deltas and each with over 
1,000 persons per square mile, are located at or below sea level.
 2. agriculture and urbanization increase runoff dramatically 
compared to native (mostly forested) landscapes. The channel-
ization of rivers for barge transport and dikes and levees built 
against flood both exacerbate flooding by reducing the stream’s 
natural capacity to absorb the shock of high flows.
 3. key infrastructure—public buildings, ports and depots, 
road and rail lines, power plants, water and sewer systems—is 
located close to creeks, rivers, and seacoasts for reasons of endur-
ing practicality. When floods hit, the loss of support systems cre-
ates chaos and throws people back on limited personal resources. 
everything becomes much, much harder. escape routes also 
become blocked, so that people fleeing the rising waters become 
trapped and sometimes drown.

 4. Flood seizes everything loose and distributes it widely. In 
particular, water spreads disease organisms by moving manure, 
nightsoil, and sewage out of confined areas. In the modern era, 
the leakage of industrial pollutants can be added to this list. ro-
dent populations are disturbed and begin to proliferate among the 
rubble and debris. This creates conditions for the rapid spread of 
infectious diseases.
 5. drinking water supplies are disrupted or contaminated, 
while medical and emergency services are encumbered. In the 
2008 flooding that inundated parts of central Indiana, among the 
first casualties in the city of Columbus, east of where I live, was 
the hospital, rendered inoperable by rising floodwaters that filled 
its basement and ground floors.

Portent of things to come

 To this list of five human-implicated factors in flood damage, 
we most assuredly can add a 21st-century sixth: global storming. 
Climate change brought about by the burning of fossil fuels and 
by deforestation has increased both the speed and volume of the 
hydrologic cycle worldwide. Warmer atmospheres and sea tem-
peratures are resulting in more tropical storms, as evidenced by 
the increase in superstorms, the lengthening of the hurricane and 
typhoon seasons, and the spread of severe storms to new areas. 
Brazil recorded its first ever hurricane-force storm off the South 
Atlantic in 2004. Typhoon flooding racked Burma last year and 
tens of thousands may have died. rainfall increases overall. dis-
tribution becomes more erratic, bringing drought to many areas, 
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tain counties, which were imagined to be at little risk. In 2004, 
we learned that risk was everywhere. 
 Knowing what areas will flood when enough rain falls allows 
you not only to avoid placing buildings there, but tells you what 
should be removed. Chemicals, fuels, and biocides don’t mix 
well with flood waters. Neither do nuclear fuel rods and reactors. 
Be sure to secure these substances out of harm’s way. It may not 
be easy to relocate nuclear plants away from the seacoast, but 
we should make efforts to decommission and remove radioactive 
material from those that are already there, and avoid building any 
more.
 healthy streams have associated wetlands, meanders, and 
ample flood plains to help them absorb high water flows. We have 
to resist the development pressures to channelize streams or to 
usurp these areas for inappropriate purposes. Planting crops in 

a flood plain is a relatively harmless ephemeral activity (though 
lowland forests might be more ecologically sound). So too are 
parks and sports playing fields, but garbage dumps in flood-prone 
areas, for example, pose unnecessary risks to public health.
 know what lies upstream and uphill of you and what may 
be brought down by heavy runoff. If you live downstream from 
a large body of impounded water, it’s in your interest to know 
whether that dam is sound and if there is a proper spillway to 
protect it. (see PCa #52, Max Lindegger on dams)
 If you live in a flood-prone area, plan an evacuation route to 
higher ground, and be prepared to activate it early. remember 
that crossing roads or streams already in flood is a bad idea. You 
or your vehicle could easily be swept away. even a foot of rap-
idly flowing water has enough force to knock you off your feet, 
especially if the surface below is irregular. If you are caught by 
floodwaters in a vehicle, get out of it as quickly as possible.
 Inland areas subject to flooding face one set of risks, most 
of which can be foreseen (and thus planned for) because of the 
relatively predictable way high water will interact with land-
forms. The greatest impact of floods is typically first to property, 
and secondly to health due to loss of services and the spread of 
disease. drowning is usually limited to cases of panic or poor 
judgment, except in the case of tsunami. Unless floodwaters are 
constricted—as in narrow mountain valleys, amplified by dam 
failure, or arrive downstream with little warning (as in some 
desert areas), there is usually time for people to seek shelter 
on higher ground. Due to artificial engineering of the shipping 
channel, residents of the lower Mississippi valley face compound 
risks from levee failure, which can direct huge, abrupt flows in 
unexpected directions. This can be compounded by sabotage, 
either local or national in origin, as it was below new orleans in 

that struck north of the Yucatan about 65 million years ago. It 
immediately flattened and incinerated everything above the 
ground in north america about as far as hudson Bay, some 
2,000 miles to the north. as a result of the “nuclear winter” 
brought about by aerosols in the atmosphere from this event, 
the dinosaurs—previously dominant lifeforms—went extinct in 
very short order. The energy released by this impact—the sea-
bed crater is about 180 km/108 miles in diameter, the meteor 
estimated at 10 km/6 miles diameter—is 10,000 times the en-
ergy embodied in a large enSo event or a nuclear armaged-
don. This is the amount of energy added to the world’s oceans 
and atmosphere every 25 years by extra Co2 emissions.
 We are in the midst not just of the Sixth Great extinction 
event—one caused by humans—but we are living through (for 
now) a cataclysm of human origins but cosmic proportions. 
We are small and puny, but by our numbers and our clever-
ness, we have unleashed forces grand enough to utterly destroy 
ourselves. We have not done this directly, as would have been 
the case had we detonated all those nuclear warheads, but in-
directly, by ever so gradually tightening the insulating blanket 
around the earth from our exhaust gases.
 To bring this down to human scale once again, one ton of 
excess atmospheric carbon (about 2.6 tons of Co2-equivalent) 
yields roughly 1-10 kilotons TnT-equivalent cumulative heat-
ing over the course of its mean lifetime in the atmosphere. The 
mean output of carbon to the atmosphere caused by u.S. and 
Canadian residents (there is a negligible difference between 
the two national averages) is about 8 tons per year. Twenty 
tanks full of gasoline for an Suv or 30 tanks full for a compact 
car represents about a ton of carbon. each north american 
is responsible for releasing the heat-energy equivalent of 1-4 
hiroshima-sized bombs detonated in the atmosphere every 
year. remember, this is not from the heat of burning the fuel, 
but from the extra solar heat that is trapped by the exhaust 
gases. Because of the long lifespan of Co2 in the atmosphere, 
these figures, which are cumulative over several centuries, are 
not reflected immediately in visible and palpable changes, but 
the numbers are so large that we are already, despite the im-
mense buffering capacity of the world’s oceans, experiencing 
dramatic increases in the violence of the climate.
 do our leaders have the vision and the strength to turn 
society away from this self-destructive course? I have my 
doubts. Japanese children learn to run for high ground when 
the tide goes out far and fast, and many of them are alive today 
because of this training. Is there an equivalent high ground to 
which we can retreat from the wall of heat and high water that 
carbon burning is preparing for the planet? or might it be time 
to consider banking the fires and taking the matches away from 
the pyromaniacs who direct the world largest polluters, and the 
guns away from the political stooges who provide them cover?
 unless we can stop the burning and return the carbon to the 
soil and to the forests, stormin’ will become more and more 
normin’ as the century ages. We created that little monster.  ∆

 I am grateful to the author of [FedUpWithDenial] for 
much of this information. any errors of interpretation are 
my own. The full text is available at: http://climateprogress.
org/2010/11/15/year-in-climate-science-climategate/. Scan 
down the list of comments to #109 and #110, near the end.
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the great spring flood of 1927, and may be again under extreme 
duress. Relieving the river’s raging flood at someone else’s ex-
pense is only a few handsful of dynamite away, an easy tempta-
tion for desperate people thrown into a kind of alluvial arms race 
of terror.

When winds compound flood

 Coastal areas subject to tropical storms experience not only 
the problems of flooding, but of storm surge and particularly of 
high winds. Coastlines, even more than main river valleys, are 
heavily populated. This compounds the problem of evacuation.
 Hurricane-force winds (over 70 mph) are sufficient to lift a 

person off his feet, but the greater danger is from wind-borne 
objects. Metal roofing torn loose can be especially dangerous as it 
sails with great velocity and can strike with potentially lethal im-
pact. even where codes do not yet require it, hurricane strapping 
to secure the roof to the house frame is a good idea.
 The danger from high winds is what leads public officials 
and anxious residents to evacuate coastal areas. don’t let com-
placency undermine your safety. In 1992, hurricane andrew was 
a wake-up call for Florida but the point was driven home even 
harder in 2004 when Charlie and Francis laid waste to the state 
in quick succession. Many attempted to flee, but fuel and food 
supplies quickly ran out and evacuation from the long peninsula 
became impossible for millions. 

Thinking ahead 

 Preparation is essential. There is no time in the midst of a 
catastrophe to gather supplies, practice rescue techniques, or find 
misplaced tools. Are you ready for storms, floods, power outages, 
or worse? The conditions are ripe for all these events to become 
more frequent. Florida may now be alert to the hazards, but areas 
which periodically but infrequently experience hurricanes, such 
as the Southern appalachians and new england, are perhaps 
even more vulnerable because preparations there may be weaker. 
The human tendency is to dismiss what has not been recently in 
mind. all areas within 500 miles of the coast between the rio 
Grande and nova Scotia are at risk. The current pattern appears 

to move storm tracks farther west as the season advances. With 
longer storm seasons (beginning in July and continuing through 
november, more hurricanes are likely to make landfall on the 
uS).
 know your weak points and be prepared to address them as 
soon as a storm threatens. Should vehicles be moved? do loose 
tools or machinery need to be secured? are water lines and criti-
cal infrastructure at risk? Are firefighting, construction and demo-
lition tools, and emergency supplies ready at hand? after Francis 
disrupted infrastructure at earthaven ecovillage, which was built 
off-grid in steep mountain valleys of western north Carolina, vil-
lage workers spent the days leading up to Ivan clearing logjams 
from the creeks so that they would stay in their channels, secur-
ing water lines to higher ground, preparing flood overflow chan-
nels, and protecting bridge abutments. It paid off. Though water 
levels weren’t as high because overall rain was less with Ivan 
(5.5 inches in one day against 11.5 inches from Francis in two), 
there was no flood-related damage at all from the second storm. 
We did learn how vulnerable the community was to tall trees near 
houses, standing dead snags near trails, and similar potential wind 
hazards, all of which windy Ivan threw in our faces!
 Protecting water supplies is the other chief concern in the 
face of flood. Centralized systems are wonderfully convenient, 
but also vulnerable. distributed storage, as from roof catchment, 
will make any community more resilient against catastrophe. The 
ordinary household without a large tank could still mitigate the 
worst outcomes by keeping a supply of bottled water in the house 
(maybe not in the basement…). Five to ten gallons per person 
should be on hand at all times. another strategy for preparing 
against loss of water supply is to rig up one or more rain bar-
rels under the downspouts to provide basic water for washing. 
This is fast and simple, and by making 50-100 gallons of water 
immediately available for household sanitation, can do much to 
make life during a emergency less stressful. In my experience, 
the permaculture ethic of self-reliance lays a good foundation for 
response to catastrophe. By creating local systems of power gen-
eration, water and food supply, and the capacity to manage basic 
infrastructure, our household has learned to do for ourselves what 
must be done for city dwellers by experts. 
 The other pillar of strength against adversity is community. 
In 2004, our village’s many-layered and rich connections with 
each other came dramatically to the fore in the face of the com-
mon challenge of flooding and storms. In an admirable display 
of solidarity and compassion, the Japanese nation has organized 
itself to provide care and relief for all its members. all human 
communities have this latent capacity to one degree or another, 
but knowing in advance whom to call and how to reach one’s 
neighbors can make a critical difference in times of crisis, when 
ordinary civil resources are unavailable. It is up to each of us to 
assess our situation and take the necessary steps to bolster collec-
tive security. our well-being is always dependent to some degree 
on the health and safety of others around us, but in the event of 
natural disaster this bedrock of society is exposed for all to see. ∆

Peter Bane is the publisher of this magazine, consults for prop-
erty owners, and teaches courses in permaculture design through 
Indiana University and in other venues. Information at www.
permacultureactivist.net.

Coastal areas are more prone to floods as well as wind damage. 
Photo Keith Johnson. 
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systems you may have to keep the ground moist.
 • Don’t be complacent when a bush fire is burning near the 
village or your house. The wind can change and send it your way 
in an instant. Use the available time to clear flammable materials 
away from the buildings and infrastructure around you.
 • Take special care of stored fuel and other flammable liquids. 
If the fire has already reached this facility, clear everybody well 
away and let it burn. do not risk lives.
 • If a fire has reached your compound, release your animals to 
fend for themselves. You can always round them up later.
 • Teach fire safety at the schools in your community.

Earthquake

 Ideally our houses and infrastructure should be designed to 
withstand earthquakes. unfortunately, in developing countries 
this doesn’t happen because of the lack of expertise and the added 
costs. Many buildings, especially multi-story structures, are 
made from sub-standard concrete. during a large earthquake the 
buildings shudder and wobble to the point where they suddenly 
collapse. We never know if it’s going to be “the big one.” Blind 
panic can often cause more injury than the quake itself. If you are 
unlucky enough to be in a severe quake the following measures 
will help:
 • Move outside as quickly as possible without panic.
 • Move to open ground where you are safe from falling glass 
and debris.
 • Round up the children and settle them in a safe place.

Common Sense and Some Practical Checklists

Preparing for and Responding to the Worst
Steve Cran

CoMMon SenSe STraTeGIeS can help stabilize a 
community before and after a disaster. Below I have put 
together some food for thought for those people who 

work in disaster zones or live in a disaster-prone area. although 
most of this information is aimed at the Third World, we First-
Worlders can use these tips too. 
 With clever design, human beings can avoid many of the 
disasters they encounter as residents of Planet earth. There are 
natural disasters and man-made disasters. here are a few basic 
measures we can take to avoid or reduce their impact. 

Fire 

 Few villages or towns in the Third World have any fire-
fighting equipment or training to deal with fire. When a fire starts 
it can become a major disaster very quickly unless people are 
prepared beforehand. In many rural villages fire is used to clear 
land or dispose of rubbish. In the dry season, a fire can easily get 
out of hand, especially if there is a breeze or wind. Fires are also 
common in the kitchen where open fire is used to cook in con-
junction with kerosene and cooking oils. When considering fire in 
our designs we can take the following measures:
 • Clear dry materials such as grass and leaves well away from 
the house.
 • Use animals to graze a bare zone between the village or fam-
ily compound and the likely fire direction.
 • Plant fire-retardant trees as a barrier in the direction the fire 
is most likely to come from. This will be where the wind comes 
from in the dry season.
 • Farming practices that require burning are common in the 
Third World. Burning reduces fertility in the soil and wastes bio-
mass. People do this out of ignorance. If farmers must burn, get 
them to burn after a rain so the fire is less damaging to the soil.
 • Set up a community fire warning signal and work out a com-
munity fire-fighting plan.
 • Make a family fire fighting plan and train your family. As-
sign everyone a role to play in the event of a fire. Do this before 
fire strikes.
 • Make several beaters (a solid stick with canvas or heavy 
material flaps at the base) for the house and train the family how 
to use them.
 • Ideally a fire extinguisher would be installed in the kitchen, 
but many people can’t afford such a luxury. a bucket of dry earth 
and an old woolen blanket in or near the kitchen will give some 
measure of defense. Be sure the family understands how to use 
these to put out a fire. Do not put water on an oil fire. This will 
cause the oil to erupt and cover those nearby with burning oil.
 • Dedicate a water source and buckets to use in case of fire.
 • When a fire is near, get the family outdoors to watch for fall-
ing embers. A small spot fire can spread quickly.
 • If a fire is near and you have a good water supply, wet down 
the earth and vegetation around the house. Turn on any irrigation 

The sun shines through smoke as fires rage. Photo Keith Johnson.
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 The first sign a tsunami is coming is the rapid draining away 
of the sea from the coast. It appears as if the tide goes out instant-
ly like rapids moving over the rocks and reefs. If you are not near 
the beach but you have experienced an earthquake, you can ring 
someone who is; get him or her to observe the ocean. There is 
little time between the sea moving out and the tidal wave coming 
in. If you suspect a tsunami get to high ground as fast as you can. 
Beware of public panic. often when a tsunami alert is broadcast-
ed, many people are killed in vehicle accidents from fear-crazed 
drivers trying to get to safety at any cost. Be aware that tsunamis 
can come in sets. Several waves can come in succession. do not 
go back to your community if it has been struck by a tsunami for 
several hours. If your village has been wiped out by a tsunami the 
following measures will help:
 • Secure survivors on high ground. Look for buildings and 
infrastructure not damaged.
 • Secure clean water or find cooking equipment to boil water 
for sterilization. a community’s water supplies, like wells and 

tanks, are most likely destroyed or contaminated.
 • Divide survivors into teams to search the edge of the debris 
zone for other survivors.
 • Set up an aid post for wounded.
 • Infection is a huge risk after a tsunami. Many wounds are 
gashes and cuts from debris. do what is possible to clean and 
bind wounds. Traditional plant knowledge will assist in finding 
medicinal alternatives.
 • Secure and distribute food for the survivors. Think long-
term, as there may be no transport to bring help for weeks.
 • Set up pit latrines away from the living areas. Disease can 
spread rapidly in crowded unsanitary conditions.
 • After a tsunami, the sheer volume of dead bodies may be 
impossible to deal with, especially if there are only a small num-
ber of survivors. It’s best to spend the energy on the living and 
let nature take care of the dead. Bury the bodies that have been 
brought up, along with any wounded that may have passed away, 
quickly to avoid disease.
 • Set up long-term solutions for food, water, and shelter as 
soon as possible. 
 • Keep people busy and productive to reduce the stress, 
trauma, and depression that set in when people lose hope.

Floods and landslides

 Flooding is often the result of land clearing in a water catch-
ment area. The forests in a catchment hold the rains and slowly 

 • Gather all the able adults together for a search and rescue 
team. Send part of the group to get whatever tools they can find.
 • After shocks can cause damaged buildings to collapse, be 
aware and act accordingly.
 • Designate a coordination center. Set up a radio to listen to 
broadcasts.
 • Nominate part of the survivors group as a first aid team and 
designate an aid post for wounded people.
 • Take over any safe building or facility that is still standing 
for a community aid station.
 • Get teams to collect whatever medical supplies and food 
they can from the ruins.
 • Make stretchers from doors and whatever materials are 
available.
 • Divide up the teams to search the ruins methodically, build-
ing by building. Coordinate this activity so the whole village or 
town is covered and nothing is missed.
 • Secure water supplies and water sterilization materials.
 • Make everybody aware of aftershocks and further quakes. 
damaged buildings can collapse at any time. Many people are 
killed after quakes trying to retrieve possessions in damaged 
buildings that collapse.
 • Contact the authorities if possible and ask for assistance. 
ask when assistance will come if at all.
 • Communities located near the coast must be aware of the 
danger of tsunamis. If tsunami is imminent move everybody to 
high ground as fast as possible.
 • If the quake is very large, the authorities may be in no posi-
tion to help for many days. Bury the dead as quickly as possible. 
Try to identify them or fingerprint and photograph them before 
burial.
 • Set up shelter for the survivors and secure food for the long 
term. do not expect immediate help from outside. Make up a 
public board with a list of missing people. List the known dead. 
This helps reduce people’s endless searching of dangerous ruins 
for dead loved ones.
 • After the first 24 hours, the search and rescue teams must be 
rotated and rested to prevent burnout. Initially, people will want 
to work beyond normal capacity because of fears for their loved 
ones, etc.
 • Looters may become a problem. Organize a community 
security team if necessary.

Tsunami

 Communities near the coast may experience tsunamis after 
an earthquake. an earthquake can happen elsewhere which also 
causes a tsunami that can affect a coastline thousands of kilo-
meters away. There is little that can withstand a major tsunami. 
For example, in 2004, in aceh, Indonesia, the tsunami measured 
40 meters high traveling at 300 kilometers per hour (180 mph). 
Smaller tsunamis are also deadly and destroy people and infra-
structure.
 In the past, in many island cultures, only temporary dwellings 
were built in the tsunami zone. The permanent structures were 
built on the high ground out of harm’s way. If a tsunami came, 
the villagers would retreat to the safety of their high ground 
settlement. unfortunately we no longer seem to employ that kind 
of wisdom around our planet.

With clever design, human 
beings can avoid many of 
the disasters they 
encounter as residents of 
Planet Earth.
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filter the flow down to streams and rivers. The forests also protect 
soils from erosion. When valleys are cleared of forests, rain can 
flow rapidly down the bare slopes unchecked, and in a short time 
the rivers swell up and flood.
 Extreme weather events can also cause flooding, especially 
when flood mitigation infrastructure is blocked by debris or too 
much water overwhelms the system too quickly. 
 When a flood is imminent, a community should have high 
ground nominated as a safe zone for people, animals, and 
vehicles, etc. Medical facilities and power generators should be 
located out of harm’s way permanently.
 Landslides are prevalent where humans have cleared sloping 
land. Forests hold the soil together and prevent erosion. For-
ests also slow the flow of heavy rains across land. As a forest is 
logged away, soil begins to erode with the rains. heavy rains can 
cut whole hillsides away if the forest has been destroyed. The 
steeper the slope, the greater the danger. Logging on steep slop-
ing land will cause major problems, especially for communities 
downstream or downhill. areas prone to earthquakes and tremors 
are in the most danger of having a landslide if their slopes are 
cleared. The land directly above a community must be preserved 
as forest for the protection of that community. Landslides can 
happen upstream many kilometers away from a community but 
still cause that community’s destruction. When the land slips 
into a river or stream, the water in that stream begins to dam up 
behind the debris. This debris dam is not stable, and at a certain 
point the pressure of the water building up behind it bursts the 
dam and a huge flood of mud, logs, and water rushes down the 
watercourse. This is the cause of many disasters downstream. 
Whole communities are wiped out, and people, animals, and 
houses are buried under thousands of tons of mud and debris. 
Landslides can directly take out a community if the slopes behind 
the village are devoid of trees. Catchment management is es-
sential for all communities. replanting and protecting forests up-
stream are in the best interests of all communities. Communities 
sharing a catchment system must meet and map out their strate-
gies for co-managing their watershed. The following measures 
will mitigate flooding.
 • Preserve all forests on steep slopes.
 • Reforest any damaged slopes to restore forest cover. These 
areas can be set-aside as eco-zones, or reserves.
 • Preserve or replant forests along all waterways. Allow for a 
minimum 50-meter protection zone.
 • Grazing animals must be isolated from the riparian (river-
side) forest and steep slopes. heavy animals cause erosion and 
destroy seedling plantings.
 • On lower slopes, terraces can be dug and community forest-
ry planted out and maintained. as the slope diminishes, grazing 
strips on contour can be set out between terraced forest strips.
 • Rangers must be appointed, trained, and empowered by the 
community to maintain the integrity of the catchment system.
 • Community logging zones must be designated and those for-
ests managed sustainably to supply community needs. Clear-fell 
logging must be forbidden.
 • Seed balls containing fast-growing tree seed can be sown on 
hard-to-reach slopes and on land needing immediate attention.
 • In flood-prone areas houses can be built on stilts or even 
pontoons that float the building and its occupants during a flood. 
Ensure there is sufficient food and water in the house to last out a 

flood.
 • All the above strategies must be planned and put on a com-
munity map that has the approval of the entire community. Where 
possible, copies should be distributed to families through the 
school children. This type of planning involves all generations.

Cyclones, hurricanes, high winds

 If you live in a high wind or cyclone area then your house 
must be constructed to withstand it. If your house is of poor 
construction, a cyclone or high wind will most likely destroy or 
damage it. In this case, if a cyclone is coming, find a suitable safe 
place away from your home to wait out the storm. do not risk 
your life and your family because you are concerned about your 
possessions. If your house is built to resist a severe storm and you 
know it is coming, take the following precautions:
 • Clean up and secure any loose tin or items outside your 
house that could blow away and become dangerous missiles in a 
storm.
 • Cut away any heavy branches that may be likely to fall on 
your house or car from nearby trees.

 • Secure animals indoors where possible.
 • Plywood nailed over windows can give some protection for 
a cyclone. Tape up all windows to prevent shattered glass in case 
of a broken window. Cardboard taped over windows will also 
help if no plywood is available.
 • Secure a good supply of food and water ready in case sup-
plies are cut after the storm.
 • Have flashlights and batteries ready in case power is cut.
 • Prepare and keep a first aid kit within easy reach.
 • Have cutting tools like saws and machetes on hand to deal 
with debris after the storm.
 • Make an alternative plan for evacuation in case the house is 
damaged or destroyed.
 • Go to the safest, strongest part of the building you are stay-
ing in to wait out the storm.
 • The house may flood due to roof damage so have cloth-
ing, bedding, and food packed in plastic bags and stored off the 
ground. keep several jerry-cans full of clean drinking water 
inside in case water supplies are cut or contaminated.
 • After the storm, check neighbors and livestock for casual-

Too many times after a 
disaster the aid 
organizations organize 
food-for-work programs, 
which entail the people 
burning, and burying 
debris without salvage. 
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all useful materials should be stacked, stored, and catalogued. 
With these known materials on hand a community can design and 
build housing using their own resources. Too many times after a 
disaster the aid organizations organize food-for-work programs, 
which entail the people burning and burying debris without 
salvage. This compounds a natural disaster with a man-made 
disaster.
 When the reconstruction phase starts, communities should 
learn from the event and modify their infrastructure to withstand 
similar disasters in the future as much as possible. Those commu-
nities must also be willing to relocate if the same type of disaster 
is liable to strike again.

 all the above-mentioned strategies are basic common sense. 
unfortunately, people forget common sense and their own judg-
ment, relying instead on the “authorities” to foresee and prepare 
for any future problems. Mother nature gives us signs before an 
impending disaster. animals behave differently when a crisis is 
approaching. Before a tsunami or an earthquake, animals will 
vacate the area rapidly. ants build protective towers around the 
entrances to their colonies when a big rain or flood is coming. 
Ants also move into houses and nest in the ceilings when a flood 
is imminent. In every culture there is old knowledge regarding 
the signs of nature. Learn to read the signs; disasters seem to be 
the new “normal.”       ∆ 

Steve Cran is an Australian community sustainability specialist 
and permaculture trainer with 20 years field experience. Most of 
Steve’s permaculture career has been spent working in conflict 
and disaster zones in Third World regions, including Timor, Aceh, 
Uganda, and Haiti. www.green.warriorsteve@gmail.com. 

ties.
 • Take care with downed power lines. Assume all lines are 
live until proven otherwise.

Before we build

 When we site a new home or housing development we must 
consider the natural elements. You need to know the “worst case 
scenario” of what nature can throw at you. People who have lived 
in the area for many years are the best sources of information. 
do the research before you build. Flood plains can be built on if 
people can elevate their house with stilts. The stilts must get the 
house above the ‘worst flood’ level. Then when a flood comes, it 
is just an inconvenience, not a disaster. Fire disaster can also be 
limited or avoided with clever design. earth houses with metal 
roofs will resist fire. Any house painted white will resist fire lon-
ger than other colored houses. The white reflects the heat. Some 
people even paint the trunks of their fruit trees to prevent the 
tree dying after a fire. Brick or earth walls around the house are 
another safety measure. If you live in a fire-prone area consider 
anti-fire design. In high wind or cyclone-prone areas, the roofs 
and structure of a building must be designed to withstand the 
strongest forces. a curved high brick, stone or earth wall around 
the family compound or house will give good protection in a 
moderate storm. a windbreak at least 25 meters from the house 
may also help. Large clumping bamboo planted near the house 
can fold over the house in a high wind and offer some protec-
tion. This can be cut away and it will regenerate after the storm. 
In your house, have a safe room built, constructed from stone or 
brick, for the family to shelter in an emergency. Think it through 
before construction. don’t wait until after the emergency. Lastly, 
plant emergency in-ground root crops for your family and farm 
animals, such as cassava, sweet potato, and taro.
 Plan out an alternative water source, in case your current sup-
plies are cut off or contaminated. have a think about your area 
and what disasters would be most likely to occur. Talk it through 
with friends and family. ask old people who have lived all their 
lives in the area what has been the worst flood, fire, or other 
disaster they have experienced or heard of. Try not to get para-
noid, just apply common sense and intuition. The best plans will 
include your neighbors and community. These are the people you 
will have to rely on if a disaster approaches. If a disaster strikes, 
don’t wait for God’s hand to come out of the sky and help you. 
help yourselves.

Conclusion

 after a major disaster strikes a community, or even a coun-
try, the biggest risk after the emergency phase will be too much 
dependence on aid and relief supplies. It is important that com-
munities rebuild their self-sufficiency and food security as soon 
as possible. 
 Becoming addicted to free food and handouts is extremely 
difficult to recover from. Aid can be a negative influence after the 
community has recovered from the initial emergency, especially 
when those organizations start dictating the community’s needs. 
Be aware. 
 after a major disaster, communities are advised to begin sal-
vaging materials in an organized manner for the rebuilding stage. 

Ice storms can wreak havoc on the farm or home. 
Photo Keith Johnson.
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TreeS are one oF our MoST PoWerFuL TooLS 
to pull carbon from the atmosphere and sequester it in 
the soil for long-term storage. This is why reforestation 

and the protection of intact forests are such an important part of 
plans to address climate change. Conventional thinking, however, 
suggests that the planet’s capacity for reforestation is limited by 
the need to preserve land for agriculture. But we in permaculture 
know that farming and trees are not mutually exclusive. From 
tree crops to contour strips of nitrogen-fixing trees between alleys 
of annual crops, there is a wealth of techniques that can give us 
the best of both worlds. Should a global effort get behind their 
implementation, these could have a major impact on carbon 
levels in the atmosphere. They would also have numerous other 
benefits to the planet and its people. 

 a century ago, writer-farmer J. russell Smith used the term 
“permanent agriculture” to describe food forestry and other farm-
ing practices that combatted a key issue of the day—the erosion 
and degradation of farmland. From Smith and his compatriots we 
have taken the name of our movement, though “permaculture” 
has grown to encompass much more than food forestry. Today 
these visionary ideas are more needed than ever to address an en-
vironmental crisis on a scale Smith and his contemporaries could 
not have imagined.

Potential climate impact

 Trees are fundamentally more efficient than annual crops, 
with greater net primary productivity. In contrast to annual crops, 
they are larger, leaf out earlier, and start the growing season ready 
to do large-scale photosynthesis. There is a bigger carbon “pie” 
to be divided among wood, soil carbon, and food for people than 
annuals can provide. It makes intuitive sense that a forest-mimic 
agriculture would sequester carbon somewhat like a “real” forest. 
But what can science tell us about the carbon sequestering capac-

ity of permanent agriculture strategies like agroforestry, silvopas-
ture, and food forestry?
 Broadly speaking, this appears to be the case. In their ex-
cellent 2004 review of the subject (“Carbon sequestration: an 
underexploited environmental benefit of agroforestry systems,” 
in Agroforestry Systems 61:281-295), P.k. nair and Francesca 
Montagnini state that generally agroforestry systems sequester 
somewhat less carbon than forests, though still much more than 
most annual systems (many of which are net releasers of soil 
carbon to the atmosphere, and they cause additional emissions 
from heavy fossil fuel use). I should note that most agroforestry 
systems integrate functional trees like nitrogen-fixing legumes 
for fertilizer with annual crops. Proper food forestry using mostly 
perennials could come much closer to matching the amounts of 
carbon sequestered per acre in natural forests. 

 agroforestry systems sequester carbon both in biomass and 
in soil as humus, soil life, and undigested organic matter. The 
amount varies hugely, depending on several variables:

Proper food forestry 
using mostly perennial 
crops could come much 
closer to matching the 
amounts of carbon 
sequestered per acre in 
natural forests.

Addressing the Problem not Just the Symptoms

Climate Stability with “Permanent Agriculture”
Eric Toensmeier

Don Victoriano and Doña Corina of the community of El Mata-
sano in Chiquimula, Guatemala use an A-frame level to mark 
contours for living terraces. In the background are steep moun-
tainsides covered in cornfields. Photo courtesy Ripple of Hope.
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 • rainfall: humid climates sequester more carbon than dry ones.
 • Climate: Temperate ecosystems sequester more than tropical 
ones (where heat and moisture result in the rapid oxidation of soil 
carbon).
 • Design: Polycultures sequester more carbon than monocul-
tures in some studies.
 • Species: Sequestration varies by species, with some stand-
outs like mesquite (Prosopis julibrissin).
 • Management: Layout and management practices have a huge 
impact.
 allowing for these factors, nair and Montagnini report es-
timates of the world carbon storage potential of agroforestry 
ranging from 9 to 228 tons of carbon/hectare under different 
circumstances—tremendous variation. They report an estimate of 

current sequestration by agroforestry at 1 million tons/year. Their 
document estimates the amount of land that could be converted to 
agroforestry practices as roughly 585 million to 1.2 billion hect-
ares (the uS including alaska is 770 million hectares). even at a 
fairly conservative 25 ton/hectare average, that would sequester 
14-20 billion tons—over its lifetime as much as 10% of the total 
200 billion tons many experts estimate needs to be removed from 
the atmosphere even if we stop emissions tomorrow.
 Sounds great—but that is a staggering amount of land. It works 
out to roughly 5-10% of the world’s land surface (excluding ant-
arctica), or a whopping 40-80% of land in current use for arable 
crops. 
 Permanent agriculture doesn’t just sequester carbon, however. 
It is also a fantastic way to restore degraded land to productivity. 
Much of the carbon we are pulling from the air becomes organic 
matter, the foundation of productive agricultural soils. The Global 
assessment of human-Induced Soil degradation (concluded in 
1990) found that vast amounts of the planetary surface have been 
degraded by human activity, through erosion of sloping land, 
desertification, salinization, and nutrient depletion. 
 Perennial farming systems are particularly suited to stabilizing 
slopes and preventing erosion on hillside farms. roughly 45% 
of the world’s farmland is classed as sloping at 8% or higher—
regeneration of this quantity of farmland with permanent agricul-
ture would sequester 16.8 billion tons of carbon (at 25t/ha).

 about 135 million hectares of farmland have an unbeliev-
able 30% slope or greater. I have seen miles of corn growing on 
mountainsides far steeper than this in Guatemala. These lands are 
eroding severely and are completely unsuitable for annual crops 
without extensive terracing, living contour hedgerows, or (prefer-
ably) replacement by tree crops. If a targeted international project 
began just focusing on these most vulnerable agricultural areas, 
9% of total world farmland, we could (at 25 t/ha, towards the low 
end of agroforestry’s potential) still sequester 3.3 billion tons of 
carbon—equal to a third of all human-caused carbon emissions 
released annually.
 of course perennial agriculture is only one element to incor-
porate in a larger effort to slow global warming. reducing fossil 
fuel use, converting to clean energy sources, and reevaluating 

everything from transportation to economic policy 
are all necessary. But the carbon-sequestering ca-
pacity of food forestry and allied systems could and 
should be a major component of humanity’s efforts 
to prevent runaway climate change.
 So what exactly are the practices that have 
such great potential to stabilize the climate? The 
elements of perennial farming systems include 
perennial crop systems, perennial-annual integration 
strategies like agroforestry, and livestock-perennial 
combinations.

Perennial farming systems

 This suite of practices, which I am collectively 
calling perennial farming systems, represents some 
of the best of today’s “permanent agriculture.” 
These methods improve the productive capacity of 
the soil over time, leading us to call them “regenera-
tive agriculture.” While permaculture did not invent 

these practices, we have worked hard to integrate, refine, and 
promote their adoption around the world. 

Perennial crops

 The first major category of carbon-sequestering permanent 
agriculture is perennial crops. These offer multiple benefits: once 
established they require no tillage and only minimal fossil fuel 
inputs, and they offer long-lived productivity. Systems using pe-
rennial crops include traditional orchards, multi-layer food forests 
and forest gardens, and herbaceous perennial farming from aspar-
agus and globe artichokes to perennial grain polycultures. While 
some perennial fruit and nut crops are well known, perennial 
vegetables are still a fairly new concept for much of the world, 
and perennial staple crops to provide our daily carbohydrates 
and protein are sadly a rarity. I have been researching the many 
fascinating perennial staple crops of the world and am preparing 
an article on them for the winter issue of Permaculture Activist. 
Though getting people to adopt new foods can be challenging, 
these crops allow us to eat directly from carbon-sequestering 
plants.
 Mesquite trees provide us a remarkable example. These nitro-
gen-fixing legumes are highly drought-resistant, with roots that 
can reach an astonishing 450 feet deep. Mesquite pods are edible 
and nutritionally comparable to wheat. however, mesquite trees 
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can produce as much or more food per acre 
than wheat or other annual staples. Mesquite 
species are native to arid regions of af-
rica, asia, and the americas, and are under 
development as a new perennial crop. They 
can sequester up to eight tons of carbon per 
hectare annually on good soils as a monocul-
ture. Though they are most productive with 
moderate levels of moisture, mesquites can 
crop on as little as 4” of rainfall annually! 
Check out desert harvesters’ brand new 
Eat Mesquite!, a fantastic cookbook with 
lots of information about this important but 
neglected crop (www.desertharvesters.org).
 Perennials provide much more than food. 
Most material human needs can be met by 
some form of perennial plant. Fuels are a 
great example, from coppiced nitrogen-fix-
ing trees for firewood to castor oil biodiesel 
and milkweed gasoline. Timber and con-
struction materials are a major perennial 
product, with bamboos as a standout plant 
group that sustains long-term harvests. other 
products available from perennials include 
plastics, fibers, herbicides, medicines, mushroom substrates, 
crafts, and on and on.

Perennial polycultures

 of course, we are not advocating monocultures of any of 
these species. vast corporate oil palm plantations are a perfect 
example of what can go wrong when promising ideas like peren-
nial crops and biofuels are filtered through the corporate mindset. 
rainforests growing on peat soils that are themselves immense 
carbon stores are being cleared for oil palm plantations on a 
massive scale, all in the name of “green” biofuels, and with a net 
loss of carbon to the atmosphere. That’s not the win-win we are 
looking for. In the words of dmitri orlov, it’s a boondoggle.
 The best examples of perennial crop systems include progres-
sive practices like intercropping, multistoried production with 
high-value shade crops beneath a productive canopy, and incor-
poration of robust nitrogen-fixing components. There are fine 
examples of these elegant farming systems to be found around 
the world. I hope to profile some in future articles for the Activist.

Growing perennials with annuals

 There are many working models for combining annual and 
perennial elements. These are sometimes referred to as silvo-ar-
able systems—those combining trees (“silvo-”) with tilled crops. 
Most involve alternating annual and perennial strips on contour 
or along a keyline, with the perennial elements primarily serving 
to stabilize the slope and to fix and release nitrogen through cop-
picing. Sample systems include alleycropping and contour hedge-
rows. annuals in these systems can yield some familiar foods, as 
well as high-protein crops like beans that can be difficult to grow 
as perennials in many regions.
 annuals can also provide a harvest in young perennial sys-
tems while we wait for the trees to mature. A final and less tightly 

integrated example for use in mixed terrain is the production of 
perennials on slopes with complementary production of annuals 
on flat land.
 My current favorite example of annual-perennial integration is 
“evergreen agriculture.” This system is a refinement of long-lived 
indigenous agroforestry practices in semi-arid regions of africa. 
Well-mulched annual crops like grains and beans are grown 
under widely-spaced apple ring acacia trees (Faidherbia albida). 
The trees fix nitrogen and stabilize soil, with the unique charac-
teristic that they leaf out in the dry season (when crops are not 
grown below) and drop their leaves to provide sun for productive 
annual understory crops in the rainy season. 

Integrating livestock with perennials

 Livestock help solve many problems in perennial farming sys-
tems. For one, they are much more willing to try new perennial 
food plants than are humans, and can convert them into already 
familiar foods like meat, milk, and eggs. Livestock also circum-
vent the problem that some people are allergic to tree nut protein 
sources. Properly integrated, animals can provide benefits and 
reduce management labor. These contributions include soil fertil-
ity, pest control, harvesting, mowing, weeding, and site prepara-
tion. Particularly at larger scales of operation, livestock become a 
substitute for labor and fossil fuel-powered machinery. 

Trees are fundamentally 
more efficient than 
annual crops, with greater 
net primary productivity.
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 rotational grazing on pasture is a well-developed perennial 
farming system. Pasture is a perennial polyculture of grasses and 
forbs; it is a powerful carbon sequestering practice when man-
aged intensively. high yields and soil improvement can go hand-
in-hand. Though this article is primarily about food forestry, it is 
worth noting that rotational grazing can capture large amounts of 
carbon and stabilize it in soil as long-lived humus. Imagine the 
impact if the uS took all the land we use to grow annual grain for 
confinement livestock feed and converted it to permanent pasture 
under rotational grazing.
 Fodder banks are another strategy, useful on small scales and 
becoming popular in the tropics. These simple coppiced plantings 
of woody leaf crops are cut and carried to livestock in paddocks 
or pens. They represent a more efficient use of space, enable the 
farmer to collect the manure, and prevent livestock from damag-
ing crops, particularly vulnerable young trees. 
 Silvopasture is the grazing of livestock under trees, typically 
timber trees, to provide a yield while waiting for timber harvest. 
This practice can be used under many kinds of trees, and can 
range from cattle under coconuts (common in the Pacific) to 
weeder geese under complex food forests. Silvopasture is one of 
the few agroforestry practices being implemented on a commer-
cial scale in the uS, particularly in the Southeast.
 Masting fodder trees are a promising but underdeveloped 
livestock system. This silvopasture model, as popularized by J. 
russell Smith in Tree Crops: A Permanent Agriculture back in 
1927, involves trees in pasture. The difference from conventional 
grazing and pasture management is that the trees produce crops 
of seeds, pods, fruits, or nuts, which drop into the pasture and are 
consumed as fodder by livestock. These systems are very produc-
tive and include long-established models like the Portuguese 
cork-pork dehesa forests. Farmers are still actively managing 
these oak woodlands today and getting a high premium for acorn-
fed pork.
 It should be added that ruminant livestock (including sheep, 
cattle, and goats) produce methane, a potent greenhouse gas. 
It appears that as part of smart management (such as rotational 
grazing), the carbon they can help agroecosystems sequester 
outweighs their methane output. This factor is increased when we 
consider the fossil fuel-powered machinery they can replace, for 
example in mowing tree crop understory.

Fully integrated systems

 all these systems can be combined, of course, and perhaps 
are at their best when this is done strategically to meet human 
needs. Permaculture design can unify productive elements with 
supporting practices such as living fences, green corrals, wind-
breaks, rainwater harvesting, aquaculture, and green structures. 
Permaculture farmers like Jerome osentowski, Sepp holzer, and 
darrell Frey have shown us some examples of what this looks 
like in cold climates.
 unlike expensive, untested, and potentially very dangerous 
geoengineering approaches to slowing climate change, regenera-
tive perennial agriculture uses biological solutions and human 
intelligence together with the vast surplus of labor presently 
available to address many of the other enormous challenges fac-
ing humanity today—soil degradation, food and energy short-
ages and dependency, poverty in agriculture—while sequestering 

large amounts of carbon. Were we to adopt this strategy as part 
of a program to stabilize the climate, we would reap many other 
benefits that would ensure that climate mitigation does not come 
about on the backs of the poor.   

Carbon impacts

 Sequestering carbon is not the only climate impact of perma-
nent agriculture. Perennial agriculture practices use less fossil 
fuel, both from mechanization and in the form of chemical fertil-
izers. Food forestry provides a sustainable basis for increasing lo-
cal production by stacking yields vertically on the same acreage. 
It could therefore help to reduce fossil fuel use in transport by 
suppressing the demand for imported food.

 Interestingly, at least in tropical regions, the most powerful 
climate impact of agroforestry is not in the carbon sequestered 
on-farm (which is significant), but in the reduction of pressure on 
wild trees and forests. Because agroforestry provides fuelwood 

All these systems can 
be combined, of course, 
and perhaps are at their 
best when this is done 
strategically to meet 
human needs.

From the author of 
Guerrilla Gardening—
A witty and insightful new 
book from the Food Frontier

Urban 
Agriculture:
Ideas and designs 
for the new food revolution

by David Tracey
$22 + shipping

Buy it with Guerrilla Gardening for $39 (USA), 
$45 (Canada), postage paid.
Permaculture Activist
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Bloomington IN 47407 USA
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perate zones. We owe coffee, vanilla, chocolate, ginseng, wasabi, 
ramps, and many other important products to the shady canopies 
beneath which they grow. Trees in particular are important for fil-
tering air pollution and particulates, and help to create a protected 
and nourishing microclimate in most places they are planted.

Opportunities to improve productivity

 Many perennial farming practices are already in common 
use due to their positive effect on yields. In many parts of the 
world, windbreaks, living fences, and living trellises are standard 
farming practices. agroforestry frequently incorporates nitrogen-
fixing plants, and growing plants for compost and mulching 
purposes is common in many sustainable agricultural systems. 
But all of these practices could be much more widespread.
 Biochar, a farm-made charcoal soil amendment, is a practice 
with tremendous potential to sequester carbon and build soil. It 
is currently controversial due to concern over its being used in 
connection with large-scale monocultures, thus taking land away 
from food production in the developing world, much as has al-
ready happened with corn- and palm-based biofuels. It appears to 
me that as an integrated farm practice, not as a vast monoculture, 
biochar can have a positive effect on farm productivity while 
sequestering substantial carbon without impacting food security. 
any of these perennial farming systems, if practiced by large 
corporations in vast plantations, could lose carbon efficiency as 
well as have negative social and ecological impacts.
 Permanent agriculture can meet most of our material needs. 
Foods, biofuels, construction materials, fiber products, plant-
based plastics, medicine, ceremonial plants, and more can all be 
produced. Some perennials can continue to yield for hundreds of 
years once established.

Socio-economic benefits

 The human benefits of regenerative agriculture are the prima-
ry reason it is so much more desirable than pumping sulfur into 
the atmosphere or liquidized carbon dioxide into empty oil wells. 
a global investment in perennial farming systems would address 
climate justice by sending funds from the developed countries, 
which have caused most of the damage from global heating, to 
the developing countries which did the least to cause it but are, 
perversely, most affected by it. 
 Beyond improved nutrition and food security, transform-
ing degraded land to tree-based farming provides income and 
regenerative enterprise opportunities for rural people, and could 
support a return to the land for former rural dwellers who were 
driven into cities in search of income. Permaculture is a system 
designed to serve large numbers of people on small parcels of 
land, and some research suggests that carbon sequestration is ac-
tually higher on small, intensively managed parcels. This matches 
the profile of area productivity: small holdings yield more 
calories per square foot than do large farms mostly due to more 
careful management and lower negative impacts from mechaniza-
tion. Thus we might imagine that rural economic revitalization 
would be another impact of permanent and carbon-sequestering 
agriculture.
 The supply of fossil fuels used for the transportation and pro-
duction of crops today is imperilled by global conflict, declining 

and reduces or eliminates the need for shifting cultivation, every 
hectare of agroforestry prevents the deforestation of 2.5-10 hect-
ares of wild forest. (nair & Montagnini 2004).

Improving soils and slopes

 Perennial farming systems can stabilize eroding farmland, 
especially sloping lands, with dramatic results. Nitrogen-fixing 
perennials provide mulch and fodder while fertilizing adjacent 
crops; keyline subsoil plowing greatly increases soil humus and 
moisture-holding capacity as it provides greater levels of for-
age; and intensive livestock rotations increase pasture diversity, 
mineral accumulation, and stored soil carbon while potentially 
returning a good profit to the farmer. 
 Plantings of useful trees can also protect coastlines from dam-
age caused by increased storm activity. 

Ecosystem benefits

 on the farm, trees and perennials can dramatically improve 
rainwater infiltration and groundwater recharge. At both the farm 
and regional scale, permanent agriculture can break the flood-
drought cycle by soaking up and slowly releasing water like a 
sponge, providing a longer season of moderate water flow in 
streams and rivers. Less erosion means less siltation and nutrient 
runoff in streams, with cascading effects from local waters all the 
way to coral reefs along the coast. Finally, at the regional scale 
agroforests can transpire sufficient water to create rainclouds and 
also seed them with organic particles, allowing rain to fall farther 
inland, helping to fight drought and desertification.

 Food forests provide many of the same ecosystem services 
that “natural” forests do. In addition to the water, soil, and 
climate benefits mentioned above, cultivated forests can serve as 
critical habitat for many kinds of wildlife, and their diversity is 
much higher than that of annual agriculture.   
 Perhaps most interestingly, permanent agriculture not only 
helps to ameliorate and even reverse global heating, but it is also 
resilient in the face of the increased intensity and frequency of 
droughts, floods, storms, and other extreme weather that climate 
change is bringing. Trees and perennials typically have stronger 
and deeper root systems than annuals and can survive and con-
tinue to yield in conditions that would ruin many annual crops. 
By offering multiple alternatives to conventional crops, polycul-
tures act as a form of insurance against crop failure due to pests, 
diseases, or adverse weather, so that there is always a yield of one 
kind or another.  
 at the farm scale, shade can be essential for livestock and 
certain crops, particularly in the tropics, but increasingly in tem-

Permaculture is a system 
designed to serve large 
numbers of people on 
small parcels of land...
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much more widely if it is to have a significant impact. To prevent 
runaway climate change we need to change our civilization’s 
infrastructure—and many, many more of us need to be engaged 
in our food systems to make that transformation happen. 
 My emphasis on perennial farming systems is not to dis-
count the many other important contributions that permaculture 
has made and can make to address climate change. reducing 
household level energy consumption and changing consumptive 
behavior patterns in the society at large can have a very large 
collective impact. everything we do, and everything that the tran-
sition and climate change movements are doing, will be critical to 
this struggle. No single strategy will be sufficient to accomplish 
what is required. But the large-scale conversion of degraded land 
to regenerative perennial agriculture is a project that we can put 
forward to the broader climate change movement, one which is 
deserving of the world’s resources. 
 We need as well to be honest about what is and isn’t known 
about permanent agriculture, particularly in cold climates. ex-
amples are still too few. Let’s target more testing on systems that 
can be replicated at farm-scale in our own regions and beyond. 
and what better way to demonstrate permanent agriculture than 
developing regenerative enterprises that allow people to prosper 
while charting a new course for agriculture.
 It seems to me that this is a critical moment in history for 
permaculture. Terraforming the planet into a perennial food-
producing paradise may be the only way to avert climate disaster. 
Let’s step up and show the world what we have to offer. ∆

Eric Toensmeier is the author of Perennial vegetables and co-
author with Dave Jacke of edible Forest Gardens. His writing 
and teaching are now largely focused on regenerative agriculture 
for climate stabilization. His writings, videos, and upcoming 
workshop schedule can be viewed at www.perennialsolutions.
org. Eric will address commercial scale food forestry and other 
regenerative farming practices as part of the upcoming Carbon 
Farming course in 2012: http://carbonfarming.wordpress.com. 
Thanks to Craig Hepworth and Ethan Roland for their help in 
developing this article.

geologic resources, and competition from a growing number of 
consumers, and their continued use not only aggravates carbon 
heating of the atmosphere and oceans, but more importantly 
degrades the resource base on which a still-growing human 
population utterly depends. relocalizing agriculture everywhere 
is therefore inevitable, whether perennial crops are grown or not. 
Food sovereignty takes the notions of local food and food secu-
rity and unites them with broader human rights concerns. 
 The food sovereignty platform includes the right to food and 
the land to grow it on, regional self-sufficiency, giving prece-
dence to nutrition and natural resources over international trade, 
and democratic control rather than corporate dominance of the 
food system. The broadscale establishment of perennial farming 
systems would support food sovereignty by providing a regen-
erative farming toolkit for community self-determination. a 
permanent agriculture supports popular food sovereignty against 
the multinational interests whose drive for short-term profit is 
the cause of so many social and ecological maladies. I also see 
permanent agriculture as greatly supporting the development of 
communities of prosperous smallholders around the world. This 

would give all societies a more resilient basis, buffer the world 
against autocracy, and improve the quality of life for the vast ma-
jority of people. I like to call this key element of perennial food 
sovereignty “tree-based, Jeffersonian democracy.” 

Stepping up

 obviously, to convert land use on such a scale would entail 
a massive undertaking, one perhaps unprecedented in history. It 
would also have to take place rapidly—probably within 30 years 
at most. But addressing climate change requires us to rethink 
every aspect of our civilization, and agriculture is no exception. 
arguably, if we do not come to grips with global heating, then 
agriculture as we know it is certain to fail.
 Food forestry has always been a great idea, but in this time 
of climate crisis it has become an essential one. For many years 
in permaculture we have focused on our own backyards and 
farms. While that has been essential for the demonstration of our 
ideas, its carbon sequestration impact is barely noticeable on the 
global scale. Permanent agriculture needs to be spread much, 

No single strategy will be 
sufficient to accomplish 
what is required. But the 
large-scale conversion of 
degraded land to 
regenerative perennial 
agriculture is deserving of 
the world’s resources.

A permanent agriculture system in action at Badgersett. 
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Imagine creating economies and societies that acknowledged and 
honored each of these basic human needs for healthy living. 

 Sleep. Whenever possible, sleep within the yearly cycle of 
solar changes. Turn in when the sun goes down and rise with the 
morning light. This will help your biorhythms follow a natural 
pattern. In turn, you can expect your stress levels to balance out 
more. One of the contributing factors to young girls’ menarche 
arriving months earlier than that of their mothers, is the extra 
stimulation the pineal gland gets from electric light. The same 
kind of stimulation is working on your body, and it’s not healthy. 
Also, make sure there are no electric lights of any kind shining 
where you sleep (whether from a neighbor or a small electronic 
appliance). Cutting down on exposure to electric appliances of all 

kinds is good for you and for the Earth. Limit the electromagnetic 
radiation around your home—and especially where you sleep. 
Sleeping on good bedding also contributes to your health. 
	 In	a	crisis	situation,	much	of	this	typically	flies	out	the	win-
dow. But remember that you will need time to recover from the 
dislocations of a crisis and to integrate the experiences you had. 
Getting adequate sleep is crucial to your personal recovery. 

 Water. Pure water is hard to come by these days. As Dr. Ma-
suru Emoto requested people everywhere to pray for the waters 
of Japan, I thought about the prayers that we might offer for all 
waters. We have much to do to clean our waters and to make sure 
that every person has access to adequate potable water. We each 
need to do our part of this work. In many natural disasters, water 
is	one	of	the	first	things	compromised	as	it	carries	toxic	chemi-
cals, metals, and compounds around the environment. Knowing 
how to distill, capture, clean, and clear water is critical. Classes in 
basic survival and permaculture regularly cover this basic knowl-
edge. 
 Storing water in your home system is critical. Put your knowl-
edge of capturing, cleaning, and storing water to use. We all need 
to ask how, in a pinch, we might store a bit more? To rely solely 
on municipal water will not be useful in a natural disaster. Also, 
do you have several methods of storing water? Earthquakes might 

“GET hELP” IS ThE fIrST unWrITTEn ruLE of 
permaculture. When creating a design or launching 
a community project, this makes a lot of sense. But 

I want to take this advice one step further to encourage all of us 
to deepen our practice of caring for ourselves as we defend and 
repair our communities in the face of disaster. 
 It is vital to our well-being that we learn to care for ourselves. 
  Whether we venture boldly into crisis zones in the wake of 
natural disasters or piece communities back together after social 
disasters, we need to protect and extend our bodies, minds, and 
souls.	First-responders	risk	and	sacrifice	much	in	disaster	zones.	
Volunteers and those who come afterwards are also exposed to 
risks and consequences. The people who return to their homes or 
who come into a landscape after a natural or social disaster such 
as a war or industrial accident, face persistent pollution from 
catastrophe. More than this, everywhere in the world we live in 
ecosystems in various states of slow-moving human-made di-
saster. In my own community, there are over 30 Superfund sites, 
plus	hundreds	of	unofficial	sites	marked	by	PCB	contamination.	
Indiana, my state, vies with West Virginia in ranking at the very 
bottom of uS environmental quality. Coal is one of the biggest 
problems here, but pollution from farming, industry, and other 
forms of resource extraction also contributes to the toxic burden 
hoosiers carry. Corresponding to this, we see dramatic increases 
in cancer, allergies, autoimmune disorders, and many other health 
problems. The point is that, wherever you live on the planet, you 
are living amidst slowly-progressing disasters, and it is worth 
knowing a range of options for dealing with them. We must be 
prepared to do our best work at a time when the Earth very much 
needs us. 
 Self-care, being healthy, means taking a view of caring for 
our bodies, minds, and spirits for the long-term. Sleep, relaxation, 
and drinking adequate water may seem to be petty concerns in a 
crisis, but the more you can maintain a healthy state, the better 
you will be at responding to the situation around you—especially 
if it is chaotic. having a daily practice of adequate sleep, water, 
exercise (including yoga, joint mobility, and reasonable strength 
and endurance work), eating foods that nourish your body, 
practicing some form of meditation or stillness, and maintaining 
connections to your community will strengthen you. Incorporat-
ing special foods, herbs, and other regimens into your life can 
enhance	the	benefits	of	these	practices.	It	is	also	important	to	
know the potential dangers we face, and how to make informed 
decisions. Mollison’s injunction to “take responsibility” begins 
with your own body. 

A tour of the tools

 Just looking at some of the basics of life support brings sur-
prises and challenges to modern lives. Embracing them, however, 
may be an important step toward creating permanent cultures. 

...everywhere in the world, 
we live in ecosystems 
in various states of slow-
moving, human-made 
disaster.

Zone Zero Comes First

Self-Care in a Disastrous World
Rhonda Baird
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and some vegetables have been held up in uS ports, and South 
Korea and China are restricting food imports from Japan as well. 
 Besides foods coming from areas heavily contaminated, we 
want	to	avoid	refined	grains,	sugars,	and	processed	foods.	In	ad-
dition, we want to consider the source and health of foods from 
animals: dairy and meat. This is because large animals need to 
consume a lot of grass to convert it to a gallon of milk or a pound 
of meat. This means that they are, if raised on pasture that is 
exposed to radiation, accumulating that radiation in their tis-
sues and organs. It may be wise to choose instead small animal 
meats, foods grown indoors, and milks made from nuts and seeds 
(though those should be traditionally prepared). 

 In addition to sea vegetables, fermented soy products such 
as miso are sometimes touted as excellent foods to help protect 
ourselves from environmental toxins. unpasteurized, fermented 
foods of all kinds are a good idea, as they contain even more 
beneficial	biological	compounds	(probiotics)	for	our	health	than	
raw foods. Kimchi (fermented, spiced vegetables) and kombu-
cha (fermented black tea) are two of my favorites, though many 
people rely on sauerkraut. There are many recipes available. 
Kimchi	takes	only	about	a	week	to	go	from	prep	to	finish,	as	does	
kombucha. Sauerkraut can take longer. Cabbage is the prime in-
gredient in both kimchi and sauerkraut—and it turns out to be one 
of the best sources of vitamin C. The nice thing about these forms 
of food is that they keep for a very, very long time, so they are a 
great way to deal with extra odds and ends that might end up on 
the compost heap instead. Eating fermented foods with each meal 
is	an	old	tradition—one	that	encourages	the	beneficial	flora	and	
fauna of your gut to stay in balance and absorb nutrients more 
fully.
 During a routine exam at the pediatrician’s a couple of years 
ago, my son showed elevated levels of lead in his blood. Though 
it was within the “safe” range, we were all concerned about 
his extended exposure. It turns out that it was just a one-time 
exposure:	all	of	our	soils	were	fine.	However,	I	learned	that	the	
body will get rid of lead when we eat foods high in Vitamin 
C—broccoli, cabbages, strawberries, etc. I am constantly amazed 
and grateful for what we eat—when it is natural, raw, fermented, 
varied, and in season, it will heal and balance our bodies.
 Besides fermented foods, we want to encourage our bodies 
to detoxify by taking herbs that can help do just that. Dandelion 
and burdock roots can help detox your liver—whether you use 
the roots as vegetables, take them in tea, or use tinctures. Di-

I want to encourage all of 
us to deepen our practice 
of caring for ourselves 
as we defend and repair 
our communities in the 
face of disaster.

damage ponds or cisterns, causing them to leak. What is your 
back-up plan? 
 Tsunami and drowning aside, threats from water come either 
from disease-causing bacteria, or from those chemical com-
pounds and heavy metals mentioned earlier. Bacteria and many 
viruses can be killed by water treatment (using iodine, chlorine, 
or another chemical sanitizer). filtering will take out many of 
the other forms of contaminants including metals, chemicals, and 
bacteria. Distillation is very good for removing these as well. 
There	is	a	lot	of	debate	about	whether	radiation	can	be	filtered	out	
of	water.	There	are	lots	of	assertions	about	how	to	filter	radiation	
from water—from using clay soil to reverse osmosis to water 
softeners. however, there is no clear answer, and the truth may be 
that	there	is	no	way	to	filter	it	out	completely.	
 In addition to drinking water, we have to think about radioac-
tive particles carried on the wind dispersing to our gardens and 
other environs. This means that we need to learn to live with and 
learn how to extract not only heavy metals and other compounds, 
but the increasing amounts of radiation that are circling the 
northern hemisphere following the failure at fukushima. We can 
expect more industrial failures in the future. using bioremedia-
tion (usually involving trap plants) and mycoremediation (fungal 
breakdown or sequestration of toxins) to heal our soils will be 
important everywhere. Our attempts to heal the soil might also 
include biodynamic practices. It has become widely known that 
biodynamic farms in Eastern Europe avoided contamination by 
the radiation from Chernobyl. It is reputed that those farms using 
barrel	compost	on	their	fields	and	gardens	where	the	ones	that	
carried on unaffected. 
 Water may also play a role in our healing beyond basic sus-
tenance. We may be able to protect ourselves by projecting our 
intention for healing through prayer and energy into a glass of 
water. As Dr. Emoto has asserted and his work seems to sug-
gest, setting intention in regard to water may actually change its 
crystalline structure; thought may be used to “purify” the water. 
I think of this as akin to the age-old and nearly universal practice 
of blessing a meal. This is a very old kind of technology that may 
be an important tool for us now and into the future. 

 Nutrition. Paying attention to how we are eating and how 
our bodies respond to the food we eat is an empowering aspect 
of self-care. Because every person needs different nutrients in 
different amounts, there is no one right answer regarding nutri-
tion. however, there are a number of fun and creative ways to 
fuel our bodies to deal with environmental disasters. There are a 
couple of approaches with food. first, we can think about foods 
that remove unwanted compounds from our bodies (reducing 
our chemical body burden), and then there are foods that support 
the healthy functioning of body tissues. Before we take a look at 
those, let’s take a quick look at some foods we should avoid and 
why: 
 Sea vegetables and seaweeds (including kombu and wakame) 
are some of the best foods to eat to protect yourself from radia-
tion and environmental toxins. unfortunately, many of them are 
imported from Japan. While I felt okay buying the packages of 
dried seaweeds on the shelf at the co-op in mid-March, I don’t 
think I’ll be so ready to purchase them next time. With radiation 
circulating the islands of Japan, we can expect that their seas will 
not be healthy for a very, very long time. Already, Japanese milk 
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in times of crisis and on a daily basis. I subscribe to the belief 
that our illnesses and experiences are great teachers, helping us 
to understand not only ourselves but how to grow as people and 
communities. Disasters, whether appearing as critical moments 
or showing up every day in our environments, are teaching mo-
ments. Continuously transforming painful mental and spiritual 
patterns into healthy, vibrant patterns creates a facility of mind 
and soul we will needed in times of disaster. This is our per-
maculture pattern work writ on the human soul.

Some final thoughts

 Putting practices in place at home, in 
your everyday life, will let you know what 
works for you and will give you a chance 
to research and take responsibility for what 
might work for you in crisis moments. 
having an “emergency kit” of food, water, 
medicines, and practices to take with you 
when disaster strikes at home or when you 
are aiding other communities will help build 
resilience and abundance. Practice as if 
your	life	depends	upon	it.		 			 ∆
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uretic	herbs	such	as	dandelion	leaf	can	help	flush	the	body	as	
well. Just be sure to take in good amounts of supportive liquids 
to replace those your body is losing. fresh cilantro can help 
support your system and remove toxins such as heavy metals. 
Sulfur and selenium can help to protect cells from radiation and 
pollution damage. Sulfur is found in cruciferous vegetables and 
eggs. Animal products such as milk and butter can supply us with 
adequate amounts of it. Selenium is found in butter, Brazil nuts, 
and seafood. (fallon, 43, 45)
 In addition to using foods and herbs to detox our bodies or 
prevent them from absorbing harmful compounds, we also want 
to be storing up foods in our systems to provide for ourselves 
and others. Sharon Astyk and other writers on this subject have 
given great guidelines for how to do this. It is a very good idea to 
store extra foods regularly, to buy non-perishables in discounted 
bulk	programs	and	build	up	stores	of	food	for	difficult	periods.	
Also, as you continually renew your seed supply you might want 
to store extra seed to share with community members or others 
in response to disaster. You might also begin doing some extra 
“guerrilla gardening” around town to build up food supplies in 
unexpected and unseen 
places. 

 Caring for your skin. 
Besides your liver, kidneys, 
and gut, your skin plays an 
important role in removing 
toxins from your body. Body 
brushing before you bathe 
can stimulate healthy blood 
flow	at	the	skin	and	also	
help remove toxins. Soaking 
in a bath with salts, vin-
egars, or clays can also de-
toxify your body. There are 
a number of recipes readily 
available. Massage—espe-
cially lymphatic massage—
will help your body rid itself 
of toxic compounds and 
illness. A monthly mas-
sage is a good idea just for 
preventive reasons. finally, 
I should mention that there 
are anthroposophical phar-
macies (think Waldorf, bio-
dynamics, homeopathy, etc.) 
that carry products designed 
to help our bodies deal with 
environmental toxins, stres-
sors, and related allergies. Incorporating them into your daily care 
can	have	significant	benefits.

 Meditation and mental health. Some of my friends and 
permaculture co-experimenters talk about doing not just the work 
of Zone 0 in the household, but the work of Zone 00—the inner 
work of maintaining mental health, learning from our experi-
ences, and nurturing our creative, soulful selves. Our religious 
and spiritual traditions can help us to maintain a clear perspective 

This is our permaculture 
pattern work writ on the 
human soul.

Homemade kimchi is a flavorful and fun way to enhance 
your health and wellbeing. 
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Long-Term Planning and Food Storage

When Technology Fails
Matthew Stein
 Store what you eat. Eat what you store. use it or lose it! 
    —James Talmage Stevens, 
  Making the Best of Basics: Family Preparedness Handbook

If YOu ArE PLAnnInG TO STOrE fOOD, water, and 
other items to supply your household for more than one 
month, the packaging, preservation, and nutritive quality 

of your food stores will be vitally important. You can purchase 
specialty prepackaged bulk foods from preparedness suppliers, 
or package your own foods. If you have more time than money, 
packaging your own will be far less expensive and gives you the 
best chance for ensuring that your stored food is of the quality 
and variety that you will want to eat.
	 You	will	probably	want	to	store	a	significant	variety	of	foods	
preserved by a variety of methods. Traditional high-heat canning 
destroys much of the nutritive value, but low-heat dehydration 
results in a loss of only about 10 percent. Many canned foods do 
have the advantage of providing syrups or juices, which can be a 
significant	source	of	water	if	you	are	experiencing	scarcity.	If	you	
have access to a source of water, however, it makes better sense 
to use dehydrated foods. A pound of dry grains or beans will con-
tain many times the calories of a typical pound of canned foods. 
Each pound of dehydrated fruits or vegetables is equivalent to 
10-12 pounds of fresh, canned, or frozen produce, and a pound of 
dry meat is equal to about 3-4 pounds of fresh meat.
 Most whole grains and beans can be sprouted to give you 
the nutritive value of fresh, “live” food. The sprouting process 
converts proteins in the seeds into essential amino acids and dra-
matically increases their vitamin content. for example, sprouted 
soybeans have 700 percent more vitamin C than the dry beans, 
though they have a lower caloric content. Vitamin C is a natural 
detoxifier,	destroying	toxins	in	the	body.	It	is	essential	for	helping	
the body maintain an effective immune system and for prevent-
ing	deficiency	conditions,	such	as	scurvy.	However,	minerals,	
protein, and caloric content are not improved by sprouting.
 The downside to whole grains is that unless they are kept 
cool, their oils can go rancid, thereby ruining them for consump-
tion. Most foods retain useful nutritive value long after they have 
lost their aesthetic appeal. however, foods that smell rotten, 
rancid, or moldy should be thrown out. Mold may be cut off the 
outside of cheese, apples, and meats, but moldy grain, fruits, 
fats, and vegetables should be thrown out. Most molds give off 
aflotoxins,	which	are	highly	toxic	poisons,	so	your	living	area	and	
foods should be kept as mold-free as possible.
	 Whole	grains	last	much	longer	than	grains	ground	into	flour,	
because	finely	ground	particles	have	far	more	surface	area	
for oxidation. Most long-term storage programs stress wheat, 
because	properly	stored	wheat	has	an	indefinite	shelf	life.	Some	
wheat discovered in the pyramids was found to be viable after 
thousands of years. Brown rice has a typical shelf life of 6-12 
months, which may be extended to 2-3 years when it is packaged 
with nitrogen or CO2 in properly sealed containers.

Basic supplies 

	 •	Water, stored 
supplies, and treat-
ment. Water is the most 
important commodity. 
You can live for a long 
time without food, but 
only three or four days 
without water.
	 •	Wheat and other 
grains, flours, and beans. These are the easiest bulk materials to 
store for calorie, shelf life, and nutrition.
	 • Grain grinder. Buy	a	quality	grinder	for	making	flour.	It	is	
best to have one electric-powered grain mill for ease of use and 
one that operates by hand for resilience.
	 •	Cooking catalysts and seasonings. Includes oils, shorten-
ings, salt, leavenings, herbs, and spices. herbs and spices will 

provide essential phytonutrients and add much needed variety to 
the usual monotony of stored grain and beans.
	 •	Powdered milk, dairy products, and eggs. These are good 
for nutritive value and variety in cooking options.
 • Sprouting seeds and supplies. With a couple of jars, some 
nylon stockings, and a variety of seeds, you can eat garden-fresh 
live foods for pennies a day. I suggest alfalfa seeds, any whole 
grains, mung beans, soybeans, lentils, and cabbage, radish, and 
broccoli seeds.  
	 •	Sweeteners. honey, sugar, and maple syrup are not essen-
tial, but may help sweeten an otherwise bitter experience. honey 
has the advantage of being a natural topical antibiotic. It has been 
used	for	centuries	on	the	battlefield	for	helping	wounds	to	heal.
	 •	Canned and dried fruits, vegetables, and soups. Store a 
variety of your family’s favorites.
	 •	Canned, dried, or frozen meats and fish. Store these if you 
will use them.
	 •	Dietary supplements. Vitamins and minerals to supplement 
the limited nutritional value of stored foods. I suggest using qual-
ity supplements manufactured from live foods wherever possible 
(check your local health food store).
	 •	Fuels, lighting sources, camping gear. Camping gear can 

You will probably want to 
store a variety of foods 
preserved by a variety of 
methods.
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provide you with portable shelter and materials for living com-
fortably if you must evacuate your home.
	 • Medicines and a first-aid kit.
	 •	Pet food and personal items. Don’t forget the things in life 
that help you stay happy and centered. A couple of decks of cards 
and a copy of hoyle’s book of card games can break the tension 
and generate a lot of laughs when times are tough.
 • Open-pollinated seeds for gardening. I recommend that 
you store a variety of seeds for gardening. use open-pollinated 
seeds, not hybrids, so you can save seeds from your garden for 
future needs, if necessary. Do not eat seeds for planting. If they 
are dyed a bright color, they may be poisonous. Also, they will 
provide a hundred times more nutrition after planting and harvest 
than if eaten.
	 •	Pleasure foods, including snacks, treats, sweets, and bev-
erages. These may not have much nutritive value, but they are 
great for lifting morale or giving yourself a little reward.

Calculating a year’s food supply

 Because most stored foods have a limited shelf life, you are 
throwing money away if you do not store food that your family 
will eat. The day that your life depends on your food stores is the 
wrong	time	to	find	out	you	have	an	allergy	to	90	percent	of	your	
stored food. Develop a plan of rotating and replacing your stored 
food to ensure that it does not exceed its shelf life and that you 
will actually eat the kinds of food you have stored. The average 
American diet of 3,500 calories a day leads to obesity. When the 
Soviet union collapsed and Cuba lost its main source for food 
imports,	the	average	Cuban	diet	slipped	from	2,908	calories	in	
1989	to	1,863	calories	in	1995,	and	most	Cubans	lost	about	20	
pounds (Pfeiffer 2006). The following food storage quantities 

are for a typical adult American male, for one year, consuming 
roughly 2,600 calories per day. Since not everyone has the same 
food requirements, refer to the following family factors chart to 
estimate how much food you should store. Totaling the values 
will give you the equivalent number of typical adult males, which 
you	then	multiply	by	the	figures	for	the	various	foods.	Make	your	
own adjustments based on family members, such as counting a 
teenage female with an unusually large appetite the same as a 
teenage male (equal to 1.4 typical adult males).

Storage tips

 The main culprits responsible for destroying food are time, 
moisture, heat, oxygen, mold, and pests. Poor selection and 
improper packaging can compound the problem. Time is always 
working against you. Try to store what you normally eat, so that 
you can rotate stocks. Do not store dented cans or other goods 
with damaged packaging. Molds can grow in low-moisture 
environments and are extremely toxic. Do not eat moldy foods or 
food from bulging cans—sickness or death may result.
 Keep stored foods cool, clean, dark, and dry. Try to keep 
them below 70ºf. The optimum storage for most nonfrozen foods 
is 35º to 40ºf. Shelf life decreases by 50 percent for each 20ºf 
increase, even for canned foods. Moisture, food, oxygen, and 
above-freezing temperatures are the key ingredients insects need 
to grow. A few bug eggs, once they hatch, can rapidly destroy a 
sealed container of dry food, if they have an adequate supply of 
oxygen and moisture. Sunlight also contributes to the degradation 
of many stored foods.
 Store foods in manageable sizes of containers. If you are 
packaging food yourself, I recommend #10 cans (approximately 
1 gallon) or the 5-gallon size. Garbage cans will not keep critters 
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are not harmful if consumed.
 You can freeze containers of food to destroy living insects, 
but this will not usually kill their eggs. refreeze the container 
after 30 days to destroy bugs that have hatched. freeze in an up-
right or chest freezer (not the freezer section of a standard kitchen 
refrigerator) for 72 hours at 0ºf or lower.
 You can heat dry food in an oven to destroy living insects, but 
this method may also kill “live” food. Pour infested foods into 
shallow pans to a depth of 1/2 inch and bake for 15 to 20 minutes 
at 150ºf.
	 Do	not	store	food	containers	directly	on	concrete	floors,	as	
moisture	can	wick	from	the	floor.	Instead,	stack	on	wooden	slats	
for ventilation and reduced moisture.
 use dry ice, vacuum packaging, oxygen absorbers, or nitro-
gen packaging to reduce oxygen levels, kill pests, and increase 
the longevity of stored dry foods. You can package foods yourself 
using these methods (except for nitrogen packing, which requires 
commercial equipment), or purchase prepackaged foods from 
preparedness/survival suppliers.
 You can dust grains, legumes, and other dried foods with 
diatomaceous earth to kill bugs when they try to eat your stored 
food. Diatomaceous earth, available from most garden supply 
outlets, hardware centers, and building supply stores, is deadly to 
bugs but non-toxic for humans and animals. It is a good source 
of silica (helpful for mending bones and joints) and is formed 

from the shells of single-celled diatoms. These diatom skeletons 
contain microscopic sharp edges, which wreak havoc with little 
critters’ insides, but have no harmful effects on humans. Add 
1-1/4 cups of diatomaceous earth for each 5 gallons of food, then 
shake, stir, and roll the container until all the contents are thor-
oughly dusted. Diatomaceous earth is easily rinsed from stored 
food prior to cooking.
 Caution: If you rely on frozen food for long-term storage, 
ensure that you have an adequate source of backup power to 
prevent losing your food stores to a long-term power outage.

Dry ice fumigation

 A good way to repackage dry foods and protect them from 
pests is with dry ice fumigation. Dry ice is frozen carbon dioxide. 
A block of dry ice, placed on the top or bottom of a container of 
dry foods, will evaporate (dry ice turns straight into gas through 
a process called sublimation). As it sublimes, the heavier-than-air 
carbon dioxide sinks, displacing the lighter air out the top of the 
container. Bugs cannot live in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. 
Dry ice can be stored for a short while in an ice chest (use no 
regular ice or liquids with the dry ice), and is available at most 
supermarkets and restaurant supply stores. Wrap it with newspa-

out without airtight liners. They are also heavy to move, and you 
risk losing large amounts of food from a single contamination.
 Commercial foods are generally free of pests, but paper 
packaging will not keep them out for long. All goods packaged in 
paper,	or	other	flimsy	materials,	must	be	repackaged	for	long-
term storage.
 Mice, rats, cockroaches, and beetles are “dirty” pests that 
carry diseases. The foods they have spoiled should be discarded. 
Weevils,	found	in	many	flours	and	grains,	are	“clean”	pests	and	

The downside to whole 
grains is that unless they 
are kept cool, they can go 
rancid.

Food storage quantities 
(for an adult male for a year)

 • Grains––375 lbs. Store a variety of grains, including 
whole wheat, pasta, oats, corn, rice, barley, and so on. Due to 
its longevity, most long-term storage plans focus on wheat. 
Brown rice goes rancid in 6 months to a year (longer if stored 
with CO2 or nitrogen), but white rice can keep for many years 
if stored properly. 
 • Legumes––60 lbs. (dry) This includes many different vari-
eties of beans, peas, lentils, seeds, and so on. Soybeans offer a 
very high protein content, but it is a good idea to store several 
other legumes for taste and variety.
 • Milk, dairy products, and eggs––60 lbs. (dry) nonfat dry 
milk keeps longer than dried whole milk. Dehydrated eggs and 
powdered milk greatly expand your cooking possibilities. Also, 
you can make a variety of cheeses from powdered milk.
 • Meat and meat substitutes––20 lbs. (dry). Dried vegetar-
ian meat substitutes and freeze-dried meats are very light. They 
are	best	cooked	into	stews	and	soups	for	extra	flavor.
 • Fruits and vegetables––10-30 lbs. (dry). Traditionally, 
dehydrated fruits and vegetables are much less expensive than 
freeze dried.
 • Sweeteners––65 lbs. These include sugar, honey, and syr-
ups. honey is preferred for its nutritive and antibiotic values.
 • Fats, oils, and shortenings––22 lbs. (2 gal. liquid plus 
6 lbs. shortening). Includes butter, margarine, shortening, 
cooking oil, and nut butters. hydrogenated processed oils are 
non-nutritive, but last for years (bacteria can’t eat them, and 
our bodies can’t do much with them either). Cold-pressed oils, 
such	as	olive	and	safflower,	provide	essential	fatty	acids	that	
your body needs to metabolize foods, but do not last as long. 
Storing a combination of mostly cold-pressed, unprocessed oils 
plus a smaller portion of hydrogenated oils offers a blend of 
good nutrition and longevity.
 • Sprouting seeds and supplies––20-50 lbs. These provide 
live foods and essential vitamins and are great for variety and 
nutrition. for best results, use untreated organic whole grains, 
beans, and seeds. I suggest alfalfa seeds, all types of whole 
grains, mung beans, soybeans, lentils, and cabbage, radish, and 
broccoli seeds. 
 • Leavenings. Include approximately 3/4 lb. dry active 
yeast, 1 lb. baking powder, and one box of baking soda.
 • Miscellaneous foods and seasonings. These include 
spices, cocoa powder, seasoning sauces, condiments, vitamins, 
minerals, other nutritional supplements, and so on. Include at 
least	8	lbs.	of	salt.
 • Multivitamins (with minerals). Include 365 (one a day).
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per for handling. Break it into appropriately sized chunks with a 
hammer and a chisel or screwdriver.
 Caution: Do not handle dry ice with your bare hands. 
Contact with bare skin immediately results in frostbite!
 Place a block of dry ice on the top or bottom (preferred for 
the most thorough purging) of a container of dry food. If frost 
crystals are present on the surface of the dry ice, wipe clean with 
a cloth to prevent the introduction of extra moisture into your 
food. Press the lid down gently, leaving a small gap for air to 
escape. After 20-30 minutes, check to see whether the dry ice has 
fully evaporated. If it has, seal the container. for the bottom-of-
the-bucket method, seal the container after 20-30 minutes. If the 
lid pops off, or the container bulges, crack the lid open and try 
again	in	five	minutes.	For	the	dry	ice	method	to	be	effective	for	
the long-term, the container must be airtight.

Vacuum packaging

 Vacuum packaging removes the oxygen and excess moisture 
from dry foods, killing critters and extending shelf life. A simple, 
but only partially effective, vacuum-packing method is to pack 
food in plastic bags and suck as much air out of the bags with a 
soda straw as you can prior to sealing the bags. heat sealers are 
the most effective vapor barrier, with zip locks a second best. 
Modestly priced electric and hand-operated vacuum pumps are 
available for vacuum-packing goods in jars, cans, and
bags for long-term storage.

Mouse traps and rat poisoning

 Don’t forget to buy a bunch of mouse traps and DECOn (or 
similar rat poison) to protect your food stores. The mouse traps 
that work best for me are the traps with a food-scented yellow 
plastic	bait	paddle.	I	find	that	mice	can’t	resist	the	trap	when	I	
spread a little peanut butter on its bait paddle, and the wide plas-
tic paddles are so easily tripped that mice almost never escape 
with the bait. Be careful if you use poison, because it can also 
poison children, and if your cat eats a poisoned mouse, your cat 
will be poisoned too.

Shelf-life guide

 The following list is for properly packaged foods stored at 
room temperature (70ºf). The ideal storage temperature for most 
non-frozen foods is around 35-40ºf. Keep stored food cool, dark, 
and dry (CDD). Once a container is opened, the contents may not 
last long. I suggest dating containers with a grease pen, so you 
can change markings if the container is opened or reused. Many 
dry	or	canned	foods	will	last	longer	than	their	official	shelf	life,	
but can’t be relied on to last longer.
 • Indefinite.	Indefinite	means	that	under	the	right	conditions,	
these materials will last a very long time, possibly longer than 
you live. honey, sugar, salt, soy sauce, apple cider vinegar, black 
pepper, Worcestershire sauce, and properly packaged wheat fall 
into this category.
	 • 5 to 10 years. Most dried legumes and most whole grains 
are in this category, as are dehydrated cheese, instant coffee, 
vacuum-packed coffee, baking powder, and powdered eggs.
 • Up to 5 years. Processed (partially hydrogenated) liquid 

vegetable oils, vegetable shortening, (degerminated) cornmeal 
and	corn	flour,	and	nonfat	powdered	milk.
 • 2 to 3 years. Bouillon cubes, cornstarch, white rice, pow-
dered	gelatin,	white	wheat	flour,	white	flour	pasta	(dry),	tapioca,	
textured vegetable protein (TVP), hydrogenated peanut but-
ter, catsup, canned salmon and sardines, most dried fruits, and 
most	other	canned	foods	except	for	meats,	some	fish,	and	fruits.	
Sprouting seeds, such as alfalfa, mung, soybean, wheat, and so 
on, will keep for 2-3 years.
 • Up to 18 months. Canned meats, canned seafood (halibut, 
mackerel, tuna, and shrimp), unshelled raw nuts, active dry yeast, 

bag-packaged snack chips, cake mixes, dry puddings, herb teas, 
black teas, bottled juices, most seasonings and extracts, jams and 
jellies, canned non-citrus fruits (blackberries, blueberries, cher-
ries, pears, peaches, plums, etc.), cranberry sauce, pickles, canned 
rhubarb, and sauerkraut.
 • 1 year. Canned nuts, packaged dry breakfast cereals, rolled 
oats (oatmeal), bottled dressings, mayonnaise, natural liquid 
vegetable oils, candy bars, bottled juices (grapefruit, pineapple, 
apricot, and orange), canned citrus fruits, and natural nut butters.
 • 6 months. Most store-packaged food in boxes, fresh pota-
toes (keep cool, dark, and dry), granola, shelled raw nuts, and 
unshelled	roasted	nuts.	 	 	 	 	 	∆

Excerpted from When Technology fails (http://www.chelsea-
green.com/bookstore/item/when_technology_fails_revised_and_
expanded:paperback) by Matthew Stein (http://www.chelsea-
green.com/authors/matthew_stein), available now from Chelsea 
Green Publishing. ©2008 Matthew Stein. Used by permission.

Food Requirements
Assuming a 2600 calorie/day diet, apply the following 
factors to different age and gender groups:

Adult male    1.00
Adult	female	 	 	 	 0.85
Teenage male    1.40
Teenage	female	 	 	 0.95
Male	child	(7-11	years)		 	 0.95
female child (7-11 years)  0.75
Child (4-6 years)   0.60
Infant (1-3  years)   0.40
nursing female   1.00

The day that your life 
depends on your food 
stores is the wrong time 
to find out you have an 
allergy to 90 percent of 
your stored food.
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Thoughts on Ordinary Disasters

Learning to Live with Drought
Peter Bane

MOST rEGIOnS Of ThE COunTrY ExPErIEnCE 
some period of dry weather during the year. Dry weath-
er can prevail in winter—florida comes to mind—but 

seldom does a lack of rain overlap much with the dormant season 
for plants. So coping with drought is a regular risk if not a regular 
occurrence almost everywhere in north America. In California, 
the dry season lasts from early May through early October and 
can vary by six weeks or more on either end. In much of the 
eastern part of the continent, the average rainfall varies much less 
from month to month. Where I live in southern Indiana, we get 
a slight dip in precipitation totals between July and november. 
Because of the increasing variability of climate, this area has 
been experiencing a much more abrupt demarcation between wet 
and dry periods than the historical averages would indicate. This 
appears to be associated with higher than average temperatures 
during the summer.
 unfortunately, average rainfall numbers don’t give a very 
useful picture of what can happen; they merely indicate overall 
tendencies. Of more interest is the range of possibility: how much 
rain can fall in how short a period, and how long might a drought 
last?	To	find	these	things	out,	we	need	to	burrow	deeper	into	the	
weather statistics and our collective memories. Most people have 
a	very	superficial	relationship	to	the	weather	anyway.	If	you	listen	
to weather reports as I do every day on the radio, you soon come 
to realize that weather announcers are entombed in windowless 
cubicles reading semi-meaningless print-outs from the national 
Weather	Service	and	trying	to	fit	them	into	very	short	bits	of	
air time between other programs. Otherwise intelligent people 
turn into blathering, stuttering morons. Except during times of 
storm threat—when they often overdo the warnings, the radio 
announcers just don't care enough to convey any useful informa-
tion. ‘Mumble, mumble, partly cloudy blah, blah, 45° tomorrow, 
chance of rain 30%. Stay tuned for…coming up next,’ with the 
critical data about current temperatures, overnight lows, or any-
thing behind us, just gone, vanished into the ether like memories 
in George Orwell’s dystopic novel 1984. You didn’t need to know 
that. Obviously, unless a tornado or a hurricane is barreling down 
on us, no one’s life depends on the weather anymore. Or so it 
would seem.

Taking stock of climate change

 Despite the recurrence of high heat and drought during vari-
ous spring and summer months of the last eight years—including 
2005,	2007,	and	2010,	the	summer	of	2009	in	southern	Indiana	
was much cooler than average. In fact, it may have been the 
coolest summer in a quarter-century—there was talk of La niña’s 
influence—but	it	was	bracketed	by	an	average	summer	in	2008	
and a very hot one in 2010, when El niño came roaring back. I 
know this in part because we keep daily records of high and low 
temperatures and of rainfall at our home. This enables us to cal-
culate seasonal heating and cooling loads, and to compare these 

with our electricity and fuel consumption. Our baseline is still 
short,	however.	We	moved	here	five	years	ago,	and	only	began	
keeping	careful	records	in	June,	2008.	
 We are also attuned to rainfall patterns because we collect our 
roofwater and store it for irrigating the garden. Since building a 
10,000	gallon	cistern	in	2007,	we	have	been	able	to	fill	it	in	the	
fall	and	winter	and	keep	it	filled	through	each	winter	and	spring.	
Summer brings challenges, however. Water use goes up dramati-
cally with the heat index, while rainfall typically declines. This 
was	not	a	problem	during	the	first	two	years	the	roof	catchment	
was in operation, but last summer, the water we had in abundance 
in June didn’t make it through the long dry spell. We had run out 
by September, but the drought continued until Thanksgiving. 
Then,	six	inches	of	rain	falling	in	three	days	allowed	us	to	refill	
the almost empty tank.

Coming to terms with limits

 The consequences of last year’s drought were tempered for 

Bearing peach tree centers a guild of productive plants near this 
wildlife habitat and water reserve pond, making it easy to con-
centrate watering efforts.
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us by our connection to a public water supply. We were never 
without domestic water, and we could use mains water for ir-
rigating when we needed it. But we did feel the effects and so 
did our landscape plantings. We have connected our cistern to 
the household washing machine so that we can use the relatively 
abundant rainwater for laundry in place of purchased water. Our 
cistern is designed to collect and supply water by gravity. It’s 
not connected to any pumps. Washing clothes with rainwater 
saves money and even more importantly, it saves electricity. But 
because of the hook-up to the cistern, we have no cold water con-
nection from the pressurized system to the washer. I could have 
switched hoses, but that was a nuisance of a job involving mov-
ing and re-leveling the washing machine or alternately twisting 
several limbs like a double-jointed monkey—a job description I 
no longer match. I also didn’t want to admit that we weren’t as 
independent as I thought we had become, so hoping for rain any 
day,	I	carried	buckets	of	water	and	filled	the	machine	from	the	
bathtub	tap	for	several	weeks.	That	was	a	self-inflicted	nuisance,	
but the toll of dead trees and shrubs coming to light this spring is 
a reminder that the drought was a matter of life or death for some 
of our plants.

What drought meant to us

 The month of July 2010 brought 1.5 inches of rain, but after 
the 23rd, very little. In August we had one-half inch of rain. 
The same paltry amount fell in September and again in October. 
November	was	dry	until	the	final	weekend	brought	a	deluge,	fol-
lowed a couple of days later by freezing cold and snow. We went 
over 17 weeks on 1.5 inches of rain—and they were long, hot, 
and sunny weeks. Because we have fewer garden taps from the 
pressurized system (two) than from our gravity system (six), and 
because we were paying for the water and were aware of the on-
going drought pressure, we limited our watering to perennials and 
a	few	vulnerable	potted	plants.	This	meant	sacrificing	production	
of annual crops other than those, like tomatoes and peppers, that 
need little extra moisture to bear. We took the advice of expe-
rienced gardeners and watered our several hundred perennials 
heavily every couple of weeks even through the cooler months of 
fall, so that they wouldn’t go into dormancy with dry soil around 
them. This can apparently be as bad or worse than dry conditions 
during	the	growing	season.	Still,	we	lost	a	five-year	old	plum,	a	
five-year	old	bush	cherry,	and	a	half	dozen	other	trees	and	shrubs:	
hazel, aronia, witchhazel, serviceberry. Several willows died and 
more died back to less than a quarter of their stems. 
 I think we were lucky to have lost so few of the many plants 
we have established. This was in part because we didn’t have a 
good handle on the damage potential of drought. We did many of 
the right things, including using a lot of mulch on all the plants 
and garden beds and irrigating perennials in the fall, but we could 
have done better had we known last August what we know today. 
We	were	fortunate	to	have	done	most	of	our	planting	in	2008	and	
2009,	particularly	the	latter	year,	which	proved	to	be	wet	and	
cool. That gave our young trees and shrubs a good year in the 
ground before drought stress hit. It also enabled us to keep them 
watered	during	the	crucial	first	year	without	going	crazy.	But	
young trees don’t have the large root systems that older ones do, 
and	they	remain	vulnerable	for	the	first	few	years	of	their	lives.

 Permaculture design makes us aware of limiting factors, and 
water is certainly one of the most important of those. We need 
water every day,  and so do our animals. Our plants are a little 
more tolerant because they have their roots in soil and can access 
water there, but if they don’t get rain or irrigation water about 
every week during hot weather, they suffer. Smaller and younger 
plants can succumb quickly.

Miscalculating the odds

 Though my partner and I both understand the principles of 
water management, and we had stored a lot of water early in the 
year, we were unprepared for a drought of the duration we faced 
last summer. Because this hasn’t happened very often in our 
region, nor in other places we have lived, we made no provi-
sions for irrigating the landscape other than watering with hoses, 
buckets, or sprinklers. Most years, these spot methods are quite 

adequate	for	brief	dry	periods.	But	they	are	not	efficient	in	their	
use of time or water when irrigation is a regular task, and the ef-
fort required to irrigate in this way during long dry spells presents 
a	significant	hurdle	to	doing	what	is	required.	When	you're	busy,	
it’s easy to slight the plants.
 We also learned some unpleasant lessons about irrigation: It’s 
easy to put a hose on some part of the garden and just as easy to 
overlook it at the end of the day. You don’t want to stand around 
holding a hose with your elbow in your ear, so you let the water 
trickle into a trench to sub-irrigate a large section while you do 
something else in another part of the yard. This is a fairly ef-
ficient	application	of	water—if	you	know	when	to	quit.	Sadly,	out	
of sight is often out of mind—and not just for kids. You may only 
be	running	a	trickle,	but	left	unattended	for	24	or	48	hours,	one	
open tap can punch a mean hole in your stored water supply. This 
happened to us twice last summer for different reasons, but pri-
marily because we’re not used to leaving hoses on for long. Call 
it nervousness: somehow we have remained vigilant during times 
of adequate water, but with too little rain and too much heat, at-
tention gets frayed. Drought is a subtle stress—humans actually 
prefer dry weather to rain most of the time. We can easily get out 
of	the	sun	and	find	ways	to	cool	ourselves.	The	plants	have	no	
such options. So unlike cold weather, which sharpens the senses 
and focuses the mind, heat and drought induce a kind of torpor 
that doesn’t mix well with critical decision-making and precise 
timing. We needed a six-hour timer, and didn’t have one.

Unfortunately, average 
rainfall numbers don’t 
give a very useful picture 
of what can happen; they 
merely indicate overall 
tendencies.
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Water storage: raising the ante 

 We are rethinking our water management strategies. This 
region	is	not	short	of	water	overall,	so	our	first	response	has	been	
to increase water storage. We presently can store 10,000 gallons 
in one tank and 1,000 gallons in one pond. We have added four 
new ponds, holding a total of about 4,000 gallons, to the one we 
already have. These are small: the largest is about 12’x15’, the 
smallest	no	more	than	five	feet	across	and	three	feet	deep.	They	
form a complex that we hope will help us manage runoff and 
eventually	supply	feed	organisms	for	fish	culture.	Until	then,	
they are an additional buffer against drought. We have also begun 
construction	of	a	second	cistern	of	3,800	gallons	capacity	which	
will be fed from the roof of a workshop we plan to build later in 
the year. We will tie the new cistern into the existing distribu-
tion system that serves the older tank, allowing us to move water 
around	as	needed.	Overflow	from	the	tanks	can	be	used	to	top	up	
ponds, which now total 5,000 gallons capacity.
 Ours is a peculiar climate and landscape in which, during 
winter and spring, water is almost a pollutant. There is so much 
of it at times that we have to work to remove the excess. Later in 
the year, as we learned in 2010, we can run short. The obvious 
response would to increase water storage. Of course, as our soils 
gain carbon from continuous mulching and plant cover, they will 
be able to absorb and release more water. But we are starting with 
heavy brown clay. It will take tree and shrub roots many years 
to loosen it up. Other approaches each pose limitations. Any ad-
ditional surface water must be integrated with productive systems 
because our space is limited. One good possibility for the near fu-

ture	is	large	fish	tanks	for	warm-season	cultivation	of	tilapia	and	
shrimp. We already use much of the landscape for gardening and 
plan to exploit almost all of it eventually, so to displace grow-
ing beds with water storage obliges us to justify the space use by 
obtaining an aquatic crop. Additional tank storage makes sense, 
but	to	add	significant	capacity	requires	space,	and	for	best	use	we	
need to make plumbing connections. Digging trenches through a 
complex landscape is not a trivial job. Putting water underground 
would mean pumping it back out for use, and storing water in 
small tanks scattered around would require that they be insulated 
or drained in the winter. Probably the best unexploited oppor-
tunity for water storage would be narrow tanks along the north 

wall inside the greenhouse. That may take some time to develop, 
but we could store 1,500 gallons or more and tanks there would 
have the added advantage of acting as a thermal battery for the 
greenhouse.	They	could	also	hold	fish	as	well	as	provide	water	
for irrigation.

Other adaptive strategies

 Water can best be stored in soil itself, where it requires no 
additional structure, and our heavy clay is good for that. It could 
be improved by the addition of organic matter. This we are do-
ing by applying wood chips and other mulch on the surface of 
beds	and	pathways.	Mulch	has	the	added	benefit	of	preventing	
moisture loss from the soil. The only time we expose soil to air is 
when we plant or transplant into it. Coarse mulch such as wood 
chips, twigs, or straw, can be applied to a depth of 6-12”/15-
30cm, though normally we don’t have enough on hand to layer 
it that deeply everywhere. Deep mulch provides earthworms, 
pillbugs, millipedes, and other soil builders with habitat and 
food. By keeping soils friable and moist, it allows plant roots to 
establish easily in the upper layers of the soil where the nutrient 
is most available. And it provides a carbon source for conversion 
to humus, as well as a carbon buffer to absorb nitrogen, which 
we apply in the form of urine. Wood chips also encourage the 
development of fungi in the soil, which help to move nutrients 
into perennial plants.
 Water should, of course, be conserved in times of drought, 
which means using it only as needed for maintenance, and mak-
ing each use go further by stacking functions. We have adopted 

We also learned some 
unpleasant lessons about 
irrigation: It’s easy to put 
a hose on some part 
of the garden and just as 
easy to overlook it at the 
end of the day.

This complex of three small ponds (with one not pictured) added 
40% to our water storage capacity. All the ponds now support 
tadpoles.
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conservative practices of water use in our household for a variety 
of reasons. These include the reuse of dishwashing water for 
flushing	toilets,	the	diversion	of	greywater	from	laundry	and	
bathtub to garden beds, and simple economizing measures such 
as	low-flow	plumbing	fixtures,	running	only	full	loads	of	laundry,	
and using tubs for washing dishes.

Choose your favorites

 Plants do respond to the level of moisture available. I watered 
our red raspberries during the fall because their production of 
berries dropped during the drought but rose as the plants were 
irrigated.	For	the	same	reason	I	gave	the	fall-bearing	fig	a	boost	
with weekly soakings. It rewarded us with a good crop. Trees that 
weren’t in fruit didn’t get as much support. newer plantings got 
more consideration than older ones. It doesn’t make much sense 
to try to keep water-hungry crops producing during times of wa-
ter shortage. It’s better to plan for a variety of crops that include 
some adapted to dry conditions such as amaranths, tomatoes, and 
squash. Lambsquarters grow well for us during the summer, but 
we don’t try to grow lettuce during the hot months. Instead, we 
take a break from late June through early September, starting fall 
salad crops again in late August. Crops that grow well in low-
levels of rainfall do need water, but they can get by and produce 
with focused applications of small amounts.
 If drought in late summer becomes more pronounced, we will 
make purposeful our ad hoc adaptations of this past year, giving 
many things a rest during the hot months and resuming garden 
production in September when the worst heat has passed and a 
lack of rainfall is more easily offset by irrigation. Our focus will 
shift during the hot months to maintaining perennials in health 

and production by soaking the ground around them periodically, 
and otherwise keeping populations of soil organisms alive by 
deep mulch. The growing of more tender and water-needy crops 
will shift to fall, winter, and spring, using thermal supports in the 
form of the greenhouse, cloches, and row covers to make up the 
heat	deficit	of	those	seasons.	Florida	gardeners	already	do	this	
season shift because the heat of summer and the insect popula-
tions	that	flourish	then	make	annual	crops	difficult	at	that	time	
of year. More of the uS will adopt this pattern over the coming 
decades as climate heating kicks into high gear.

Grow some shade

 We are also planting an overstory for our garden using legu-
minous trees such as mimosa (Albizzia julibrissin) and thornless 
honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos inermis), the latter managed 
by	coppice	to	keep	it	smaller.	These	both	have	fine	compound	
leaves that cast a dappled shade. We think that in a decade when 
they are tall and beginning to form a layer over the garden during 
summer, that we will appreciate the mitigation of intense heat 

We can’t make the rain 
fall, but we can protect the 
forests which do make the 
rain.
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will not predict next year, but trends can be discerned.
 3. Know what you are dealing with. Keep a weather log and 
follow regional statistics to assess how conditions are developing 
against long-term baselines and emerging trends.
 4. Store as much water as you can whenever it is available, 
and have more than one source of supply. On a small scale, bar-
rels and buckets make a difference; we use them too. If you have 
more room, dig ponds and build tanks.
 5. feed your soil and keep it heavily mulched. If you use 
lightweight mulches such as straw and leaves, you’ll need to 
renew them frequently. Wood chips are more durable.
 6. Cluster and layer your plantings in accordance with your 
climate. Places with low light levels are under less stress, but if 
your summers are especially hot, try to nest smaller plants under 
larger ones. 
 7. When water resources must be rationed, apply limited 
amounts regularly to groups of woody perennials. favor the 
longer-lived species in which you have a greater investment and a 
greater possibility of return. Water through a dry autumn follow-
ing a dry summer to keep perennials alive.
	 8.	Use	the	cooler	seasons	to	grow	more	of	your	annuals.
	 9.	Adapt	by	choosing	a	variety	of	crops,	including	those	that	
tolerate high heat.
 10. Consider installing drip irrigation, and monitor your water 
consumption closely.

 We can’t make the rain fall, but we can protect the forests 
which do make the rain. Celebrate the rain and the snow (even 
when it’s a nuisance) and help other people around you under-
stand that we all live or die by the availability of water. Don’t 
take	it	for	granted.			 	 	 	 	 ∆

Peter Bane farms on the edge of Bloomington, Indiana with his 
partner Keith Johnson and the help of some talented apprentices. 
peter@permacultureactivist.net.

and light they will provide. Tropical ecosystems are 
marked by many tree legumes that play this function, 
and similar trees have been used as an overstory for 
pasture and other crops in subtropical climates. This 
tall layer is in addition to a mid-story that is already 
getting established in the form of fruit trees and shrubs 
among which we grow our annual vegetables.
 Layering the garden in polycultures offers many 
advantages, but against drought it is especially helpful. 
As we give priority to maintaining perennials, those 
annuals	planted	near	them	benefit	from	the	extra	water	
and transpirational cooling. Trees will pull water from 
deeper layers of the soil, increasing overall availability. 
Our worst losses during the past year were in those 
areas of the garden most exposed to sunlight. Where 
we had partial shade, even vulnerable species survived, 
though they showed some dieback.

The ideal and the real

 Martin Crawford of the Agroforestry research 
Trust in the u.K., a pre-eminent researcher on forest 
gardens, advocates the establishment of an overstory at 
the beginning, followed by groundcovers. Only once 
these are established does he plant the mid-story species—includ-
ing most fruit trees and shrubs. We did not do this in our present 
garden,	now	five	years	old,	but	followed	a	modified	permaculture	
model by planting all the layers more or less simultaneously. Our 
overstory was actually the last set of elements to come into play. 
This is partly because we had existing trees to remove—some 
dead, some dying, some overgrown, and some simply in the 
wrong place. It is also because we had a large number of fruiting 
shrubs and small trees to plant at the outset. Many of these were 
transplanted from our former home in north Carolina. The third 
factor in our choice of planting schemes was partly accidental—
we were preoccupied with remodeling two older structures for 
the	first	two	years	and	then	spent	another	year	developing	our	
water system. Deliberate planting of the backbone elements 
of the landscape took a back seat to more urgent infrastructure 
deficits.	By	the	third	year,	we	had	a	much	better	sense	of	how	we	
would use the property and what areas would be appropriate for 
which	crops.	We	now	find	ourselves	in	the	process	of	relocating	
some of the shrubs and berries that went in the ground so quickly 
upon our arrival. fortunately, this isn’t hard. I imagine we will be 
doing	this	for	several	more	years	as	the	real	fitness	of	each	major	
plant for its surroundings shows itself over time, and the nature of 
our soils, subsoils, and microclimates becomes clearer. By our ef-
forts, we have developed many new niches that didn’t exist when 
we arrived. having laid out paths and outdoor rooms, we have 
edges that can be planted and we know where we don’t walk and 
don’t need to work.

Ten lessons for dealing with drought

 The most important lessons we’ve learned that can be applied 
to mitigating drought are these:
 1. Ecosystems are dynamic, and as a gardener you are a player 
in them. Don’t be afraid to make bold moves.
 2. Climate is undergoing dramatic destabilization. Last year 

Garlics (foreground), bush cherry, and cane fruits (on tripod at left) produce 
well in partial shade of a maple (limbed up). Potatoes were productive in 
this bed in the past. Notice wood chip mulch cover.
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From the Regions

WhEn I COMPArE ThE SCALE of growth and 
consumption since the industrial revolution to the im-
minence of peak oil, peak water, peak food, and peak 

population,	I	find	it	all	hard	to	fathom.	Although	the	larger	pat-
terns of potential disaster and regeneration are coming more into 
focus in my daily life in Canada, the threat of peak everything 
still seems at a distance. Going to haiti in May of last year helped 
me understand how basic human needs—clean water, food, shel-
ter, sanitation, health care, livelihood, education, respect, equal-
ity, the elements expressed by Permaculture’s ethics of care for 
people and care for the Earth—are imperative to our collective 
survival and well-being. Stepping into a post-disaster landscape 
helped me appreciate the fragility of human societies in this 
mechanical age, enabling me to move into action with a renewed 
sense of purpose.

The importance of water

 I traveled to haiti as part of a group on behalf of  a non-gov-
ernmental organisation which proposed a permaculture education 
project. We planned to give workshops in two camps in Port-
au-Prince. We arrived in the capital about four months after the 
devastating January earthquake, which left an estimated 300,000 
people dead and over 1.3 million people living in camps. 
 Water is, of course, essential for human life, and people need 
it every day, but many haitians have no access to potable water 
in their homes or in the public realm. Before the earthquake, it 
was estimated that only 13% of people in haiti had access to 
potable water. (1) Bags of water are sold everywhere, and very 

cheaply. To supply participants in one of the workshops we gave, 
for example, we bought bagged water for the more than 30 camp 
residents who took part. This cost us about $1.50 uSD. On the 
one hand, I was shocked to discover that $1.50 could provide 
water for so many, yet countless people could not easily afford 
even this petty price, and even more appalling than this, the water 
was not guaranteed to be clean.
 The same night it rained. As the rain poured down, I realized 
that it was clean drinking water. My heart ached. Why could we 
not do more about this? how can people buy drinking water that 
may not even be clean, when clean water is falling from the sky 
for	free,	pouring	into	trenches,	flooding	people’s	tents,	running	
down hillsides and taking soil away with it?

 A few days later, in another camp, I was relieved to see that a 
big bucket of water had been harvested by a tent cover. I imag-
ined that every tent could have its own rain barrel, to provide 
every	family	with	clean	drinking	water	and	to	help	prevent	flood-
ing in the camps. I was reminded that some of the most useful 
solutions are very simple.
 In this second camp, we worked with about 25 residents to 
transform a small patch of garbage-covered mountainside into 
a vegetable garden and compost pile in about three hours. Yes, 
many hands do make light work! The residents dug three swales 
approximately on contour (we eyeballed it, as we didn't have 
time to build an A-frame), plus a fourth trench off contour to 
receive runoff from the camp above. The swales and the trench 
were	designed	to	slow	the	flow	of	runoff,	allowing	it	to	infiltrate	
the soil instead of rushing down the mountainside carrying pre-
cious	topsoil	away.	It	is	estimated	that	in	1940,	30%	of	Haiti	was	
forested;	this	fell	to	10%	by	1970.	Today,	only	1.4-2%	of	Haiti's	
natural forest cover remains. (2)
 In the highest swale, we started a compost heap, using dried 
leaves and cardboard, and encouraged the residents to bring their 

Post-Disaster and Preparing for Transition

Contrasting Life Support in Haiti and Canada
Bonita Ford

Building swales on a mountain in Haiti gives the area a boost in 
storing and using the precious water available.

Stepping into a post-
disaster landscape 
helped me appreciate 
the fragility of human 
societies in this 
mechanical age...
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food scraps to bury beneath these initial materials (to prevent 
odors	and	flies).	In	the	other	two	swales,	we	placed	a	layer	of	
finished	compost,	then	transplanted	veggies	(green	onions,	pars-
ley, an amaranth that the locals call spinach, a few small carrots, 
and small turnips). Onto the berms we transplanted a few young 
nitrogen-fixing	legumes	we	found	on	the	site,	and	sowed	seeds	
from older plants of the same species (all Leucaena leucocepha-
la), which the residents will be able to use for chop-and-drop 
mulch. As these perennials grow, their roots will also help to keep 
the soil in place and prevent erosion. heavily in the swales and 
lightly on the berms, we mulched leaves of leucaena and grass to 
help keep moisture in the soil and build fertility. 
 We designed this installation after a single visit to the site 
and by talking with a handful of residents. It was certainly not an 
ideal level of observation, but living conditions there were ex-
tremely poor. So we hoped that our rough design would be better 
than nothing. I plan to return this year to see how the garden has 
grown and to hear how the swales held up during storms. 

	 About	a	week	later,	at	a	US	airport,	I	was	filling	up	a	bottle	
at a water fountain. It hit me in that moment how completely 
we take potable water for granted. Drinking water in the uS 
and Canada is often free. Poor people have good access to clean 
water.	And	with	anger,	I	remembered	that	we	flush	our	toilets	and	
wash our cars with it. In haiti and in north America, the way we 
manage (or mismanage) our water and natural resources does not 
meet the need for people care or Earth care.

When water can kill

 About ten months after the earthquake, a cholera epidemic 
broke out in haiti. As terrible as this is, it comes as no surprise 
after the devastation left hundreds of thousands of people depen-
dent on makeshift toilet facilities in camps around the city. It is 
estimated that only one in six rural haitians have access to ade-
quate sanitation. (3) Common waste disposal includes dumping in 
the ocean, in rivers or ravines, along roadsides, or in abandoned 
houses. After the earthquake, the situation became even more 
difficult,	with	much	of	the	city’s	infrastructure	destroyed	and	
rural households taking in displaced family members from the 
capital. In many camps in Port-au-Prince, latrines were installed. 
However,	as	waste	was	emptied	from	them	and	taken	to	landfills,	
these	began	to	fill	up.	Also,	workers	were	paid	by	the	volume	of	
material they could clear, so the dumping of latrine waste began 
to occur in random places, eventually ending up in rivers and 
in the ocean. The earthquake occurred during the dry season, 
but when the rains came much of this human waste was spread 
around by the tropical downpours. for people living in tents and 
under tarps, there was little escape. Cholera became an excruciat-

ing reminder of the importance of managing waste properly. In 
a	study	done	of	Haiti’s	central	plateau,	erosion	was	identified	by	
farmers as the top constraint to production. (4) While the hills 
and mountains have been deforested and stripped of their topsoil, 
poop has become pollution.
 But there are answers. One organisation, SOIL (Sustaining 
Organic Integrated Livelihoods) has been providing ecologi-
cal sanitation in haiti since 2006. They work with residents in 
several camps to install and manage composting toilets and arbor-
loos. These latter are pit toilets which are planted with a tree once 
full. They are used by children, who cannot as easily pee and poo 
into the appropriate chambers of the composting toilets. Their 
composting toilets built by SOIL separate liquids from solid 
waste. residents are instructed to cover their poop with a handful 
of bagasse, a waste product from sugarcane processing (much 
like wood chips) to provide the carbon material for composting of 
the humanure.
 “SOIL assiduously follows international public health stan-
dards for the composting of human waste as it converts over 
5,000 gallons of poo per week into nutrient-rich fertilizer. John 
[a student from the university of notre Dame did a recent study 
and] found that pathogenic material present in the fresh human 
waste that SOIL collected from ecological toilets was no longer 
present after going through the composting process.” (5) Indeed, 
we can come full circle and let nature do the work for us. Dig a 
hole and plant a tree. Compost it. Yes, waste = food.

A transition at home

 I’m at home in Perth, Ontario as I write this. We have root 
vegetables from last year's garden stored in the basement, shelves 
filled	with	jars	of	beans	and	grains,	and	a	small	box	freezer	full	
of local organic meat, blanched greens, zucchini, and tomatoes 
from our garden. We have clean water from our taps to drink and 
can bathe at anytime we want. We have a wood pellet stove, a gas 
furnace,	and	a	small	space	heater	for	the	office/spare	bedroom.	
We have two bins of worms eating our kitchen scraps.
 When I think of potential ecological or economic disasters 

Leuceana seeds and leaves. Encouraging this plant in the system 
means that fertility and organic matter in the swales will increase 
over time.

For some of us, it may be 
easier to think of ourselves 
as somehow far from any 
serious danger.
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that may hit us here or simply contemplate a moderate transition 
into a future with less cheap oil and a changing climate, I know 
that we still have more to do to prepare ourselves. Our water is 
treated by the town. The wood pellets come from the store. The 
pellet stove, cooking stove, and freezer all require electricity! 
	 So	we	are	reflecting,	designing,	and	working	in	multiple	
areas. We started a Transition Perth group to educate our lo-
cal community. We are getting to know our neighbors. We are 
teaching more permaculture and connecting with other transition 
groups in the region. We’ve learned about edible wild plants, 
culling rabbits, baking bread, and canning. We’re designing our 
little piece of land in town as intelligently as possible, and intend 
to include a mini-forest garden, annual garden, mini-greenhouse, 
swale, mini-pond, cob oven, and more. When it’s time to replace 
our roof, we plan to use metal, so our rainwater can be drinkable. 
We intend for this to be an example of what’s possible, a place to 
learn and hopefully a source of inspiration.

Our basic needs

 for some of us, it 
may be easier to think of 
ourselves as somehow 
far from any serious 
danger. But whether the 
ecological or economic 
disaster lies before us 
or behind us, people 
everywhere need water, 
food, shelter, and sanita-
tion, and in most places 
on this planet, the soil, 
water, and major life 
support systems need 
restoration and regenera-
tion. In Port-au-Prince, 
we worked alongside 
people to start small food 
gardens and compost 
systems. Growing our 

own food and building soil fertility is something that we have to 
re-learn as much in continental north America as in haiti. We get 
to	re-learn	how	to	provide	for	our	basic	needs	and	how	to	flourish	
with what we have under our two feet. We get to re-knit the web 
of community and rebuild our social capital. As we look towards 
the horizon at the coming storm, may we rest easier knowing that 
we and our communities are prepared. May we be well, having 
learned to take better care of ourselves and this place that we call 
home.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ∆

Bonita has led workshops and groups worldwide for over eight 
years, including in Budapest, Soweto, Port-au-Prince, San Fran-
cisco, Seattle, New Mexico, Vermont, Toronto, Ottawa, and Perth. 
In her workshops and individual coaching, she applies permacul-
ture, Nonviolent Communication, and body-centered learning. 
She is co-founder of the Permaculture Institute of Eastern On-
tario and Transition Perth. To learn more about Bonita and her 
work, visit: www.eco-logicalsolutions.com.
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not have in a typical row-crop bed.
 4. Direct clone with a jig.	Permaculture	design	certificate	
(PDC) course students got hands-on experience cloning blueber-
ries. We made several jigs with 5” screws to make nine holes 
for clones all at once. The cuttings are planted directly into the 
ground of our movable greenhouse. They will stay there for two 
years. When mature enough they will be forked up and planted 
direct into the side-beds shown above. They will be transplanted 
as bareroot stock without ever being potted up. Growing directly 
in the ground gives the young plants the best root structure and 
increases their vigor and chances for success.
 5. Give free garden and homestead designs as part 
of your permaculture teaching experience. The PDC 
group design project is an ideal opportunity to do permaculture 
outreach to your local community. Offer a free garden design to 
homeowners who will lend you their sites as a learning tool for 
your class. This is a win/win for the students and the homeown-
ers. 
 6. Beavers vs. Ducks. have fun with inclement weather. 
When the fruit and nut tree bareroot stock arrived during the win-
ter PDC it was raining cats and dogs. We broke into two groups. 
After a rain break, the Beavers went into the greenhouse to plant 
700 blueberry clones while the Ducks went back out to brave the 
elements	and	plant	another	40	trees.	The	teams	tied	and	finished	
at the same time. Everyone had a lot of fun on a rainy Oregon 
Spring day.

ThIS IS MY SPrInG COLLECTIOn of permaculture 
tips and tricks from the Southern Oregon Permaculture 
Institute. 

 1. Let the sunshine in. replace your opaque covered 
deck	roofing	with	greenhouse	plastic.	This	brought	much	more	
light and passive solar gain into our farm house. Previously a 
first	floor	bed	and	bath	were	cavernously	dark	and	now	they	
are	bright	and	sunny.	Another	benefit	of	the	change	is	that	now	
we	have	surplus	metal	roofing	to	be	used	on	a	future	project.	
 2. Conduct trials before full-scale production.  We 
started	with		48	different	rooting	trials	for	cloning	our	non-
licensed blueberries. Before making 2,700 clones we wanted 
to know if there was a difference between varieties, and dif-
ferent conditions of humidity, temperature, rooting medium, 
root growth hormone use, tenting and cutting type. The only 
measurable difference was from tenting which induced earlier 
budding from higher humidity and temperature. however, the 
earlier leaf budding was not matched by earlier rooting, so we 
decided to go without tenting. We did not notice until after 
production that although larger woodier cuttings were slower 
to bud, they had more energy and budded well later. We used 
new growth tips with success for our cuttings this year. read 
more about blueberry propagation at the northwest Berry & 
Grape network website (berrygrape.org).
 3. Side-beds extend food forest production. We found 
that linear spaded (tilled) rows on either side of the food forest 
circulation paths optimizes yield and stacks functions. The SOPI 
food forest is divided into several mini-polyculture orchards. 
The circulation paths wind customers through and between these 

orchards. The initial part of the food forest is a two-acre u-pick 
blueberry patch. But we found that we needed to double our blue-
berry plantings from 2,000 to almost 5,000 to reach an economic 
threshold. So we cloned our prunings before bud break and will 
have new plants ready in two years. The new blueberries will line 
the circulation paths and pull u-pick customers into the orchard 
system. In the meantime, we will take advantage of the linear lay-
out of the side-beds to grow organic heirloom tomato seeds. The 
linear layout gives us variety separation that we ordinarily would 

Movement Musings
Lessons from the Garden

Spring Permaculture Tips and Tricks
Chuck Burr

Let in the light. Removing obstructive housing materials such as the 
opaque roof on this porch increased natural light in the house. 

The linear layout gives us 
variety separation that we 
ordinarily would not have 
in a typical row-crop bed.
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 7. Try covering seeded raised beds to improve 
sprouting. This idea came out of our improved carrot seed ger-
mination rate from covering beds with burlap bags. The covering 
prevented the seedlings from drying out and being eaten by birds 
during the critical germination phase. So we extended the concept 
to the whole raised bed. We used the same row cover cloth that 
we use to protect the beds from frost in the fall. Our cover test 
showed at least a week headstart in seed sprouting from higher 
humidity and temperature.
 8. Get your permaculture design certificate (PDC) 
at a real working independent permaculture institute 
or farm. An investment in yourself and permaculture education 
will change your life. You won’t look at the world the same after 
you have your PDC. Permaculture allows you to see with whole 
system eyes as never before. Suddenly everything is connected 
and you cannot think of things in isolation again. new ideas for 
your life and livelihood spring to mind. 
 9. Perennialize taproot crops. If you replant the top of 
beets, onions, or carrots, they will grow a new plant for you. The 
new root won’t be as pretty as the original but re-growth will 
also be much faster than if you stared from seed. Cut leeks about 
one inch above the ground and the plant will grow a new leek. 
You can cut fennel bulbs in the same way, leaving the root in the 
ground to regrow a new bulb. Be sure to leave enough of the top 
for vegetative re-growth. In total, leave about 3/4” or 2 cm of root 
and leaf. This process is an extension of ‘steckling’ seed carrots. 
Steckling is the method of pulling seed carrots for root trait selec-
tion and, after a brief vernalization period, replanting them to 
grow seed. 
 10. Learn the headwaters of your watershed. At right 
is a picture of the local irrigation ditch being drained into the 
creek that runs through our farm. note the boards on the left in 
place	during	the	winter	to	block	the	normal	flow	from	right	to	
left and to divert it “down the drain” as shown. This, however, 
about	doubles	the	natural	flow	of	the	creek	during	heavy	rains.	
If	your	creek	seems	exceptionally	“flashy”	during	heavy	rains,	it	
is worthwhile to explore upstream to understand the cause of the 
flooding.

 11. Plant your potatoes in empty raised beds. 
After digging potatoes out of the ground by hand last 
year again I vowed, “never again.” not only is digging 
potatoes out of the ground a lot of work and a game of 
hunt and seek, but you are competing with the rodents for 
your harvest. We used old raised beds with 1/4-inch wire 
hardware cloth nailed to the bottom to keep the rodents 
from digging in from below. We planted the potatoes in 
2-3 inches of compost and then covered them with old 
straw. We will continue to add alfalfa as the potato plants 
emerge to increase our yield vertically. Alfalfa is prefer-
able to straw because of its higher nitrogen content. I 
estimate we will at least double our yield per square foot 
not only from deeper beds but because of easier harvest-
ing and reduced loss to rodents. After the potatoes are 
removed 
this fall 
we will 
toss the 
alfalfa 
in the 
compost 

pile and start with 
fresh covering 
material next 
spring. This 
will prevent the 
buildup of potato 
pests by replac-
ing the growing 
medium.
 12. Try ducks. We love chickens and enjoy their eggs for 
our use and selling at our farmstand, but ducks have a few advan-
tages over chickens. first, ducks do not dig as much as chickens. 
Ducks will explore with their beaks under your sheet mulch but 
they will not dig the whole place up. Try an aboveground pond. 
My friend Cynthia Care suggests using a 200-gallon stock tank 

The irrigation ditch that drains into the creek running through 
Restoration Farm. 

Permaculture design students propagating blueberries with a jig. 

Potatoes grew well in old wooden-sided 
raised beds.
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walking	tours	fun	and	easy.	 	 	 	 ∆

Chuck Burr directs the Southern Oregon Permaculture Institute 
(SOPI) in Ashland, Oegon. They teach courses on Permaculture 
Design, Edible Forest Gardens, conduct teacher trainings, and 
offer the Farm-to-Kids summer camp program for ages 5 to 12. 
info@sopermaculture.org. 541-941-9711.

as a raised duck pond that can easily be gravity drained 
into orchards or appropriate gardens. Do not directly 
drain your nutrient-laden duck poo-pond into your veg-
gie patch because your veggies are in contact with the 
ground.
 13. Stack your greenhouse functions. This 
Spring	in	our	48’	x	30’	movable	greenhouse	we	are	
growing 7,000 nursery starts, 2,700 blueberry clones, 
plus our over-wintered veggie crop. The greenhouse will 
be rolled off this site by June 1 to the next bed requiring 
shade for intense veggies. Last summer we rotated in 
hothouse tomatoes and peppers. SOPI board president 
and organic farmer extraordinaire Michael DiGiorgio 
sowed winter crops at a “micro-greens” high-density. 
A month ago we thinned them by planting out at least 
half the plants to new beds. This will double our yield 
by allowing more space for each plant to grow to mature 
size now that full sun is here. One other tip—the benches 
are	hinged	on	the	greenhouse	wall	and	flip	down	when	
propagation season is over.
 14. Avoid the rodent motel. We found that the 
traditional sheet mulching technique of placing a layer 
of compost under cardboard was inviting a rodent party 

during the winter. rodents would come from far and wide to nest 
and over winter in the sheet mulch and eat the bark off our young 
fruit and nut trees. So, no more compost under the sheet mulch 
around trees. now we just put a piece of cardboard down to 
suppress the grass and call it good. Make the covering out of one 
piece of cardboard with a slit to a hole in the center. Place the slit 
downwind. The traditional technique works well in no-till garden 
establishment but not around trees.
 15. Think long-term time horizon. What are pecan trees 
doing	in	a	blueberry	field?	The	answer	is	simple,	the	blueberries	
will be here for only 15-20 years while the pecan can be for over 
100 years. By the time the blueberries need to be pushed out the 
pecans will be coming into mature production. Pecans have two 
other	advantages,	first	their	shade	is	dappled,	allowing	some	light	
in. Second, the pecan tree is the mother of all tap-rooted nut trees. 
It competes very little with neighboring trees and shrubs. Pecans 
are	not	allopathic	like	black	walnuts.	The	last	benefit	is	that	the	
pecans	need	a	“clean	orchard	floor”	to	be	harvested.	Our	blue-
berry	field	is	mowed	regularly,	unlike	the	shaggy	old-field	food	
forest. 
 16. Develop signage. Make your site a permaculture dem-
onstration model. We made inexpensive signage describing our 
mini-orchards and the vegetative layers of our young food forest. 
The signs are simply laminated printouts mounted on plywood. 
That in turn is screwed on the end of a 4-inch round treated post. 
It	is	easy	to	refer	to	the	permaculture	benefits	of	your	design	and	
the variety qualities of your plant selections. Make self-guided 

After digging potatoes out of the 
ground by hand last year again, I 
vowed, “never again.”

Ducks have several advantages over chickens. They do not dig up the 
garden mulch beds as much as chickens. Their eggs are also excellent. 
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SEVErAL rEADErS AnD LEADErS in 
permaculture	and	related	fields	have	written	

to the Activist with memorials and memories of 
John Cruickshank, who passed away January 
21st in Oregon after a struggle with cancer.

From Jerome Osentowski—
 I first met John in the early 90s when he 
came to take a permaculture design course 
here at CRMPI (Central Rocky Mountain Per-
maculture Institute, Basalt, CO). John was very 
bright, and he came on a scholarship. Only a 
year later he joined our teaching staff, giving 
the classes on appropriate technology, natural 
building, and communities. 
 John was a visionary as well as an inven-
tor. He first saw the climate battery as it was 
installed in our Pele greenhouse, and he 
returned to Loveland to build one himself. He 
didn’t just copy our design, but improved on it 
with many innovations to increase its efficiency. 
John collaborated with me and my business 
partner Michael Thompson on designs for 
large commercial production greenhouses, and 
John’s contributions were extremely helpful.
 Though he took strides improving the 
climate battery, John was known best for his 
invention of the “Sunny John” composting 
toilet. He built the first model at Sunrise Ranch 
and helped to build another here at CRMPI 
during a workshop in the 90s. Despite nearly 
two decades of use, the toilet still works very 
well today. We were so pleased with the design 
that we installed a second one up the hill. 
 John also built our solar hot water system 
from scratch. He could build or fix anything! 
And he would extend his teaching visits here 
to work on projects and installations around 
CRMPI. He was extremely thorough, a natural 
Mr. Fix-it, and very generous with his time. 
 In addition to his technical abilities, he had 
a way with the plants. He took the concept of 
forest gardening to the next level and created 
two forest gardens at Sunrise, one next to the 
community dining hall and the other surround-
ing his hobbit house. They were absolutely 
beautiful and extremely productive.
 We are now building a workshop at CRMPI 
where things can be made and fixed: bee hives, 
worm boxes, trellises, solar dryers, etc. We be-
lieve that John would have enjoyed this space. 
He insisted that every community or farm 
should needed a workshop to be sustainable. 
We will dedicate this space to him and hope to 
train many individuals who may carry on his 
legacy of construction and innovation. 
 John could dream, and he took these 
dreams and worked them with his hands, creat-
ing some phenomenal inventions. He was an 
extremely caring and giving individual, and his 
work always demonstrated care of the land and 
of people.

From Michael Pilarski—
 Permaculture is so young that death has 
not yet become a frequent visitor to our ranks. 
Founders Bill Mollison and David Holmgren 
are still with us. Almost all of our illustrious 
members are still with us. Here in the Pacific 
Northwest, one of the first to leave us was 
Simon Henderson. Now we can add John 
Cruickshank. 
  John was a member of the Emissar-
ies of Divine Light community in Loveland, 
Colorado when he took his first Permaculture 
Design Course, which I led in the early 1990s 
at CRMPI. He subsequently became one of 
the instructors there. John was one of those 
guys who could fix about anything: electrical, 
plumbing, construction, metal, you name it. 
John was a technical whiz, an inventive genius. 
If I had a permaculture community, I would 
want somebody around like John Cruickshank 
to keep things running. 
 In recent years, John lived in southwest 
Oregon and helping to keep things running 
at some innovative projects there. He graced 
several of our Washington State permaculture 
convergences with his wit and charm. 
  I knew his body (which was never very 
big) was having problems and had heard that 
he was increasingly disabled physically. But I 
suspect that he kept a good attitude and told 
jokes until his last days. John C. always had a 
good attitude when I knew him and always was 
a servant of the many. He lived life with his 
eyes on the bigger picture and in service of the 
whole. He will be missed. He leaves a warm 
spot in the memories of those who knew him. 
 In the years and decades to come, the list of 
permaculture pioneers who have passed on will 
grow larger and longer. We will all eventually 
be on that list.

Remembering John Cruickshank

  Until then, live life fully. Serve the planet to 
the best of your ability.

From architect Michael Thompson—
 I never met John Cruickshank in person. 
When Jerome Osentowski asked me to help de-
sign a greenhouse for a commercial client, he 
introduced me to John, in hopes that he would 
design the climate battery system for it. Instead 
of seeing this as an opportunity for paid 
work, John simply pointed me to his website, 
www.sunnyjohn.com, where he had created a 
spreadsheet template which not only explained 
everything, but provided a calculation platform 
for anyone to use, for free.
 John suggested that I pass the design to 
him when it was finished, so that he could 
check my work to verify that I had understood 
everything before it was built. Later, he gave 
me some new information generated by a 
young friend of his, who had taken the climate 
battery calculations to college, and improved 
upon heat/moisture transfer rates, through 
carefully controlled experimentation. John had 
empowered me to carry this simple technology 
further, because he was in the habit of making 
“gifts to the world.” 
 I was very inspired by John’s selfless 
approach, and when I asked him about this, 
he explained simply that treating these ideas 
as intellectual property would slow down the 
much needed process of permaculture develop-
ment. At the time, John was busy developing 
“Straw Jet” technology, to help people in Third 
World cultures utilize plentiful grass fiber as a 
building material, thereby reducing deforesta-
tion. Here was a man who made his life a gift. 
I’m proud to have been one of his students, and 
I will always promote his ideas as he intended 
them to be: freely available to anyone.          ∆

John Cruickshank using a sand bed to teach at CRMPI.
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Sisters farm, a pioneering permaculture 
homestead and source point for useful 
plants and education for the region. for 
six years after acquiring the land that they 
now farm, the family made trials of useful 
species, developed ideas and plans, saved 
money,	and	refined	their	vision.	In	1987,	
they obtained grant support through the 
Pennsylvania	Energy	Office	to	build	a	
bioshelter at the farm. The funds were dis-
tributed from a court settlement penalizing 
the large oil companies for price-gouging 
during	the	oil	shocks	of	the	1970s.	Though	
many innovative energy programs were 
squelched at the federal level by the reac-

tionary administration of ronald reagan, 
good people and good ideas lingered on in 
some state agencies. Through the persis-
tence of American ingenuity in the face of 
political sabotage, Three Sisters came into 
being, and the bioshelter lineage managed 
to escape extinction.
 The bioshelter that took root under the 
freys’ guidance is inextricable from the 
story of the larger farm, as it should be. It 
is also deeply interwoven with their life 
story and family history. And while this is 
not a work of biography in the usual sense, 
it does unavoidably tell the story of how 
the freys have lived, through the seasons 
and through the years, learning to care for 
and become wedded to this elegant struc-
ture for organic living.

Reviews
A Living Example
Review by Peter Bane

DARRELL FREY
Bioshelter Market Garden
A permaculture farm
New Society Publishers. 
Gabriola Isl. BC. 2011.
463 pp. illus.+ color plates. $34.95.

ThE nuMBEr Of PErMACuL-
TurE BOOKS published worldwide 

is still quite small, perhaps a double doz-
en. So when another is born into this tiny 
but notable family, we have to celebrate. 
The	latest	addition	is	a	fine	case	study	and	
life story by an experienced American 
teacher, designer, and farmer.
 Darrell frey and his wife Linda, with 
the	help	of	their	adult	children,	farm	five	
intensive acres in northwestern Pennsyl-
vania. for the past 20+ years they've been 
developing an integrated market garden 
serving high-end Pittsburgh customers 
about	90	minutes	south	of	where	they	live.	
The center of this biologically and techni-
cally sophisticated system is a 105-foot-
long bioshelter. The name derives from 
original work done by the new Alchemy 
Institute	in	the	1970s	on	Cape	Cod	and	
Prince Edward Island. 
 A bioshelter is a greenhouse but also 
a living indoor ecosystem with space for 
people and other animals. Part of its en-
ergy support, besides captured sunshine, is 
heat from composting and from chickens 
housed within the structure. Growing takes 
place on multiple levels, water is stored 
in tanks and small pools and is distributed 
by plumbing. Warm air is drawn down 
from the upper layers of the bioshelter into 
plenums beneath the beds to warm the soil 
and store heat against cold winter nights. A 
water-jacketed wood heater backs up these 
systems when cold, cloudy skies set in for 
long periods, as they often do in this, one 
of the darkest corners of the continent.
	 In	the	early	80s,	the	Freys	had	a	vision	
of farming that drew on some traditions 
within their own family and a broader 
movement toward sustainable agricul-
ture and the restoration of environmental 
health. Darrell came in contact with Bill 
Mollison	in	1982	and	garnered	from	him	
the germ of an idea that grew into Three 

The name derives from work by the 
New Alchemy Institute in the 1970’s...

 The book can arguably also be called 
an extensive case study. It is both compre-
hensive of its subject and carefully writ-
ten.	The	Freys	have	developed	a	flourish-
ing and ecologically robust system, both 
indoors and out, on land which had been 
a	beat-up	farm	field.	They	have	also	pro-
vided themselves and their children a good 
living for nearly a quarter-century. They 
have made a solar-heated greenhouse pro-
ductive in one of the cloudiest regions of 
north America. And, I would argue, they 
been able to do all this in no small part be-
cause, aside from hard work and personal 
virtue, they have applied permaculture 
design to the creation of their complex and 
integrated growing and living systems.
 The book explains the market garden 
and its subsystems in detail. These include 
marketing and cropping strategies, wind-
breaks and integrated pest management, 
the bioshelter structure and functions, 
education, work rhythms, soil manage-
ment, their relation to wildlife, livestock, 
and constructed wetlands. The develop-
ment of these systems was thoughtful and 
drew on the experience of earlier small 
farm designers and, of course, on per-
maculture principles and an ethic of care 
for nature. Darrell lays out these sources 
for his own work. he also compares and 
contrasts some other small farms and two 
other bioshelters, one in the desert South-

west, most of them in Pennsylvania or the 
northeast. Along the way, besides explain-
ing the choices he and his family made 
for the farm, the author gives us insight 
into permaculture design, using the Three 
Sisters case to illustrate the processes of 
site analysis and design development. We 
also get short but useful bits on natural 
building and architecture (Darrell is a 
builder as well as a farmer) and on such 
other subjects as toxic soil (he has taught 
extensively in Pittsburgh, which has a dev-
astated soil landscape). The book is full of 
these unexpected but helpful lessons.
 The meat of the book is a thorough 
inventory of what is going on at Three 
Sisters and how it works. There are renew-
able energy systems, wastewater treatment 
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layout) and garden seasons—both ecologi-
cal in perspective—but late in the book 
under Bioshelter Management. Most of 
the management information on the bio-
shelter is in that section too, but Bioshelter 
Maintenance falls under “Seasons of the 
Garden.” I don’t think this was necessary. 
There’s a good argument for redundancy 
on the farm, and for a certain measure of 
repetition in the text, but the impression 
I’m left with is that the editing was loose 
and the organization of the work a bit 
scattershot. There are sometimes puzzling 
breaks	in	the	flow	of	the	writing,	not	in	
individual sections, but within chapters, 
which start out on one subject and drift 

into another without much guidance. 
This is compounded by a confusing and 
constantly shifting style of subheads that 
don’t help the reader navigate the text. 
If you drop into the book at random this 
matters hardly at all, and certain each sec-
tion is well composed and coherent. But 
I think its weak structure leaves the book 
less accessible as a reference than it might 
have been. finding a particular element 
can be exasperating. You would probably 
be about as well off thumbing through it 
as	trying	to	find	something	using	the	Table	
of Contents, despite its being long and de-
tailed; it’s simply that the sections deviate 
from their subjects too often and unexpect-
edly. The index looks to be extensive, but 
there is not a listing of tables, species lists, 
and sidebars (of which there are many 
throughout the book). It might have helped 
the reader considerably. 
 These defects could be corrected in a 
second edition, which the book deserves, 
but they should not stop anyone from 
reading it now, as it brings value and rich-
ness into the permaculture literature. read 
as a collection of true stories, Bioshelter 
Market Garden paints a vivid and informa-
tive portrait of a carefully crafted organic 
system	at	the	heart	of	a	life	well-lived.				∆

ful. Sections cover the farm woodlot, the 
use	of	species	for	bentwood,	firewood,	
and construction, and the growing and 
collecting of mushrooms. A short section 
explains how to build and use an A-frame 
level	to	find	contour	lines	on	the	ground.	
If you need to know about record-keeping 
for organic production, or the limits of 
on-farm compost under Pennsylvania 
regulations, that’s here too. The treatment 
of	beneficial	and	pest	insect	management	
is one of the best short introductions I 
have	read,	and	I	find	myself	referring	to	it	
often. The section on constructed wetlands 
for waste treatment is also welcome, as it 
gives not only the logic of these aquatic 

systems, but extensive lists of species, and 
management tips based on years of operat-
ing a small system.
 The information in Bioshelter Market 
Garden is prodigious and of very high 
quality, coming as it does from a seasoned 
farmer and permaculture designer. The 
book is illustrated with more than 200 
graphics, both black and white photo-
graphs and some very lovely line draw-
ings. A small center section of color plates 
gives us a glimpse of the rich tapestry of 
life the freys have woven. My criticisms 
of the book are two: The photos are not 
always clear enough, and are sometimes 
simply	too	small.	This	is	not	a	great	flaw:	
at least half of the illustrations are line 
drawings, and these are excellent. More 
of a defect is that the book’s structure is 
rather fragmented. There’s no shortage of 
information, but one experiences the text 
as the farmer may experience the farm, 
as a long series of recurring loops. We’re 
harvesting, then tending the chickens, 
then opening or closing bioshelter vents, 
then maybe we’re looking after the hens 
again. rather than treat bees in one place, 
for example, they appear in several. Soil 
mixes and seeding occur not under the 
sections on garden management (really 

There are renewable energy systems, waste-
water treatment with plants, composting, 
a very rich ecology, and a profitable farm, 
and the author has had a long time to think 
about them all. The reader gets the benefit.

with plants, composting, a very rich ecol-
ogy,	and	a	profitable	farm,	and	the	author	
has had a long time to think about them 
all.	The	reader	gets	the	benefit.	
 The freys farm organically, and Dar-
rell is quite familiar with national organic 
standards as well as the impact of state-
level regulation on farming operations, a 
background that other small farmers and 
would-be	farmers	will	find	reassuring.	
he’s done much of the wiring, plumb-
ing, design calculations, and installation 
of their photovoltaic and other energy 
systems and doesn’t spare us a generous 
technical look at the background for all 
these choices they have made. We get heat 
gain and loss calculations for the bioshel-
ter and each of its energy subsystems: the 
chickens, the compost, the submerged 
firebox,	the	glazing.	The	explanations	
are careful and clear, though I must say 
I would probably have glossed some of 
the detail we do get—like the number of 
square inches on a certain section of the 
bioshelter roof. But you will, after reading 
the material, understand how to calculate 
the potential runoff for water collection, 
and should have no excuse not to get it! 
 Crops are treated at great length—
their virtues, limitations, nutritional and 
ecological advantages, and best cultivation 
practices. We learn what the freys grow 
and how each crop works to support the 
ecosystem and the marketing plan. Seed 
sources, germination and transplanting, 
soil mixes, and all manner of cultivation 
practice from tools to timing are covered 
in great detail.
 Three Sisters sells primarily a salad 
mix, head lettuce, some herbs, and a 
smattering of vegetables—potatoes, 
tomatoes—aimed at keeping their custom-
ers happy. The freys raise other crops for 
home use: honey, berries and tree fruits, 
fungi, eggs and birds from the chicken 
flock,	and	we	get	a	sampling	of	all	of	
these in the book as well. Education and 
design outreach are important elements of 
their economy. Most summers for the past 
20 years, Darrell has taught a permacul-
ture course at the farm. They also work 
with apprentices and interns. A long list 
of school groups and other visitors have 
made the pilgrimage to Sandy Lake see 
what permaculture and sustainability actu-
ally	look	like.	We	learn	how	all	this	fits	
into the cycles of farm life.
 You can’t dip into the book anywhere 
without	finding	something	new	and	use-
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Fiction as Design Fodder
Double Review by Albert Bates

KURT COBB
Prelude
Public Interest Communications. 2010.
270 pp. paper. $14.95.

JAMES HOWARD KUNSTLER
The Witch of Hebron
Atlantic Monthly Press. NY. 2010.
336 pp. hardcover. $24.00

AS A WrITEr WhO hAS nOT dared 
to	make	the	leap	from	non-fiction	

into	fiction,	I	am	always	a	little	envious	
of those literary amphibians who move 
seamlessly between the forms. Of course, 
in	the	best	of	non-fiction	there	is	still,	at	
heart, a storyteller. The better the nar-
rator can bring in personal stories and a 
shared sense of excitement, the easier it is 
for the message to take root. Perhaps the 
greatest challenge, however, is to cloak an 
evidentiary	message	in	fiction—to	transfer	
complex concepts through imaginary char-
acters in a make-believe story.
 Treading this delicate territory are Kurt 
Cobb and James howard Kunstler, with 
two very different novels. Cobb’s is set 
in the present—that turning point in our 
history when we are poised to make The 
Great Change, but have not yet realized it. 
The era of cheap fossil energy is waning 
and the cheap food, cheap houses, and all 
the plastic junk from big box stores to go 
with them are extending beyond reach, in 
slides and jolts. Our exponential growth 
addiction has led us onto thin ice and we 
can hear it cracking. Will we turn back 
soon? It’s anyone’s guess.
 Cobb’s heroine is Cassie Young, an 
oil analyst for EAI, a Cambridge Energy 
resource Institute-style consultancy, 
the kind that Matt Damon’s character 
in Syriana worked for. She is upwardly 
ambitious, connected to the lofty echelons 
by family ties, and gunning for partner on 
the fast track. A chance conversation with 
some peak oil nut—a russian no less—
gets her digging into private company 
files, à la The Pelican Brief or The Firm. 
She discovers (could it be otherwise?) oil 
patch secrets that foretell coming supply 
limits, runs afoul of her boss and the dark 
powers he serves, and has to make some 
hard choices about her bonus, her career, 
her life, and saving the world.

 In this drama Cassie is a very familiar 
and	likeable	character	who	finds	herself	
thrust into a situation not of her own 
choice or expectation, one that tosses 
away all her prior conceptions of the 
world, disrupts the arc of her career, and 
makes her get real.
 Prelude is a lighter read than James 
howard Kunstler’s Witch of Hebron, but it 
is	not	Kunstler’s	debut	in	the	fiction	motif,	
and his mastery of the medium is imme-
diately obvious. for all his fame for pithy 

blogs,	mouthy	podcasts,	and	non-fiction	
chronicles of 20th Century folly (Geog-
raphy of Nowhere) and 21st Century con-
sequence (The Long Emergency), James 
Kunstler	is	a	very	fine	writer	of	fiction.	
his is a natural gift honed by the hard slog 
of deadline journalism, youthful self-pub-
lishing, and thoughtful morning bike rides 
through the hudson Valley. he brings all 
of that to fruition in his apocalyptic series, 
beginning with A World Made By Hand 
and now The Witch of Hebron (We can 
hope for many to follow).
 While Cobb begins in the present, and 
develops only one character to any depth, 
Kunstler fast forwards a few decades, after 
Peak Everything has issued an augury of 

cascading system failures, knocking civili-
zation back to something vaguely pre-
industrial, populated with more interesting 
characters than huckleberry finn. This is 
Back to the Future: the world before Col. 
Drake started pumping coal oil from under 
Seneca land and giving the northeast a 
new, light, cheap fuel for industry. now 
it’s	time	to	flip	that	timeline	around	and	
run it backwards.
 So, for instance, capitalism is pretty 
hard to sustain through successive decades 
of	negative	growth.	Even	if	you	can	find	
some surplus cash to invest, say by seizing 
a resource-rich country, or enslaving some 
ethnic group, where can you invest it if 
you know that whatever you choose will 
almost certainly be worth less a year later? 
The obvious places are land and simple 
accommodations for cheap or free labor—
née the Antebellum plantation or the early 
19th	century	social	experiments	at	Oneida	
and Amana. 
 What Kunstler envisions replacing 
capitalism are precisely the things that 
existed before it: feudalism, theocracy, 
communal cloisters, squires and vassals, 
craftsmen towns. These economic forms 
vie for members, space, recoverable re-
sources, and edge.
 Kunstler’s brilliance was displayed 

in A World Made By Hand, where he 
introduced an element also familiar to the 
world before coal and gas—the supernatu-
ral. his supernatural is not overt in the 
style of Steven King or Michael Crichton, 
but subtle, just below the surface: things 
that cannot be explained rationally or 
empirically but nonetheless possess an 
inscrutable validity.
 In A World Made By Hand, it was the 
mystical powers of Brother Jobe, leader 
of a fundamentalist religion, and Precious 
Mother Mary Beth Ivanhoe, prophet of the 
New	Faith,	struck	by	an	SUV	at	age	19	
and	since	possessed	of	epileptic	fits	that	
give her clairvoyance. In Witch of He-
bron, it is that, plus the book’s namesake, 

While Cobb begins in the present, and 
develops only one character to any depth, 
Kunstler fast forwards a few decades, after 
Peak Everything has issued an augury of cas-
cading system failures...
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our annual industrial emissions, a phenom-
enon that is both destroying the marine 
food chain and poised to reverse abruptly 
at some predetermined but unknown ther-
mal setpoint. What that means as a practi-
cal matter is that Earth is now past tipping 
points, a major one having whizzed by 
at 350, and is inexorably trending in the 
direction of the climate of, say, Venus, 
unless something intervenes to reverse the 
course. Sudden reversion to zero emis-
sions would be a trend change, but one 
that only preserves the present imbalance, 
not only of the carbon cycle, but also of 
the nitrogen, phosphorus, and hydrologi-
cal cycles, to name only some parts of the 
predicament. We are lobotomizing Gaia 
with each extinguished species cut from 
her non-linear biological intelligence. 
A dumb planet is no place for life forms 
much higher than bacteria.
 If Cassie Young or Jasper Copeland 
are to have a chance of seeing grandchil-
dren, they will need to begin thinking 
about making their lives, and those of their 
neighbors, more cool. By that I mean eat-
ing carbon-negative cool foods, growing 
and burning cool fuels, and living in cool 
towns and cities in carbon-minus counties 
and countries. This is why permaculture 

training should be required for collapse-
niks	before	they	pen	their	first	blog	post,	
never mind novels.
 Great writers do more than tell stories 
to entertain us at the beach or bedtime. 
Great writers tackle tough questions with 
art and elegance. fiction is a way to probe 
by suggestion and allegory, teaching the 
way Socrates did, less by lecture than by 
inquiry. The subjects tackled by Cobb and 
Kunstler are as deep and problematic as 
any that humans have ever encountered. 
They require different approaches to 
understand them, and that is what these 
novels provide. If they don’t tell the full 
story yet, that can be forgiven, because 
they are intended as thin driving wedges, 
shattering	our	ignorance.	 	 								∆

nate the peril of brittle and interconnected 
economic arrangements built on the prem-
ise of endless, cheap energy, they fail to 
make even a furtive glance at the gorilla in 
the corner of the room. how robert Earle, 
Kunstler’s morose Stage Manager, expects 
to live in union Grove after its apple or-
chards	and	fishing	streams	have	shriveled	
up in the beating heat of summers that 
will make the Arabian desert seem cool, 
or how Cassie Young expects to get away 
from melting clathrate gases and tsuna-

mis on some idyllic farm near Vancouver 
eludes me. This blind spot infects many 
in Peak Oil and related survival schools 
(a failing less excusable for Cobb because 
he has written on this); they seem to think 
climate change is the distant threat, and 
that once we stop blowing smoke, Gaia 
will recover and everything will go back 
to normal. But as Bill McKibben says, 
“Civilization is what grows up in the 
margins of leisure and security provided 
by a workable relationship with the natural 
world. That margin won’t exist, at least 
not for long, as long as we remain on the 
wrong side of 350.” 
 We went well past 350 parts per mil-
lion atmospheric CO2 some decades ago, 
and we would be far beyond 500 now 
were not the oceans absorbing a third of 

a woman with unusual powers to mold 
men’s minds. Barbara Maglie is a middle-
aged hippy woman, herbalist, naturopath, 
living by herself but well provided for 
from a range of clientele who come to 
her principally for sexual therapy. She 
has magical powers similar to Brother 
Jobe and Mary Beth; the ability to enter 
another’s mind, especially during dreams, 
and implant thoughts; and the gift (or 
curse) of prophesy. 
 At the center of Witch is not robert 
Earle’s struggle to adjust to the new order 
of things, or the ambition of Stephen 
Bullock, wealthy squire of Washington 
County. rather it is the fate and fortune 
of a young naïf, Jasper Copeland, escap-
ing his alcoholic father. Jasper becomes 
the central protagonist of this story and 
by far the most sympathetic character yet 
developed by the author.
 retro-futurist themes are woven 
through plot lines that involve well-drawn 
characters and stories, multiple intersect-
ing threads, and a pace of reading that 
itself tells a story—how things have 
changed, how mystery is both dreaded and 
wonderful, and how people have within 
a spirit that gives hope, no matter what 
twists the Gods or a fertile writer’s mind 
might wrench.
 If I had one word to describe The 
Witch of Hebron it would be “enchanting.” 
It draws you in, turns you around, won’t 
let you go, enthralls you with the deeper 
meaning behind Peak Everything, and 
then, like a good play, ties it all up in the 
final	act	and	sends	you	out	of	the	theater	
with a smile. 
 Prelude is to Witch as the Stage Man-
ager is to Our Town or the Narrator is to 
Under Milkwood; it gives what’s coming 
a measure of respectability. Witch takes 
up that thread and draws it out far past the 
point you ever thought you would go. 
 Kunstler is a very skilled novelist now 
in his prime now, and only getting better. 
for a reader who was once an Emergency 
Medical Technician trained in how to 
perform	in	difficult	surrounds,	the	scene	
of the 11-year-old Jasper performing 
emergency surgery on Brother Jobe was 
accurate and well researched. however, as 
one who has studied climate science for 
30 years, the description of upstate new 
York at halloween in mid-21st Century is 
totally implausible. 
 If I have any criticism for either book 
it is the same for both. While they illumi-

What Kunstler envisions replacing capitalism 
are precisely the things that existed before 
it: feudalism; theocracy; communal cloisters; 
squires and vassals; craftsmen towns.
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Indigenous Alpine 
Farming
Review by Peter Bane

SEPP HOLZER
with/CLAUDIA & JOSEF 
ANDREAS HOLZER
Sepp Holzer's Permaculture
A practical guide for farmers, 
smallholders & gardeners
Permanent Publications. East Meon, 
Hampshire, UK. 2010.
217 pp. paper. all color plates. $29.95.

SEPP hOLZEr WAS BOrn in the ru-
ral and mountainous region of Lungau, 

southeast	of	Salzburg	in	1942	into	a	fam-
ily of small farmers. Though this remote 
backwater of central Europe was then 
an administrative division of the Third 
reich (Austrian sovereignty having been 
extinguished	by	the	Anschluss	of	1938),	
itself then engaged in a titanic battle with 
the red Army at Stalingrad, Lungau has, 
over the centuries, been part of various 
duchies, archbishoprics, principalities, and 
the Austro-hungarian, Spanish, and holy 
roman Empires. Through it all, the culture 
to which the holzer family is heir seems 
to have remained relatively untouched by 
the waxing and waning tides of imperial 
ambition. The ruggedness of the Alps, the 
area’s remoteness from trade routes, and 
the ancient poverty of the rural economy 
enveloped it in a measure of neglect that 
fostered resilience and self-reliance, fancy 
modern words for getting by with local 
resources in the face of adversity. 
 The book’s eponymous author car-
ries the marks of these marching hordes 
as every peasant the world around, in a 
deep and unbridled disdain for distant and 
arbitrary authority. In the matter of his 
relation to the land, he embodies traditions 
far older than empire, so much so that he 
might fairly be called indigenous.
 The march of empires did, however, 
bring the cresting wave of modernity to 
the verges of the Lungau. As young Sepp 
came of age, Soviet and American tanks 
withdrew from the banks of the Danube, 
and the federal republic of Austria was 
reconstituted as a modern European state. 
In his lifetime and that of his parents, the 
power of modern technology and petro-
leum energy had convincingly demolished 
the ancient empires founded on men, 

horses, and stone ramparts. It promised 
the peasant cultures a more prosperous 
life if only they would send their sons and 
daughters to the university to apprentice 
in the ways of the industrial world. The 
heyday of fossil fuel expansion swept 
Sepp out of the arms of his family and 
mother culture long enough to be baptized 
in the formal study of agriculture, though 
he soon returned to practice his newly 
learned arts of chemical ministration in the 
psychotrope of his childhood.

 If holzer, who now exhibits supreme 
confidence	in	the	virtue	of	his	own	deep	
connection to nature, has any regrets about 
his life, they stem from this diversion. 
he tells with frank self-criticism and a 
shrug of his big shoulders how, as a newly 
minted extension agent, he brashly foisted 
his tree-care services on lifelong neigh-
bors, pruning and spraying as he had been 
taught in school, only to see their valued 
fruit trees languish and decline. Slink-
ing home with his tail between his legs, 
and forced to re-examine his so-called 
expertise, he searched in his soul for the 
more authentic vision of his childhood in 
the	garden,	growing	his	first	trees,	making	
a rocky and unpromising patch of ground 

bloom and bear. And gradually he came to 
set aside the orthodoxy he had learned and 
to substitute for it an empirical and experi-
mental attitude toward the living world 
that was so much a part of his formative 
years.
 holding to this vision and to his home 
terrain with the same tenacious determi-
nation as the well-rooted fruit trees he so 
roughly and prodigiously plants—14,000 
now grow on his 110 mountain acres—
holzer took over the management of his 
family's farm and expanded it by care-
ful husbandry, hard work, and thrift. he 
acquired water rights to a stream high on 
the back side of the mountain, and began 
reshaping the land—which stretches from 
4,000 to 5,000 feet in elevation—into a 
series of terraces interspersed with narrow 
ponds, using modern machinery. Many of 
his immediate neighbors had abandoned 
their holdings or sold to the government's 
forestry department so that, as the postwar 
decades unfolded, he gradually found him-
self farming complex polycultures of trees, 
livestock, vegetables, and grains amidst a 
wasteland of spruce monocultures. This 
became the source of a near endless series 
of	conflicts	with	the	land	use	bureaucrats.	
Scientific	principles	indicated	conclusively	
that the best use for steep land at his alti-
tude was plantation forestry. Cultivation of 

high value crops was unimaginable; fruit 
growing impossible. regulations were 
invoked to restrain his libertine impulses; 
lawsuits ensued.
	 By	1995,	local	notoriety	had	spread	
word of holzer’s controversial approaches 
as far as the capital, and he was asked by 
academics from Vienna about hosting a 
conference at the Krameterhof, his an-
cestral home and the polyculture paradise 
he has created. from these scholars he 
learned that his systems paralleled those of 
a worldwide movement that had originated 
in Australia, and with a certain brash inno-
cence he began calling his methods “Per-
maculture.”	To	be	sure,	he	still	qualifies	
this usage by the term “holzer Permacul-

Through it all, the culture to which the Holzer 
family is heir seems to have remained rela-
tively untouched by the waxing and 
waning tides of imperial ambition.
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conflicts.	The	translator	may	have	some	
familiarity with agriculture, but I think not 
enough. Sometimes, in holding to more 
Germanic forms, she does a slight dis-
service to the reader. for example, the text 
uses ‘loam’ for lehm, a word that might 
better have been rendered as ‘clay.’ Pic-
tures of subsoil that is clearly clay are la-
beled ‘loam,’ yet ‘loam’ is elsewhere con-
trasted with ‘clay’ in describing soil types. 
In a book about permaculture, ‘swale,’ an 
ancient English term with well-established 
meaning throughout the permaculture 
world, is translated as ‘ditch.’ The former 
lies on contour and holds water, the latter 

is pitched to drain—precisely different 
forms of earthwork. More subtly, some 
horticultural or agricultural terms, such as 
‘water	sprouts,’	ought	to	have	been	defined	
for	the	benefit	of	the	general	reader.
	 These	are	minor	flaws	that	detract	only	
a little from a very handsome production. 
The book does have a few gaps, oddities, 
and limits that warrant comment.
 Sepp Holzer’s Permaculture is sim-
ply organized into six sections covering 
Landscape Design, Alternative Agricul-
ture, fruit Trees, Mushroom Cultiva-
tion,	Gardens,	and	very	briefly,	some	of	
holzer’s overseas projects. Though this 
cannot be considered comprehensive, even 
of farming, let alone permaculture, it gives 
a meaty and satisfying look at a distinc-
tive and very innovative montane farming 
system.
 foundational to holzer’s success, 
and so important that in the book it 
precedes even his consideration of how 
to set up a permaculture system, is the 
use of machinery to shape landform. The 
author made his own farm on quite steep 
land much more productive by build-
ing terraces and creating ponds, swales, 
and paths. he used backhoes and other 
earthmoving machinery for most of these 
projects. unfortunately, the book’s section 
on engineering earthworks is unclear and 
perhaps inappropriate outside of holzer’s 

own context. I would like to think that 
there are elements in his commentaries 
that would be useful to others—perhaps 
on the width and connectedness of terraces 
or the sealing of ponds, but I question his 
advocacy of cutting ditches on the bias to 
avoid retaining water at the top of slopes. 
This,	it	seems	to	me,	is	a	specific	response	
to his conditions of steep gradients, high 
rainfall, and shallow soils, and not ap-
propriate to all conditions. Even though he 
states his opinion about this technique as 
a universally necessary approach, it would 
be quite wrong in some situations.
	 Though	the	first	chapter	of	the	book	

addresses Landscape Design, its cover-
age of design methods is rudimentary. 
no mention is made, for example, of the 
pre-eminent permaculture pattern for 
organizing land uses: Zones, Sectors & El-
evations, though holzer obviously applies 
a similar logic, as implied by his many 
comments about proximity of elements, 
sun traps, and the use of vertical differ-
ences. The permaculture principles too, 
according to his summary, are oddly stated 
and I think incomplete. In his Introduction, 
he lists eight, some of which are redundant 
or unclear variants of familiar permacul-
ture principles. he omits formal recogni-
tion of observation and of designing from 
pattern, though in the text he often refers 
to his own process of observing nature 
and applying its patterns. he says noth-
ing of adapting to change, though he has 
clearly done so and gives good evidence 
of incorporating this principle in his work. 
he doesn’t include the principle of accept-
ing negative feedback and self-regulation, 
though he has seems to have learned from 
some of his own mistakes, and may even 
be showing a measure of self-regulation in 
regard to social constraints on land devel-
opment.
 There are passing references to market-
ing schemes and other economic aspects 
of design and farming, but these comprise 
far less than a thorough treatment of the 

ture.” It allows him to blur theoretical 
differences that may be inconvenient and 
to distance himself from armchair farmers, 
economists, and community organizers 
who might not know one end of a cow 
from the other, but above all it affords him 
license to brand his work as original.
 As more cross-disciplinary scholars 
and journalists came into contact with 
the Krameterhof, word eventually spread 
to the German company Crystal Lake 
Video,	who	shot	three	films	on	site	start-
ing in 2002. These esoteric documents 
made their way around the world through 
the permaculture network and holzer’s 
fame expanded dramatically. In 2005, 
I was among 40 designers and teachers 
privileged to tour the Krameterhof and to 
witness David holmgren, permaculture’s 
younger co-author, and Declan Kennedy, 
grandfather of the international per-
maculture movement in Europe, embrace 
Sepp in front of his childhood home and 
enthusiastically acknowledge his well-
earned place in the tribe. It was, despite 
the distance imposed by translation from 
German into English, a touching moment.
	 Like	the	fierce	windstorm	that	had,	a	
few	years	before,	flattened	so	many	hect-
ares of the surrounding spruce plantations 
while leaving the Krameterhof virtually 
untouched, the endorsement by permacul-
ture’s highest echelon was a vindication 
of holzer's naturalistic philosophy and his 
unorthodox but highly effective strategies.
 This book is an English translation of 
the German original published in 2004.. 
That	followed	on	Holzer’s	first	and	quite	
successful book, The Rebel Farmer, a 
cri de coeur which to date has sold over 
110,000 copies. By pursuing a family 
enterprise, highlighting his struggles with 
authority, and reaching out to publicize his 
unconventional farming methods, holzer 
has gained a celebrity in the European 
alternative agriculture movement analo-
gous to Joel Salatin in the united States. It 
seems likely that Sepp’s son and daughter, 
in co-authoring this book, are helping to 
shape the holzer brand more closely to 
permaculture principles, they having stud-
ied it more formally than he. It is likely 
also that they have given his rough-hewn 
expression a more literary polish.
	 I	am	not	fluent	in	German,	but	it	seems	
the very readable translation by Anna 
Sapsford-francis cleaves to the sensibil-
ity of the original. In a text both practical 
and intensely personal, this sets up some 

He tells how, as a newly minted extension 
agent, he brashly foisted his tree-care servic-
es on lifelong neighbors, pruning and spray-
ing as he had been taught in school, only to 
see their valued trees languish and decline.
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subject. There is little to nothing about 
community development in the book. 
There are some useful brief sections on 
town gardens, but little on broader ap-
proaches to urban planning. The Kram-
eterhof has an extensive water landscape, 
a	fishery,	and	a	hydropower	system,	but	
holzer says little about aquaculture here—
a	scant	five	pages	of	generic	comments	in	
all—a very light treatment compared to 
other subjects he includes. (See the Crystal 
Lake	film,	Aquaculture, for a very good 
treatment of his water systems.) he gives 
us only tantalizing glimpses of his rather 
extensive processing operations—from 
jams, conserves, and liqueurs, to meals 
served on site, which I think are one of the 
keys	to	his	financial	success.	The	food	was	
certainly delicious!
 All that said, the book has a number 
of important and admirable strengths. 
Plenty of detail and many practical sug-
gestions are on offer. The text is shot-full 
of creative ideas. The methods holzer 
has developed for montane conditions 
make many of his techniques and systems 
appropriate to the small spaces of urban 
landscapes. he writes about what he 
knows. The language is straightforward 
and accessible to a general audience (with 
the few caveats mentioned above). his 
household and family-oriented approach 
should have broad appeal. 
 I found the section on fruit Trees 
to be extensive and helpful. It includes 
treatment of varieties, planting methods, 
and cultivation, as well as drawings and 
explanations of grafting techniques. In 
promoting polyculture, holzer reveals his 
true loyalty to the ecological foundations 
from which permaculture rises. Another 
aspect of this is revealed in his attitude 
toward pests, whether this takes the form 
of admonishing his readers to think more 
deeply about interactions or when he of-
fers	specific	suggestions	for	decoy	plants	
to lure pests away from crops. I liked very 
much the section on his use of pigs in 
orchards (which is impressive to see in the 
flesh),	and	on	conservation	of	threatened	
and heritage breeds. In his approach to 
both animal and plant conservation, he is 
at once shrewd and compassionate, two 
qualities not usually associated with each 
other, but not, in my opinion, incompat-
ible. In describing his animal shelters, he 
gives some very good and detailed ideas 
for the use of rustic building techniques. 
An unexpected gem is the short section on 

producing medicines and veterinary prepa-
rations on farm from traditional recipes. 
he also explains how he develops his own 
mushroom spawn.
 In his many examples of problem-
solving and in the generation of myriad 
resources from a challenging landscape, 
Sepp holzer has established his claim to 
be one of the premier ecological farm-
ers of this or any era. he also gives good 
evidence of being concerned both for the 
care of nature and for human well-being. 
Despite his crusty appearance, some-
times misplaced certainty, and brusque 
manner—“hurry up! We haven’t all day 
for this tour,”—I found myself charmed by 
the book and unable to put it down. 
 holzer has claimed the hero’s mantle 
in his culture. from this half-biographical 
account, we learn that despite being 
seduced in his youth by the dark forces of 
industrial exploitation, he returned to his 
roots while reclaiming from their corrup-
tion the gifts of the modern world: innova-
tion, universality, and individual expres-
sion. In turning to nature as teacher from 
a career in formal agriculture, he is much 
like the Japanese farmer Masanobu fu-
kuoka, recently deceased. Like holzer, the 
author of The One-Straw Revolution was 
also embraced by permaculture, but unlike 
him, was unable to see his philosophy of 
“natural farming” as essentially the same. 
Despite the appeal of his no-till grain 

cultivation, fukuoka’s lengthy later books 
never	attained	the	popularity	of	his	first.	
Many in permaculture hoped to emulate 
fukuoka’s innovative farming methods, 
but his contemplative agrarian life, with 
its focus on meditation, failed to transfer 
effectively to the Western context. holzer, 
hitching his wagon to the permaculture 
horse, has brought a depth of experience 
and a broad and demonstrated excellence 
that the movement greatly needs and 
which commands respect. This second 
book shows a maturation of his offering 
to the public that goes beyond the rug-
ged, anti-authoritarian image of The Rebel 
Farmer, revealing a far more thoughtful 
and creative approach to the land.
 Sepp Holzer's Permaculture comple-
ments	and	fills	out	the	fine	film	documen-
tation by Crystal Lake Video, now avail-
able in a single DVD. The book is well 
illustrated with many excellent photos and 
colorful drawings. It offers enough practi-
cal information to satisfy while remaining 
concise and close to the author’s experi-
ence. It is not a permaculture guidebook 
or comprehensive text, but a valuable 
study	of	what	is	arguably	one	of	the	finest	
example landscapes in the world. It is 
quirky, ethnic, nature-centric, traditional, 
and a little preachy, but in the words of 
the author, “I believe that anything that is 
fun should be allowed in the garden.” And 
who	can	argue	with	that?	 	 								∆

Hidden in Plain Sight
Review by Darryl Berlin

BEN LAW
Roundwood Timber Framing 
Building naturally 
using local resources
Permanent Publications. 2010. 
168 pp. hardcover. illustrated. $39.95.

I WAS ExCITED TO fInD that some-
one	has	finally	taken	on	the	task	of	writ-

ing a book on building with roundwood 
(small diameter timber for construction), 
and it was a bonus that a seasoned natural 
builder and permaculturist was the author. 
Ben Law is also the author of three other 
books, The Woodland Way, The Woodland 
House, and The Woodland Year.
 The Roundwood Timber Framing book 
is primarily a gorgeous and engaging color 
photo album. As a matter of fact, it has 

a	cleverly	devised	“flip	book”	of	small	
photos at the lower right side of each page 
spread, which allows one to see the prog-
ress	of	assembling	(or,	if	flipped	the	other	
way, disassembling) a roundwood timber 
frame. The photos are the real selling point 
of this book. however if, like me, you are 
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Growing in Four 
Dimensions
Review by Peter Bane

MARTIN CRAWFORD
A Forest Garden Year
Film by Malcolm Baldwin
Iota Productions. Devon, U.K. 2009.
DVD. 49 minutes. NTSC. $22.50.

MArTIn CrAWfOrD of the Agro-
forestry research Trust in Britain 

has written a large and impressive guide 
to Creating a Forest Garden, published 
last year and reviewed in this magazine 
last	August	(#77).	This	film	on	DVD	was	
prepared before publication of the book 
but is only now being released in a north 
American format. It is a welcome anima-
tion of the concepts behind multi-layered 
perennial cropping.
	 The	film	shows	Martin	in	his	forest	
garden in Devon, in the mild southwest of 
England, narrating a simple but engaging 
script. he does a good job of addressing 
the camera and comes off as an intel-
ligent, enthusiastic, and fairly ordinary 
bloke—good-looking in a plain sort of 
way, vigorous and youthful, a bit rumpled 
and outdoorsy in his jeans and wellies, but 
sporting white shirts for the sake of the 
camera. he clearly enjoys what he’s doing 
(maybe	not	making	films,	but	being	in	the	
forest garden), and he’s good at it. here’s 
this young fellow with no evidence of 
grey hair, using a six-meter (25’) pruning 

saw to trim towering alder trees that he 
planted early in his career, and just taking 
off the lower branches. he grazes his way 
through a lush, green, and densely planted 
landscape, commenting on the various 
salad,	fruit,	nut,	tea,	juice,	and	fiber	crops	
ready at hand.
 Though it begins with a brief introduc-
tion to forest gardening concepts: multiple 
layers, designing for light penetration, syn-
ergies	and	cooperation,	efficiencies	from	
perennial growth habits, etc., the construct 
of	the	film	is	a	seasonal	look	at	the	garden	
and its yields. We begin in the spring and 
proceed through the year, examining crops 
and chores, and expanding on the concepts 
presented in the introduction. Most north 
Americans outside of California would be 
envious of the relatively moderate climate 
we	see	on	screen.	Martin	does	briefly	
wear a stocking cap and slicker during the 
opening of the winter chapter, but later ap-
pears in just a shirt. Oddly, of course, the 

midsummer section shows him in a jacket, 
reminding me of the quip by a visitor from 
South Africa, adapted from Mark Twain’s 
remark about San francisco, that the cold-
est winter he had ever spent was a summer 
in London. London is not Devon, but you 
get the drift. This does raise questions 
about climate change, a subject Martin 
introduces here and expands on consider-
ably in his book, the original subtitle of 
which was "Perennial Crops for a Chang-
ing Climate." he's quite concerned about 
it, tracking the progression of change in 
blooming times, the advance of pests and 
diseases, the expanding threat of drought, 
and also eyeing opportunities to crop new 
species from farther south in Europe and 
elsewhere.
	 The	film	touches	on	all	the	layers	of	
the forest garden—fewer in temperate re-
gions than in the tropics because of lower 
light levels—from ground covers and 
large herbs through shrubs, small trees, 
and canopy species. We also get to see 
plants in many stages of growth, except-
ing only the oldest forms of trees. These 
are present nearby on the grounds of 
Dartington Manor where the ArT garden 
is located—I have stood in the arms of a 
thousand-year-old yew tree a few steps 
away from Martin's greenhouse—but most 
gardeners would recognize his landscape 
as well developed nonetheless. There is no 
bare soil except for the pots in his nursery 
and	briefly	under	his	shovel	when	plant-
ing. Plants are growing everywhere.
 Despite the dense growth—or perhaps 

hoping for technical construction informa-
tion, the limited text and information on 
specific	timber	framing	techniques	will	be	
a bit of a disappointment.   
 I was looking forward to learning some 
new tricks. having worked with round-
wood, which American builders usually 
call “round pole,” I know the challenges 
involved with trying to connect round, as 
opposed to squared or dimensional lumber. 
Even trickier is the traditional mortise-
and-tenon joinery that Ben depends on 
to make the structural connections work; 
there are no metal fasteners in his build-
ings. 
 One of the most useful chapters for me 
was the one that covers “Tools for round-
wood timber framing.” The majority are 
hand tools, not power tools. They include 
a “Magic Meseg Box” which is a mysteri-

ous jig designed to give a constant 45° 
angle to help cut diagonal braces, along 
with the “log scriber” tool which makes 
the	process	of	scribing	the	profile	of	one	
log onto another easier. My sense was that 
the ease is earned over time. The brief 
introduction to all the lifting and rigging 
tools alone opened up new possibilities for 
me.
 The chapter on construction is visually 
thorough, but textually thin. Ben introduc-
es a couple of joints that are crucial to how 
his frames are put together, the “cogged 
cruck joint” and the “butterpat joint.” If 
only these pictures had a thousand words. 
Lastly is the frame raising. There is a 
slightly overwhelming series of photos 
that shows the intricate, delicate and 
elegant process of raising each “cruck,” 
the pre-assembled roundwood A-frames 

that form the skeleton of his buildings. All 
those geeky lifting and rigging tools make 
it a job that only a community of people 
working together can do.  
 The book offers up a taste (lots of eye 
candy) of what is possible when using 
roundwood in building and the beauty of 
the whole process of working with the 
forest and managing woodlands for your 
building materials. There is a chapter on 
“Coppicing” and one on “Tree species for 
roundwood timber framing.” Ben has done 
well in presenting a book that will inspire 
and further the movement of natural build-
ing. As he says, “it is the majesty of trees, 
felled from the forest, jointed with chisels 
and raised with ropes that connects us to 
the magic of what building a house really 
means.”	 	 	 	 								∆
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because of it—I cannot see the ArT forest 
garden as weedy, though the plants are 
tended rather lightly. The aesthetic is that 
of a semi-cultivated woodland. At one 
point	in	the	film,	Martin	strides	down	the	
path, snipping and slashing a few bits of 
dead material, but this scarcely slows him 
down, and he soon disappears around the 
bend. The point is to plant every eco-
logical niche from ground to canopy with 
something you want. This excludes unwel-
come plants, or so much so that weeding 
becomes a minor activity. for example, 
Martin grows apple mint and horse mint 
extensively as ground covers, and these 
expansive plants, which he warns might be 
inappropriate for very small spaces (he has 
2 acres), are often waist high and grow-
ing right under the fruit trees. In the book, 
he is at pains to point out that weeding is 
necessary, especially in the spring—about 
three hours a week he admits—but it 
ceases	to	be	significant	by	late	summer.
	 In	the	film	he	emphasizes	the	efficien-
cy of forest gardens. Output, he notes, may 
be high or low, depending on the design, 
but his approach is to accept slightly lower 
yields and do much less work. he enjoys 
being and working in the environment he 
has created, and there still seems to be an 
endless supply of things to eat. Linden leaf 
salad anyone? Carolina silverbell fritters? 
Japanese quince juice? Or perhaps you 
need some wrapping twine. Try new Zea-
land	flax.	Some	Szechwan	tree	pepper	for	
your table mill? Turkish rocket is a more 
peppery perennial cousin of broccoli and 
can be cooked in all the same ways. Sweet 
chestnuts (Castanea sativa) are compatible 
with other species in the garden and pro-
vide substantial yields of carbohydrate—
up to two tons per acre in some of Martin's 
trials. This is as good as organic wheat, he 
points out.
 The chestnuts and hawthorns give 
him an opportunity to demonstrate cleft 
grafting for us. We see him cutting and 
inserting scion wood in a cleft stem, and 
later view successful grafts of various 
ages, including some chestnuts onto which 
he grafted superior varieties after the ones 
he planted proved less productive.
 Another management technique he 
illustrates (though does not demonstrate 
on screen) is pollarding or high coppic-
ing. This involves cutting the branches 
and tops from a tree about 4’-6’ above the 
ground. Martin does this with European 
linden (Tilia cordata) to encourage greater 

leaf growth (for salads and teas) at a con-
venient height. he also trains kiwis and 
grapes up on these pollarded trees and cuts 
the vines back concordantly with the trees 
every few years.
 There is a brief section on grow-
ing trees and other plants in the nursery, 
something Crawford depends upon to keep 
costs down. With two acres in the main 
forest garden and eight acres in a separate 
plot for more extensive plantings, he has 
tens of thousands of plants under his care. 
Some have propagated themselves, but 
most he has established. We also see him 
demonstrating some simple propagation 
methods when he harvests bulbels from 
a	perennial	leek	and	flings	them	into	the	
understorey.

	 I	enjoyed	seeing	this	film	and	believe	
that it could help make the forest garden 
concept come alive for many others. When 
I	first	viewed	the	film	it	was	on	an	older	
computer and the action seemed jumpy—
as if the editing were poor. But when I 
reviewed it on a newer MacBook there 
were no technical glitches to speak of and 
the quality was good. Malcolm Baldwin is 
an	experienced	filmmaker	and	the	selec-
tion and editing are certainly competent 
here.	Some	may	find	the	talking	head	
approach offputting—it must certainly 
have	been	a	low-budget	film—but	bear	in	
mind that Martin is active in almost every 
scene—walking, harvesting, pruning, 
eating. The camera angles vary nicely, as 
when he addresses the canopy layer and 
we get an overhead view looking down at 
our narrator. There are many closeups and 
lovely	shots	of	wildlife	and	floral	displays	
in the garden. Most of the time when 
directly relating information and not ac-
tively gardening, Martin stands before the 
camera, but not like a lump. he uses his 
hands and his face well, and you can see 
the vitality in his body, which holds inter-
est. he’s outdoors and he’s active, even in 
relative repose. In the one scene in which 
he simply sits and talks to us, he shares a 
bit	of	personal	history	and	reflection	on	
the difference between annual and forest 

gardening. he and his wife used to operate 
a CSA or box vege scheme in Devon, so 
he knows production horticulture as most 
people know it, or even more intimately. 
Despite complaints about the high price 
of organic produce, he says, few people 
appreciate the work it takes to grow it. he 
prefers to be cultivating trees and shrubs.
 he does talk about growing annual 
vegetables in the forest garden context but 
emphasizes that ample sunlight is needed 
for most of these to succeed. Those sunny 
niches can be part of the forest garden, 
but they will shift over time from place to 
place. Martin's concern about light levels 
is greater than what most north Ameri-
cans would have if undertaking a forest 
garden. While his general points are true 

that in the temperate zone wider spacing 
is necessary for good light to reach the 
groundcover plants, remember that Devon 
is farther from the equator than any major 
north American city except Calgary, 
Edmonton, and Anchorage. Multi-storey 
perennial gardens look likelier to weather 
the climate challenges of the coming 
decades better than annual gardens over 
most of the united States and even parts of 
southern Canada. Better get started now!
	 The	sound	levels	in	the	film	are	gener-
ally good. Martin speaks forcefully to the 
mike in most cases. In the greenhouse 
scene, it is raining and the white back-
ground noise makes it necessary to listen 
with a little more attention. Martin, of 
course, will sound very British to north 
Americans, talking about ‘plonts’ and 
‘plonting,’ but his accent is quite middle 
of the nation—not Cockney, nor aristo-
cratic, nor brogue. I had no trouble with 
the	language,	but	did	find	myself	flipping	
back two or three times to catch a slightly 
muddy or mumbled phrase. When he’s not 
working to project—and then he’s very 
clear—Martin can sound a bit like he’s 
chewing soup. Mollison’s Tasmanian is 
much harder to understand.
	 All	in	all,	this	is	a	nice	film	at	an	at-
tractive price that presents the case for 
forest	gardening	very	convincingly.									∆

He grazes his way through a lush, green, 
and densely planted landscape, commenting 
on the various salad, fruit, nut, tea, juice, 
and fiber crops ready at hand.
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EVENTS Permaculture Design Courses
British Columbia
 Dates: May 15-28 or August 14-27
 Location: Winlaw, BC
 Description: This is the 72-hour design 
course which combines theory with practi-
cal hands-on learning. Topics include: design 
techniques and principles, site analysis, soil 
fertility, organic gardening, herbs and medici-
nal plants, fruit and nut trees, water uses, and 
ecological buildings. 
 Instructors:  Gregoire Lamoureux & guests. 
 Cost:  CAN$1,050. 
  $100 discount for pmt. by 7/14. 
 Contact: Gregoire Lamoureux
  250-226-7302
  spiralfarm@yahoo.com
  www3.telus.net/permaculture

Permaculture Design Course
Alberta
 Dates: June 12-25
 Location: Viking, AB
 Description: This is the 72-hour design 
course which combines theory with practi-
cal hands-on learning. Topics include: design 
techniques and principles, site analysis, soil 
fertility, organic gardening, herbs and medici-
nal plants, fruit and nut trees, water uses, and 
ecological buildings. 
 Instructors:  Gregoire Lamoureux  & guests. 
 Contact: Gregoire Lamoureux
  250-226-7302
  spiralfarm@yahoo.com
  www3.telus.net/permaculture

Permaculture Design Course
Southern Ontario
 Dates: July 17-30
 Location: Southern Ontario
 Description: This is the 72-hour design 
course which combines theory with practi-
cal hands-on learning. Topics include: design 
techniques and principles, site analysis, soil 
fertility, organic gardening, herbs and medici-
nal plants, fruit and nut trees, water uses, and 
ecological buildings. 
 Instructors:  Gregoire Lamoureux & guests. 
 Contact: Gregoire Lamoureux
  250-226-7302
  spiralfarm@yahoo.com
  www3.telus.net/permaculture

Permaculture Design Course
Trinidad, West Indies
 Dates: November 4-13
 Location: St. Ann’s, Trinidad
 Description: Join us for our 5th annual 
course at WaSamaki Permaculture. We are con-
densing this course into an intensified 10 days. 
to meet the needs of those who cannot take two 
weeks away. Course lectures include all of the 
traditional design course components along 
with some specific information for our area.
 Cost:  $1,000
 Contact: John Stollmeyer 
  868-624-1341
  Erie Rahaman-Noronha
  868-673-4180
                        www.wasamakipermaculture.org

Permaculture Design Course
Southern Quebec
 Dates: June 25-July 9
 Location: Southern QC
 Description: A two-week certificate course 
with a focus on organizing and activism, and 
a grounding in earth-based spirituality. Learn 
to heal soil and cleanse water. Design human 
systems to mimic natural systems using a mini-
mum of energy and resources and creating real 
abundance and social justice. Explore the strat-
egies and organizing tools we need to make our 
visions real, and the daily practice, magic, and 
rituals that can sustain our spirits. Participatory, 
hands-on teaching with lots of ritual, games, 
projects, songs, and laughs along with an inten-
sive curriculum in ecological design. 
 Instructors:  Starhawk and Charles Williams
 Cost:  $1,600-$1,900 sliding scale,  
  work-trade and scholarships  
  available, apply early. 
  Canadian registration available  
  in Canadian currency.
 Contact: Earth Activist Training
  P.O. Box 170177
  San Francisco, CA 94117-0177
                        earthactivisttraining@gmail.com
  www.earthactivisttraining.org

Permaculture Design Course
British Columbia
 Dates: September 12-October 21
 Location: Selkirk College, Nelson, BC
 Description: Learn the basic permaculture 
design principles and techniques and develop 
the practical skills to design and implement 
sustainable designs for ecological landscape 
and backyard. This six week intensive training 
program combines theory with practical hands-
on activities. 
 Instructors:  Gregoire Lamoureux and  
  guests.
 Contact: Gregoire Lamoureux
  250-226-7302
  spiralfarm@yahoo.com
  www3.telus.net/permaculture

International Permaculture 
Conference & Convergence
Jordan
 Dates: September 16-17, 19-22, 2011
 Location: Amman; Wadi Rum
 Description: The next International 
Permaculture Conference and Convergence, 
IPC10, will be held in Jordan across Septem-
ber. The theme is “Plan Jordan ~Water.” The 
one-day conference will be held in Amman and 
coordinated by Nadia Lawton. The four-day 
convergence at Wadi Rum is open only to PDC 
graduates. A PDC course will be held prior.
 Cost:   Costs vary depending upon  
  participation. Please visit the  
  website for more information.
 Contact: Nadia Lawton
  PRI Jordan
                          1158 Pinchin Rd., The Channon
  NSW, 2480, Australia
  info@ipcon.org
  www.ipcon.org

Permaculture Design Course
British Columbia
 Dates: July 2-16
 Location: Olds, AB
 Description: The key to permaculture is 
design. When we design a piece of land to be 
the most efficient, it produces a higher yield 
with less input. In the class, we will learn 
to design to suit the climate, design with a 
focus on urban environments, as well as learn 
to maximize rural farm-scale permaculture. 
Permaculture teaches us to copy Nature in its 
diversity and stability. We will learn to do this 
through creative and hands-on projects.
 Instructors:  Barb Hazenveld and Ron 
  Berezan.
 Cost:  $1,400 for tuition. additional  
  cost for accommodations.
 Contact: Barb Hazenveld
  403-556-2005
  barbhaz@telus.net
  theurbanfarmer@shaw.ca

for Library Service
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Kid Permaculture Camp Option
Permaculture Design Course
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: July 24-August 6
 Location: Ashland, OR
 Description: Held on a working permacul-
ture farm, this course provides hands-on 
experience with inspiring design examples. 
Participants also gain real-world design ex-
perience with their group design project. The 
course also includes a pruning and grafting 
workshop. We address all types of design: ur-
ban/suburban, homestead to farm-scale. Social 
structures and how-to-start community in your 
life are included. Bring your family with you: 
While you take the permaculture design course, 
there will be a separate kids camp for ages 5 to 
12. Partners welcome, too. 
 Instructors:  Chuck Burr and Larry Korn.
 Cost:  $1,300 if paid in full before  
  5/15; $1,400 after. $400  
  deposit. Incl. camping & meals. 
 Contact: Chuck Burr
  541-941-9711
  courses@sopermaculture.org
  www.sopermaculture.org

Permaculture Design Course
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: July 10-24
 Location: Methow Valley, WA
 Description: Permaculture design course 
at the Skalitude Retreat Center with a special 
focus on inland and maritime Pacific North-
west ecologies, agroforestry, ethnobotany, 
and drylands techniques. Enjoy a solid course 
with a fun and experienced teaching team in a 
beautiful setting. 
 Instructors:  Michael Pilarski, Andrew 
  Millison, Josho Somine,   
  and guests.
 Cost:  $1,050 by 6/1
 Contact: Michael Pilarski
  michael@friendsofthetrees.net
  www.friendsofthetrees.net

Forest Garden Design
Advanced Design Course
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: August 22-29
 Location: Ashland, OR
 Description: This landscape design course 
expands where the basic PDC leaves off. This 
is a professional level course covering the 
entire design process: goal setting, site assess-
ment, concept development, design, implemen-
tation, and maintenance. You will go in-depth 
about how to plan for patch succession, select 
the appropriate plant species, build guilds, and 
how to establish your forest garden. Intro-
duces drawing and computer automated design 
(CAD) skills. You will get hands-on design 
time on a project that you bring to the course. 
This course is ideal for professional landscape 
design continuing education.
 Instructors: Chuck Burr and Larry Korn
 Cost:  $800 discount for couples and  
  those taking Teacher Training.
 Contact: Chuck Burr
  SOPI
  541-941-9711
  courses@sopermaculture.org
  www.sopermaculture.org

Optical Surveying for Earthworks 
Advanced Design Course
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: June 3-5 and July 17-19
 Location: Little Applegate, OR
 Description: Sharpen your eyes. This six day 
advanced course offers essential skills for im-
plementing permaculture projects. Tom Ward 
teaches the use of surveying tools that are not 
digital or electric. Students will become famil-
iar with swales, terraces, ditch and point layout, 
profile cross-section drawing, keyline and trail 
system locating, solar assessment wiggle water 
way layout, small cabin orientation, staking, 
note-taking, compass and map reading, and the 
use of surveying applications for permaculture 
projects. We use scope-like devices and other 
hand tools such as sight levels, picket transits, 
builders levels, A-frames, and various measure-
ment rods. The course is held at Wolf Gulch 
Ranch where Tom has designed and surveyed 
trails, ponds, swales, keyline terraces and water 
and irrigation systems over the last 10 years.
 The PDC is a prerequisite for getting an 
advanced certificate, however you may have 
the certificate held until PDC completion in the 
future. The course is open to all who have a 
working knowledge of permaculture.
 Instructor: Tom Ward
 Cost:  $420 if paid in full by 5/15;  
  $500 after. Includes camping.  
  Meals are not provided. 
 Contact: Siskiyou Permaculture
  541-482-7909
                         www.siskiyoupermaculture.com

Social Forestry
Advanced Design Course
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: Oct. 14-16 and Nov. 11-13
 Location: Little Applegate, OR
 Description: This course introduces students 
to social forestry, a field of ecosociology that 
connects villages and communities to their for-
ested water catchment basins. Here in a devel-
oped industrial empire, the forests are lonely. 
We have lost our sense of living with forests as 
friends. This course will explore reconnecting 
with forests through ecological knowledge, 
the use of hand tools and woodcrafts, seasonal 
festivities and work cycles, children’s stories, 
pilgrimages, and covenants.  
 We will learn ecological assessment, car-
bon sequestration methods, restoration forestry, 
and the crafts and products that can be enjoyed 
while we are re-establishing our heart space 
and wonder in the woods. 
 The PDC is a prerequisite for getting an 
advanced certificate for this course, however, 
you may have the certificate held until PDC 
completion in the future. The course is open to 
all who have a working knowledge of per-
maculture.
 Instructor: Tom Ward
 Cost:  $420 if paid in full by 9/25;  
  $500 after. Includes camping.  
  Meals are not provided. 
 Contact: Siskiyou Permaculture
  541-482-7909
                         www.siskiyoupermaculture.com

Permaculture Design Course
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: July 17-August 6
 Location: Orcas Island, WA
 Description: Participate in a three-week 
design course on the Bullock’s 25 year-old 
permaculture homestead. This course includes 
approximately 144 hours of classroom and 
hands-on education including design meth-
odologies, observation skill-building, whole 
systems design, annual and perennial foods, 
water/energy/waste management, appropriate 
construction, plant propagation and culture, 
mushroom cultivation, herbs, and natural fiber 
usage. This very full course is set in one of the 
best-known sites on the continent. 
 Instructors:  Douglas and Samuel Bullock,  
  John Valenzuela, Dave 
  Boehnlein, and others.
 Cost:  $1,900 paid in full by 6/1;  
  $2,000 after. $250 non-
  refundable deposit required.
 Contact: Dave Boehnlein
  360-840-8483
  info@permacultureportal.com
  www.permacultureportal.com

11th Bioregional Congress
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: August 19-27
 Location: Birch Creek Arts & Ecology  
  Ctr., Southern OR
 Description: At a Bioregional Congress we 
gather in ceremonial village as a strong and 
diverse cultural presence, representing inhabit-
ants of bioregions across the continent and 
beyond. The congress will include mornings 
of small talking circles, big group circles and 
meetings; afternoons of hands-on workshops 
and evenings of cultural sharing and celebra-
tion.
 Cost:  Varies. Basic rate $500/person 
  before 7/31.
 Contact: info@bioregionalcongress.net
  www.bioregionalcongress.net
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Permaculture Design Course
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: August 8-26
 Location: Corvallis, OR
 Description: Back to school! This course 
can be taken through Oregon State University 
for college credit. This course takes place on 
campus where we are establising demonstra-
tion gardens. We blend classroom lecture with 
hands-on work, field trips, observation and 
design exercises, and top-notch guest instruc-
tors to cover the core permaculture curriculum 
and ever expanding teachings. Convenient and 
bike-friendly in-town location while in the 
heart of the Willamette Valley and its beautiful 
rivers, farms, and forests. Class is Monday to 
Friday with the weekends off.
 Instructors:  Andrew Millison with Jude  
  Hobbs, Marisha Auerbach,  
  Heiko Koester, Mark Lakeman,  
  Tao Orion, Mike Hatfield, and  
  others. 
 Cost:  $800 tuition only. 
 Contact: amillison@gmail.com
  541-752-9118
                     www.beaverstatepermaculture.com

Permaculture Design Course
California
 Dates: June 17-July 2
 Location: Bolinas, CA
 Description: Join Penny Livingston-Stark 
and Robyn Francis—internationally recognized 
permaculture designers, educators, presenters 
and pioneers who bring a wealth of knowledge 
and experience to their teaching—for this 
course. 
 You will observe and use the same princi-
ples that make ecological systems self-sustain-
ing, and learn how to apply them to integrate 
homes and gardens. Apply these principles to 
energy systems, water supplies, healthy com-
munities, meaningful work, and global political 
movements.
 Instructors:  Penny Livingston-Stark, Robyn  
  Francis and special guests.
 Cost:   $1,350 if registered by 5/6;  
  $1,500 after.
 Contact: 415-868-9681
  info@regenerativedesign.org
  www.regenerativedesign.org

Permaculture Teacher Training
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: August 10-14
 Location: Ashland, OR
 Description: Permaculture design and 
implementation is vital, and building and hon-
ing your skills as a permaculture teacher is an 
investment not only in your own work, but in 
the communities you will work with. Learn 
how to teach permaculture concepts and practi-
cal applications to a variety of students with 
diverse learning styles. Prerequisite, PDC.
 Instructors:  Chuck Burr and others.
 Cost:  $600, includes camping, meals. 
 Contact: Chuck Burr
  541-941-9711
  courses@sopermaculture.org
  www.sopermaculture.org

Permaculture Design Courses
California
 Dates: Two weeks beginning July 16,  
  or September 17
 Location: Occidental, CA
 Description: Two residential permaculture 
design courses will be offered at the Occidental 
Arts and Ecology Center. Each is a two-week 
course in land-use design based on the sustain-
able living philosophy of permaculture. Topics 
to be covered include permaculture theory, 
food diversity, soil enrichment, water use, ero-
sion control, natural building, organic garden-
ing, forest farming, and more. 
 Instructors:  Brock Dolman and guests.
 Cost:   $1,500; $1,400 if registered  
  two weeks in advance. Meals  
  and lodging provided.
 Contact: Occidental Arts and Ecology  
  Center
  707-874-1557 x201
  www.oaec.org

Permaculture Teacher Training
Central California
 Dates: May 13-20
 Location: Esalen Institute, Big Sur, CA
 Description:  This Teacher’s Training course 
is a revolutionary new way of teaching solution 
-based eco-social design concepts by applying 
the principles of permaculture to the teaching 
of permaculture. This course will cover every 
aspect of being an effective educator, facilita-
tor, and promoter of mutually beneficial rela-
tionships for a more sustianable and just future. 
 Instructors:  Benjamin Fahrer, Kat Steele,  
  and special guests.
 Cost: $1,075-$1,850; all inclusive
 Contact: 831-667-3005
  info@esalen.org

Permaculture Design Course
California
 Dates: October 31-November 13
 Location: Quail Springs, CA
 Description: This course covers the per-
maculture curriculum for certification, and 
includes hands-on learning in a diversity of 
applied topics that lead to sustainability for in-
dividuals, families, businesses, and communi-
ties. You will learn to design and apply natural 
principles to create stable and resilient systems 
that provide food, water, shelter, and energy 
needs while regenerating ecology, community, 
and economy. 
 Instructors:  Warren Brush and guests.
 Cost:   $950 before 9/1; $1,250 after.  
  Some partial work trade and  
  payment plans available.
 Contact: Quail Springs Learning Oasis  
  and Permaculture Farm
  info@quailsprings.org
  www.quailsprings.org

11th Annual
Permaculture Teacher Training
Pacific Northwest
 Dates: August 7-13
 Location: Cottage Grove, OR
 Description: Empower yourself to advocate 
for change through whole systems design 
and teaching. In this dynamic and interactive 
course, you will learn significant teaching tech-
niques to communicate permaculture principles 
and strategies in a wide variety of settings. This  
teacher training unfolds as a design methodol-
ogy and advocates the permaculture design 
course curriculum. The course encourages and 
inspires your unique strengths and talents dem-
onstrating diverse teaching modalities such as 
lecture, facilitating class discussions, storytell-
ing, and other modalities. 
 Prerequisite: permaculture design course 
certificate. Limited to 15 participants. Practi-
cum August 15-16.
 Instructors:  Jude Hobbs, Andrew Millison.
 Cost:  $775 before 7/25; $825 after.  
  $225 for Practicum.  
 Contact: cascadiapc@gmail.com
                         www.cascadiapermaculture.com

Permaculture Design Course
Northern Plains
 Dates: June 13-26
 Location: Pine Ridge, SD
 Description: World-recognized certificate course covers sustainable living systems design for 
all landscapes, circumstances, and climates. Learn how to create sustainable food systems, water 
harvesting, built environments, economics, communities, and more. Gain these essential skills in a 
Native American context, a unique opportunity. 
 Instructors: Warren Brush, Cory Brennan, and guests.
 Cost:  $1,350 includes meals, camping, instruction, and materials.
 Contact: Cory Brennan
  cory8570@yahoo.com
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Back Issues of The Permaculture Activist
I,1 July ‘85 Permaculture in Oz I,2 Nov.  ‘85 Fruit & Nut Trees
II,1 Feb. ‘86 Garden Design II,2 May ‘86 IPC-2 & Pc Courses
II,3 Aug. ‘86 2nd Int’l Pc Conference 
II,4 Nov. ‘86 Fukuoka, Keyline, Genetic Conservation, City Farms, Oceanic Pc
III,1 Feb. ‘87 Networking, Natural Farming, D-Q Univ., Children’s Permaculture
III,2 May ‘87 Wild Land Restoration III,3 Aug. ‘87 Annual Planting Cycle
III,4 Nov. ‘87 Trees for Life IV,1 Feb. ‘88 Marketing Pc Products
IV,2 May. ‘88 Urban-Rural Links, Economics & Community Development
IV,3 Aug. ‘88 Social Forestry, Gabions, Jap. Org. Ag., Producer/Consum. Coops
IV,4 Nov. ‘88 Multi-Story Tree Crops, Greening Dominican Repb., Runoff Gdns
V,1 Feb. ‘89 Permaculture: A Designers Manual, Tree Bank, Water in Pc
V,2 May. ‘89 Plant Guilds, Roof Gardens, Small Livestock
V,3 Aug. ‘89 Rainforest Conservation in Ecuador, Gaia, Weed Gardens
V,4 Nov. ‘89 Earthworks & Water Conservation: Small Dams, Ponds, Keyline
VI,1 Feb. ‘90 Household Greywater Systems, Soil Imprinting  ($5 each to here)
VI,2 May. ‘90 Insectary Plants, more Greywater, Land Use for people “     
VI,3 Aug. ‘90 Water: Forests & Atmosphere, Catchment, Pond Design
VI,4 Nov. ‘90 Urban Permaculture: EcoCity Conf., Soil Detox, Suburbs & Pc
#23 May ‘91 Politics of Diversity, Greenhouse Market Gdn, Pc in Nepal
#24 Oct. ‘91 Creativity in Design: Case Studies; Index to Issues #1-23
#25 Dec. ‘91 Design for Community: CSAs Restoring Forests; Garden Ecology
#26*May ‘92 Soil: Our Past, Our Future; Fertility, Worms, Cover Crops
#27*Aug ‘92 Integrating Pc: Deconstructing Utopia, Grassroots Organizing, 
   Garden Polyculture, Pattern Learning, Living Fences
#28*Feb. ‘93 Structures: Comm’ty Dsgn, LETS, Industry, Strawbale/Timber-frame Bldgs.
#29/30* Jul. ‘93 Networks: Media Revw, Rural Reconstruction, Leaf Concentrate, Comm’ty 
   Food Inits, Palestine Pc, Do-Nothing Educ, Feng Shui, Pc Academy
#31*May ‘94 Forest Gdng: Energy & Pc, Mushrm Cultvn, Robt.Hart’s F.G., Spp for 
   No. Cal., Alders, Agroforestry in Belize & China, Honeylocust, N-fixers
#32*Apr. ‘95 Animals & Aquaculture: Animal Polyculture, Small-scale Cattle, 
   Goat Dairy, Keyline, Feral chickens, Bee Plants, Constructed Wetlands
#33 Dec. ‘95 Cities & Their Regions: Green Cities, L.A. Ecovillage, MAGIC Gdns,
   CoHousing, Micro-Enterprise Lending, Suburban Conversion
#34 June ‘96 Useful Plants: Bamboo Polyculture, Medicinals, Pest Control, Root 
   Crops, Oaks, R. Hart’s F.G., Russian Plants, Regl. Plants, Sources
#35 Nov. ‘96 Village Design: Pattern Language, Consensus Democracy, Conflict, 
   Historic & New Villages, Planning for Tribe, Village Economics
#36*Mar. ‘97 Climate & Microclimate: Climate Change, Windbreaks, Low-Tech Sun
   Locator, Drylands, Cool Slopes, Straw-Clay Bldg. Round Beehive, Water Catch.
#37 Sept. ‘97 Tools & Appropriate Technology: Dowsing, Workbikes, Scythes,
   Japanese Saws, Nursery, Ferrocement, Greywater, A-frame & 

   Bunyip Levels, Ram Pump, Solar Toilet, Log Yoke, Cookstoves
#38*Feb. ‘98 Economic Transformation: Speculation, No Middle Class, Coops
   WWOOF, Global Warm’g, Hol. Fin. Plan’g. Land Use, Adopt-a-Hive
#39 Jul. ‘98 Knowledge, Pattern & Design: Pc Way of Seeing; Native Consvn
   Sand Dunes, Language-Worldview-Gender, Patterning Process,
   Land-Use Planning, Teaching Pc, Vietnam, Holmgren on Pc
#40*Dec. ‘98 New Forestry: Regl. Devl., Horselogging, Menominee Reservation,
   Forest Investing, Restoration, Old Growth, Homestead Tenure, Forest 
   Soils, Forest Farming, Woody Agric., Rainforests, Windbreaks, Coppice
#41*May ‘99 Natural Building: Oregon Cob, Cordwood, Bamboo, Thatch, Ethics,
   High Winds, Origins of Conflict, Greenhouses, Ponds, Adobe, Road
   Bldg, MicroHydro, Bldgs. That Live, Under $20K Houses, Dreams
#42 Dec. ‘99 Self-Reliance & Community Cooperation: Co-Intelligence & Self-
   Orgn., Archetype Design, Sovereignty, Samoa, Mondragon, Natural
   Hous’g, Comm. Gdns., Zone Zero, Solar Electric Tractor, Beekeeping
#43*June ‘00 Food & Fiber: Hunger, Ferments, Seasonal Salad, Heirlooms, Fencing
   Self-Fertile Gdns, Rice Revolt’n, Cold-Climate Food, Edible Insects,
   Chilies, Food Origins, Garlic, Ethnobotany, Wild Food, Bamboo, Hemp
#44 Nov. ‘00 Earthworks & Energy: Spreader Drain, Horse Swales, Earth Dams, 
   Machinery, Carpet-lined Ponds, Constr. Wetlands, Biogas, Windmills
#45 Mar. ‘01 Medicine & Health: World & Self, Healthy Home, Designing Care,
   Ayurveda, Agents of Decay, Comn. Health Centres, Women Trad. Med.
   4th World Apothecary, Healing Weeds, Medicinal Crops, Hawaiian Bot’ls
#46 July ‘01 Good Work & Right Livelihood: Pc Golf Course, Downsize Cost of 
   Living, New Forest Economy, Energy Currency, Buddhist Mktg, End 
   Wage Slavery, What’s Surplus?, Urban Community, Enterprise Facil’n
#47 June ‘02 Watersheds: Water4Sale, Basins o’Relations, Watershed Devl, Gabions, 
   Urban Runoff, Beavers, Skywater Ctr, Consvn. Investmt, Peat Bogs, Rabbits
#48*Sept ‘02 Making Changes: Co-Intelligent Activism, Webs of Power, Urban
   Food, How to Change, Teaching for Change, Global Transform’n, 
   City Repair, Escaping Job Trap, Argentine Recovery, Costa Rica Pc
#49 Dec. ‘02 Where is Permaculture? Land-Rent Reform, 10 N. Amer. Sites, Cuban Ag, 
   Rainbow Vall. NZ, Cacti/Succulents, Animal Self-Meds, Challenge to Pc
#50 May ‘03 Ecosystems: Holmgren on Pc Mvmt, Hazelip & Syng. Ag, Chestnuts/
   Pigeons, Oak Savannas, Root Crop Polycultures, Alders, Fungal Ecosys.
   Humans & Wilderness, Indoor Ecosystems, Humid Tropics
#51 Jan ‘04 Trad’l. Knowledge & Regeneration: Cataclysm & Collective Memory
   Genome Wisdom, Waru Waru, Biosculpture, Inuit Medc, Ferment’d Stimulants
#52 May ‘04 Aquaculture: EcoAquac, Fish4Health, Dowsing, Pond Design, Grey-
   water Biotreatment, N. Amer. Polyculture, Manage for Native Spp,
   Integrated Village Fisheries, Vietnam

25th Annual 
Permaculture Design Course
Rocky Mountains 
 Dates: August 1-13
 Location: Basalt, CO
 Description: Participate in the 25th annual 
permaculture design course at CRMPI! Study 
permaculture with a renowned group of teach-
ers imbuing their teaching with rich depths 
of permaculture experience stretching across 
the continent and through time. Engage in 
practical work that you can implement in your 
own designed systems as well as particpate in 
engaging discussions leading to new practice.
 Instructors: Peter Bane, Jerome 
  Osentowski, Kelly Simmons, 
  and Adam Brock.
 Cost:  $1,475; discount for couples
 Contact: Jerome Osentowski
  CRMPI
  970-927-4158
  jerome@crmpi.org

Permaculture Design Course
Rocky Mountains 
 Dates: September 9-22
 Location: Sedalia, CO
 Description: Learn how to design sustain-
able and regenerative systems that are in 
balance with the natural world. Based on the 
traditional curriculum, this residential course 
will also incorporate Woodbine’s commitment 
to indigenous values and sustainable communi-
ties. Sessions on traditional ecological knowl-
edge, and social and environmental justice. 
 Instructors: Pavlos Stavropoulos, Louise  
  Benally, Robert Chanate, and  
  special guests.
 Cost:  $1,100 by 5/31, $1,200 by  
  7/31, $1,300 after.
 Contact: Woodbine Ecology Center
  P.O. Box 1253
  Littleton, CO 80160
  pdc@woodbinecenter.org
                     www.woodbinecenter.org/pdc2011

Permaculture Design Course
Ohio Valley
 Dates: June 5-19
 Location: Paoli, IN
 Description: Join with a dynamic and expe-
rienced teaching team to immerse yourself in 
permaculture design amidst a 200-acre retreat 
surrounded by national forest. Learn to read 
and repair your landscape. See the world with 
new eyes. Practice mapping, analysis, and 
presentation skills to advocate for earth repair. 
Gain allies and learn from instructors who bal-
ance decades of practical permaculture in home 
systems, community, and invisible structures. 
Special sessions incorporate nature awareness 
and practices that give you tools for the future.
 Instructors: Rhonda Baird, Peter Bane,  
  Keith Johnson, and guests.
 Cost:  $1,350; some work-trade avail.
 Contact: Andy Mahler
  812-723-2430
  andy@blueriver.net
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Back Issue Prices & Ordering
$6 each ppd* • 20% discount on 5+ • Complete Set $380^^

The Pc Activist • PO Box 5516 • Bloomington IN 47407 USA
*except the following: Vol. I,1-VI,2 & #33-35 -$5 each; #26-32 & 36, 

41, 48 -$8 ea; #38, 40, 43 -$10 each. ^^Can/Mex. +$45, Overseas +$75

Back Issues of The Permaculture Activist (continued)
#53 Aug. ‘04 Education: Lifelong Learning, Edge-ucation, Albany Free School, 
   Indigenous Ed. & Ecology, Ecocentric Pedagogy, School Gardens
   & Dances, Ecology of Learning, Brain Gym
#54 Nov. ‘04 Fire & Catastrophe: Design Beyond Disaster; New Opportunities;
   Globalization; Invasion Biology; Street Orchards; Community Food
   Security, Floodwaters Rising, Disrupted Climates
#55 Feb. ‘05 Learning from Our Mistakes: Petrol Dependcy, Village Design, Austral.
   Lessons, RTFM!, Trial&Error, Forestry Expmts, Owner-Bldr, 10 Mistaken Ideas in Pc
#56 May ‘05 Tree Crops & Guilds: Pine Nuts, Tree Vege, Acorns, Am. Chestnut,  
   Honeylocust Silvopasture, Broadscale AgroFor, Bamboo, Willow, Socl. For.
#57 Aug. ‘05 20th Anniv.: Challenges & Changes, USA Pc, Hawai’i Retrospect; Perma-
   tecture; Pc’s Soft Edge; Gaia U; PINC; Oil Depl; IPC-7; Retrofit Suburbs
#58 Nov. ‘05 Urban Pc: Urban/Rural Futures; City Zones & Sectors; Growing 
   Food; Detroit Visionaries; Rebldg. New Orleans & Everywhere;
   Transforming a Military Base; Workers Co-op; Energy Descent.
#59 Feb. ‘06 Peak Oil: Eco-Collapse & Trauma; Thom Hartmann; Pathways for
   Energy Descent; How Cuba Survived; Oil & Food; Biofuels; 
   Algae for Fuel; Relocalize!
#60 May ‘06 Land Use Past & Present: Sust.Ag an Oxymoron?, Negev Bedouin, 
   East. Woodlands AgroForestry, Pc Heals in India, Arocsanti Land 
   Plan, Pop. Growth/Land Hunger, Mex. Reforestation, Rocky Mtns.
#61 Aug. ‘06 Unseen Kin-doms: Observation as Design Tool; Soil Food Web, Bees, 
   Mycelial Internet, D-I-Y Mycorrhizal Inoculum, Cover Crops as Bee 
   Forage, Earth Energies, Local Currencies, Dead Zones, Birds at Risk
#62 Nov. ‘06 Art of Permaculture: Painting, Writing & Pc; Ecoartists; Art, Acti-
   vism & Cmty; Street Theatre; Art & Bioremediation; Living Willow, 
   Body as Zone 0; Art of the Found; Water Magic; Pc in Pop Culture
#63 Feb. ‘07 Building & Technology: How to Dwell? Natural Bldg & the Law, 
   Bldg Code, Strawbale in China, Cob in Armenia, Integrated Solar 
   Heating, Cooking, Pumping; Self-Build, Nation-Scale Pc in Brazil
#64 May ‘07 Waste = Food: Throwaway Econ, Strategy of Salvage, Peak Soil,
   Pigs & Waste Mgmt; Bikes, Soil & Garbage; Farm as Organism, 
   Opportunistic Plants? Simple Biodigester, Waters of Spain, Vermiculture
#65 Aug. ‘07 Climate Change: Shrinking Seas, Forests’ Role in Climate, Urban 
   Forests, Making Trees Pay, Rainwater Harvst’g, Indoor Gdns, Water 
   Filtration, Changing Human Climate, De-Stabilizing Climate
#66 Nov. ‘07 Animals in Design: Jumbo Shrimp, Pawpaw Patch, Alpaca, Insects as 
   Food, Bees, Integrated NH Farm, Pastured Poultry & Rabbits, Urban 
   Livestock, Predator Restoration, Complementary Animals, Agrichar
#67 Feb. ‘08 Kids in Pc: School as Ecosystem, Pc Education, Pc to H.S. Students, 
   Tlaxcalan Kids Make Seedballs, Gardening Kids, Fostering 
   Research Skills, Bottled Water Boycotts, Feeding 8 Billion

#68 May ‘08 Plants on the Move: Rethinking Non-Natives, Forest Migration, 
   Black Walnuts, Saving Seed Savers, Grow a Cmty. Gdn, Neighbor-
   hood Greening, Healthy Honeybees, Biofuels & High Food Prices
#69 Aug. ‘08 Permaculture at Home: Hawai’ian Cmty; London Forest Gdn; 
   Suburban Renaissance; Calif. Campus; Phila. Orchards; Drinking 
   Roofwater; Floating Island Bioremed.; Bike Transport; Mississippi Pc
#70 Nov. ‘08 Ethics at Work: BAU is the Enemy; 13 Princ. of People Care; Pc in 
   Business; Ecovillages; White Man in India; Uganda Boarding School, 
   No Waste Principle; Qual. Control; City Farming w/Runoff; Amaranth
#71 Feb. ‘09 Working w/Earth: Hopewell Mound Water Mgmt, Belize, Road & Dam Bldg, 
   Keyline, NW AgroFor, Pc&Landscape Arch, Earthbag Bldg, Low-Watt Fridge
#72 May ‘09 The View from Abroad: War, Oil & Snails in Nigeria; Green Tech 
   Future, Ethiopian Water Mgmt.; Shrinking Forests; Food Exploration 
   in Caucasus; Maya Agroforestry/Biochar; Pc to Trinidad; Bridging 
   Cultures in Brazil & India, Pc Schools in Africa; BuggerBug in Liberia
#73 Aug. ‘09 Bioregionalism: New Paradigm; Rocky Mtn. Wildlands; Wild Elephants; 
   Organizing Houston; Heirloom Seeds; L.A. Gdns; Reclaiming Commons;
   Transition Hohenwald, Tenn.; BioCongress Saga; Diversity at Home
#74 Nov. ‘09  Energy Descent: In the Home; Transition Communities; Pc in 
   Mexico; Biochar; US Consumption Dropping; Making Fuel Alcohol
   No More Throwaway Economy; EcoTechnic Future
#75  Feb. ‘10   Local Food: A City & Regl. Food System; Working Family on 5Ac; 
   CSAs & Wild Foraging, City Backyd Gdng.; Food Bank Gardens & 
   Orchards; Salt Collecting; Growing Regional Staples; City Grains.
#76 May ‘10  Soil Fertility: Permaculture Way of Soil; Biochar; Sheet Mulch; 
   Hawai’ian Soil Farming w/ Worms; Demystifying Humanure; Urine  
   Fertilizer; Crop Rotations; Mushrooms Build Soil
#77 Aug. ‘10  Eco-Nomics: Measuring Many Forms of Capital & Quality of Life; 
   Bob Swann & Invisible Structures; Bioshelter Market Garden;   
   Green Collar Economy; Pc & Finance; Pc Inst., Cert. & Diplomas
#78 Nov. ‘10  Water Wise: Restoration Engineering; Watershed Relations; Colo-
   rado Runoff Gdns; Cisterns in Saudi Arabia; Energy Use & Water;  
   Trad’l. Mexican Catchment; Rooftop Garden; Home Water Conser 
   vation; Making Swampy Land Productive; Sunken Gdns in Nigeria
#79 Feb. ‘11  The Urban Frontier: Indoor Denver Farm; Rooftop Food; Return
   to Your Hometown; Urban Ecovillage; City Bees; Urban Pc Projects  
    Start Pc Farming: Mark Shephard; Index to PcActivist issues 24-40.

Permaculture Design Course
Ohio Valley
 Dates: Sept. 30-Oct. 1; 14-16, 28-30;  
  Nov. 11-12, 18-19
 Location: Bloomington, IN
 Description: Immerse yourself in permacul-
ture education, design, and projects over five 
weekends. Learn the skills needed to take 
responsibility for your home, your life, your 
community in a way that builds awareness, 
resilience, and joy. Instructors combine years 
of practical experience in permaculture systems 
of all kinds with innovation necessary for our 
rapidly changing lives. Leave this course ready 
to delve into the work of a lifetime.   
 Instructors: Rhonda Baird, Peter Bane,  
  Keith Johnson, and guests.
 Cost:  $850; some work-trade avail.
 Contact: Rhonda Baird
  812-323-1058 
  rk.baird@yahoo.com
  www.shelteringhills.net

Permaculture Design Course
Central Maine
 Dates: September 25-October 1
 Location: Auburn, ME
 Description: Miel Farm and Apiary invites 
you to join us for a permaculture design course 
from the biodynamic farming perspective with 
Mark Shephard. The setting will be a 104-acre 
farm. We believe that if biodynamic farmers 
apply the knowledge and insight taught by 
anthroposophy and create an individualized 
farm organism, they will eventually be using 
a permaculture system. During the week we 
will be exploring how these complementary 
systems can be applied in a farm-scale setting. 
 Instructors: Mark Shephard and Luis G. 
  Feliciano
 Cost:  $1,195
 Contact: Luis G. Feliciano
  207-786-9796
  luis@mielfarm.com
  www.mielfarm.com

Permaculture Design Course
Ohio Valley
 Dates: July 16-17; Aug. 27-28;  
  Sept. 10-11; Oct. 8-9, 22-23.
 Location: Columbus, OH
 Description: Join us as we explore the 
power of ecological design to create resilience 
and beauty in our communities. Participants 
will gain experience with permaculture by 
developing designs for emerging urban garden 
projects, installing a demonstration garden, and 
visiting established systems.  This course will 
also include a weekend at a well-developed 
permaculture homestead located on a long-term 
community land trust in Athens County, Ohio.
 Instructors: Josh Beniston, Peter Bane,  
  Ryan Hottle, Deb Knapke,  
  Mark Cohen, and guests.
 Cost:  $850
 Contact:  Josh Beniston
  740-818-8422
  columbuspdc.wordpress.com
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Permaculture Design Course
Southeast US
 Dates:  3rd weekends, May-October
 Location: Asheville, NC
 Description: In this course, you will learn, 
through in-depth classes, field trips, hands-on 
experience, and interactive design projects 
in small groups, about solutions to advance 
human well-being and the health of our planet. 
This course covers the recognized curriculum 
including: principles and processes, pattern 
design and biomimicry, mushrooms and myco-
remediation, urban systems, renewable energy 
and appropriate technology,  eco-social design. 
 Instructors: Brandy Hall and Keri Evjy  
  with guest teachers. 
 Cost:  $1,250. Does not include food  
  or lodging. Scholarships avail. 
 Contact: Brandy Hall 
  434-284-3057
  brandy@ashevillage.org
  www.ashevillage.org

Advanced Permaculture Design
Southeast US
 Dates: September 23-October 2
 Location: Summertown, TN
 Description: In this nine-day intensive course, you will dive deeply into the vision, theory, 
and practice of designing wholesome, dynamic, and resilient edible ecosystems using temperate 
deciduous forests as models. Dave Jacke and his teaching team will offer lecture, site walks, and 
experiential exercises to help you understand how the architecture, social structure, underground 
economics, and successional processes of natural forests apply in the design of edible ecosystems 
of all kinds. 
 Instructors: Dave Jacke and guests   Contact: 931-964-2375
 Cost:  $1,100-$1,400 sliding scale, covers    spiralridgepermaculture@gmail.com
             tuition, meals, and camping. Scholarships       www.spiralridgepermaculture.com 
  available. Amounts over $1,100 go to scholarships.

Advanced Permaculture Design
Western Massachusetts
 Dates: May 13-15, June 3-5, 17-19,  
  July 13-17
 Location: Montague, MA
 Description: This course offers you direct 
experience designing permaculture systems 
that will build your design skills, your con-
fidence and your portfolio, and spur you to 
deepen your self-study of the field. At the same 
time, you will help plan the transformation of 
Brook’s Bend Farm into a thriving multi-di-
mensional permaculture and nature awareness 
training and demonstration facility. We will 
integrate farming, forest garden, coppice, and 
building systems for the farm’s 90 acres. 
 Instructors: Dave Jacke, Jono Neiger,   
  and guests.
 Cost:  $1,100-$1,500, sliding scale.  
  Camping and most meals. 
  Scholarships available.
 Contact: www.edibleforestgardens.com/ 
  events
  Suzanne Weber
  Brooks Bend Farm
  413-367-2281
  suzanne@brooksbendfarm.com

Advanced Permaculture Design
Upstate New York
 Dates: July 22-August 7
 Location: Cayutaville, NY
 Description: This is our 9th internationally 
recognized certificate course. We train people 
of all backgrounds to mimic natural patterns 
and principles in their yards, on their land, 
and in their homes and businesses. Our course 
highlights hands-on learning in the beautiful 
rural Cayuta Lake Valley. We equip students 
with the whole systems approach to design and 
to the principles, techniques, and challenges 
of permaculture as a system of design. Plan to 
learn through lecture, field trips, and games!
 Instructors: Michael Burns, Steve Gabriel,  
  Karryn Olson-Ramanujan, and  
  Rafter Sass. 
 Cost:  $1,200 incl. meals & camping. 
 Contact: 607-527-0607
                      info@fingerlakespermaculture.org
                       http://fingerlakespermaculture.org

Permaculture Design Course
Southeast US
 Dates: June 1-12
 Location: Summertown, TN
 Description: The Three Epochs of Humanity 
(Hunter-Gatherer, Agriculture and Settlement, 
and Appropriate Technology). This permacul-
ture course encompasses the creative and 
experiential application of living skills passed 
down by our ancestors into the present time 
and beyond. By learning from the ground up 
we immerse ourselves in living hisory where 
knowledge and hand skills come together in a 
healthy, integrated fashion. 
 The first five days are set in the wilderness 
and the next week follows the more traditional 
PDC curriculum including project, tours, and 
design work. 
 Instructors: Wayne Weiseman, Cliff Davis,  
  Matthew English, Milton 
  Davis, and Dan Truesdale.
 Cost:  $1,450 includes meals, 
  camping, and materials.
 Contact: Cliff Davis
  931-964-2375
                 spiralridgepermaculture@gmail.com
                      www.spiralridgepermaculture.com

Permaculture Design Course
Southeast US
 Dates:  3rd Weekend May-October
 Location: Asheville, NC
 Description: In this course, you will learn 
about solutions which can radically advance 
human well-being and the health of our planet’s 
ecosystems. Learn through in-depth classes, 
field trips, hands-on experience, and interactive 
design projects in small groups. This course 
covers the recognized curriculum including: 
principles and processes, pattern design and 
biomimicry, mushrooms and myco-remedia-
tion, urban permaculture, renewable energy and 
appropriate technology,  eco-social design. 
 Instructors: Brandy Hall, Keri Evjy, guests.
 Cost:  $1,250. Excludes food and  
  lodging. Scholarships avail. 
 Contact: Brandy Hall 
  434-284-3057
  brandy@ashevillage.org
  www.ashevillage.org

Permaculture Design Course
Southeast US
 Dates:  August 18-28
 Location: Victoria, VA
 Description: This course will cover the core 
topics of permaculture and regenerative design 
with an emphasis on temperate climate design 
applications. The curriculum will include hands 
on exercises and field trips. The design of this 
woodlands site will include demonstration gar-
dens, a food forest, and botanical sanctuaries.
 Instructors: Cliff Davis, Matthew English,  
  and Marjani Dele
 Cost:  $1,000 incl. camping & potluck 
  dinners. Scholarships available.
 Contact: Marjani Dele, 434-696-2439
  marjani.dele@gmail.com
  www.naturesfriends.org

Classifieds
Classified Ad Rates: 50¢/word, $10.00 mini-
mum, advance payment required. Send ad copy 
and payment to:
 The Permaculture Activist
 PO Box 5516, 
    Bloomington IN 47407 USA
 pcaeditor@comcast.net

One free 20-word ad with subscription.

Help Wanted

June-October. Permaculture & Water Protec-
tion, Peru: Volunteer in the Sacred Valley with 
water harvesting earthworks, cover cropping, 
tree planting—help prevent floods. 
cathyfholt@gmail.com.

  For Sale

35.1 +/- acres in Centennial Ranch (lot 515), 
near Westcliffe, Colorado 81252. Cory 917-
494-0108.
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Organize a Local guild
Group Subscriptions:

10 copies to one address—1 yr $99;
add $10 per copy for extras.
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Calendar
May 13-15, June 3-5, 17-19, July 13-17. 
Montague, MA. Advanced Permaculture 
Design Course. Suzanne. 413-367-2281. 
suzanne@brooksbendfarm.com. edibleforest-
gardens.com/events.
May 13-20. Esalen Institute, Big Sur, CA. 
Permaculture Teacher Training. 831-667-
3005. info@esalen.org. www.esalen.org.
May 15-28. Winlaw, BC, CANADA. Per-
maculture Design Course. Gregoire Lam-
oureux. 250-226-7302. spiralfarm.yahoo.com. 
http://www3.telus.net/permaculture.
May-October, 3rd weekends. Asheville, NC. 
Permaculture Design Course. 434-284-3057. 
brandy@ashevillage.org. www.ashevillage.org.
June 1-12. Summertown, TN. Permacul-
ture Design Course: The Three Epochs of 
Humanity. Cliff and Jennifer Davis. 931-964-
2375. spiralridgepermaculture.com.
June 3-5, 17-19. Little Applegate, OR. Opti-
cal Surveying for Earthworks and Water. 
541-482-7909. siskiyoupermaculture.com.
June 5-19. Paoli, IN. Permaculture Design 
Course. Andy Mahler. 812-723-2430. andy@
blueriver.net.
June 10-12. Sedalia, CO. Economic Per-
maculture for Sustainable Communities. 
info@woodbinecenter.org.
June 11-12. Laytonville, CA. Ferment Fest. 
707-972-1364. www.polcumsprings.net.
June 12-25. Viking, AB, CANADA. Per-
maculture Design Course. Gregoire Lam-
oureux. 250-226-7302. spiralfarm.yahoo.com. 
http://www3.telus.net/permaculture.
June 17-July 2. Bolinas, CA. Permaculture 
Design Course. 415-868-9681. info@regen-
erativedesign.org. www.regenerativedesign.org.
June 20-24. Corvallis, OR. Permaculture 
Farming for Energy Descent. www.beaver-
statepermaculture.com.
June 24-26. Cottage Grove, OR. Introduc-
tion to Permaculture for Women. 541-342-
1160. cascadiapc@gmail.com. cascadiaper-
maculture.com.
June 24-26. Twisp, WA. Fairy and Human 

Relation Congress. www.fairycongress.com.
June 25-July 9. Southern Quebec, CANA-
DA. Earth Activist Training. 800-381-7941. 
earthactivisttraining.gmail.com.
July 2-16. Olds, AB, CANADA. Permacul-
ture Design Course. 403-556-2005. barbhaz@
telus.net.
July 10-24. Twisp, WA. Permaculture Design 
Course. skalitude@gmail.com.
July 10-30. Ojai, CA. Sustainable Vocations 
for Young People. sustainablevocations.org.
July 16-17, Aug. 13-14, 27-28, Sept. 10-11, 
Oct. 8-9, 22-23. Columbus, OH. Permacul-
ture Design Course. Josh Beniston, 740-818-
8422. columbuspdc.wordpress.com.
July 16-30. Occidental, CA. Permaculture 
Design Course. Occidental Arts and Ecology 
Center. 707-874-1557 x201. www.oaec.org.
July 17-30. Caledon, ON, CANADA. Per-
maculture Design Course. Gregoire Lam-
oureux. 250-226-7302. spiralfarm.yahoo.com. 
http://www3.telus.net/permaculture.
July 17-August 6. Orcas Island, WA. Per-
maculture Design Course. Dave Boehnlein. 
360-840-8483. info@permacultureportal.com. 
www.permacultureportal.com.
July 22-August 7. Cayutaville, NY. Per-
maculture Design Course. 607-527-0607. 
info@fingerlakespermaculture.org.
July 24-August 6. Ashland, OR. Permacul-
ture Design Course and Permaculture Kids 
Camp. Chuck Burr, 541-941-9711. www.
sopermaculture.org.
July 30-31. Cottage Grove, OR. Creating an 
Edible Food Forest. 541-342-1160. cascadi-
apc@gmail.com. cascadiapermaculture.com.
August 1-13. CRMPI, Basalt, CO. Per-
maculture Design Course. Jerome Osentoski, 
970-927-4185. jerome@crmpi.org. www.
crmpi.org.
August 7-13. Cottage Grove, OR. 11th Annu-
al Advanced Permaculture Teacher Course. 
cascadiapc@gmail.com. www.cascadiaper-
maculture.com.
August 8-26. Corvallis, OR. Permaculture 
Design Course. 541-752-9118. amillison@
gmail.com.
August 10-14. Ashland, OR. Permaculture 
Teacher Training. Chuck Burr, 541-941-9711. 
www.sopermaculture.org.

August 14-27. Winlaw, BC, CANADA. 
Permaculture Design Course. Gregoire Lam-
oureux. 250-226-7302. spiralfarm.yahoo.com. 
http://www3.telus.net/permaculture.
August 15-September 2. Corvallis, OR. Per-
maculture Design Course. www.beaverstatep-
ermaculture.com.
August 18-28. Victoria, VA. Permaculture 
Design Course. Marjani Dele. 434-696-2439. 
marjani.dele@gmail.com. naturesfriends.org.
August 19-17. Klamath, OR. Continental 
Bioregional Congress. biocongress.org.
August 22-29. Ashland, OR. Edible Forest 
Garden Design. Chuck Burr, 541-941-9711. 
www.sopermaculture.org.
September 2011-May 2012. Commonweal 
Garden, Bolinas, CA. Regenerative Design 
Nature Awareness. Regenerative Design Insti-
tute. 415-868-9681. info@regenerativedesign.
org. www.regenerativedesign.org.
September 9-22. Sedalia, CO. Edible Forest 
Gardens. info@woodbinecenter.org.
September 9-22. Sedalia, CO. Permaculture 
Design Course. info@woodbinecenter.org.
September 12-October 21. Nelson, BC, 
CANADA. Permaculture Training Program. 
250-226-7302 spiralfarm@yahoo.com. www3.
telus.net/permaculture.
September 17-October 1. Occidental, CA. 
Permaculture Design Course. 707-874-1557 
x201. www.oaec.org.
September 23-October 2. Summertown, TN. 
Edible Ecosystems Emerging. 931-964-2375. 
spiralridgepermaculture@gmail.com. spiral-
ridgepermaculture.com.
September 25-October 1.  Auburn, ME. 
Permaculture Design Course. 207-786-9796. 
luis@mielfarm.com.
September 28-October 1, 14-16, 28-30, 
November 11-13, 18-20. Bloomington, IN. 
Permaculture Design Course. Rhonda Baird. 
812-323-1058. rk.baird@yahoo.com.
October 7-9. Occidental, CA. Edible Forest 
Garden Design. Occidental Arts and Ecology 
Center. 707-874-1557 x201. www.oaec.org.
October 14-16, November 11-13. Little 
Applegate, OR. Social Forestry. 541-482-
7909. siskiyoupermaculture.com.
October 14-23. Summertown, TN. Edible 
Forest Garden Design Intensive. www.spiral-

Quick-Start 
Booklet Series
$7 each postage paid, $25 for all 4.

• Water in the Home Landscape
• Building Living Soil
• Beekeeping Simplified
• Wild Fermentation
Compiled by the PcActivist and chock-full of 
information from the best minds in Pc.

 Permaculture Activist • POB 5516  
Bloomington IN 47407 • USA
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Free Classified Ad for subscribers. A 
bonus to subscribers: one free 20-word clas-
sified ad (or $10.00 off any ad). Send your ad 
with subscription payment or use bonus later. 
Add 50¢/word over 20 words. All diction-
ary words count. Phone number is one word. 
Email and web addresses count one word per 
punctuation. Zipcode is free. Use this form 
to send in a classified ad even if you are not a 
subscriber. Write your ad here:

——————————————————
***ENTER GIFT SUBSCRIPTION HERE***

 ——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————
——————————————————

Subscription
 I want to subscribe to The Permaculture Activist and work to develop 
an ecologically sustainable land use and culture. I will contribute as follows:
USA 1yr/ 4 iss/ $23    3 yrs/ 12 iss/ $59  Gift subscription with yours - $19
Canada/Mexico   1 yr/ 4 iss/ $26    3 yrs/ 12 iss/ $69              Gift sub. with yours - $22
Overseas airmail    1 yr/ 4 iss/ $42  3 yrs/ 12 iss/ $115
Activist Lifetime Subscription         $450 USA         $500 Canada/Mexico         $750 Overseas

Agroforestry News (USA/Can/Mex)     1 yr/ 4 iss/ $30        2 yrs/ 8 iss/ $58
 One dollar of each Activist subscription-year goes to a Tree Tax fund for new forestry projects. 
    Send this form with your check or money order payable in US dollars to:
The Permaculture Activist, Subscriptions, PO Box 5516, Bloomington, IN 47407 USA

___________________________________________________________________________
NAME       PHONE

___________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS

___________________________________________________________________________
CITY    STATE/PROVINCE POSTAL CODE COUNTRY

Issue #80

Subscribe to — 
AGROFORESTRY NEWS

 High-quality information on temperate climate tree crops 
and forest gardening, 40 pages quarterly. Vol. 19, 2 (February 
2011, or #74) features: Bamboo Uses-Overview, Perennial Vegetables, 
the Importance of Bees in Nature, plus News & Book Reviews.

$30/yr, $57/2 yrs. Use form below. All back issues available, $8 each postpaid. 
10% discount on 5+. Shipped by air post to USA, Canada, Mexico.

Write us for back issue contents or see our website: www.PermacultureActivist.net.

ridgepermaculture.com.
October 31-November 13. Quail Springs, 
CA. Permaculture Design Course. info@
quailsprings.org.
November 4-13. TRINIDAD. Permaculture 
Design Course. www.wasamakipermaculture.
org.

LETTERBOX

Send Event and Calendar Listings for Issue #81
Hidden Connections in the Garden

for the June 1st deadline to:
Address: pcaeditor@comcast.net

• www.nwtrcc.org – Check out recent issues 
of newsletter “More Than a Paycheck” for 
writings like “War, Ecology, and Emerging 
Intelligence” by Dana Visalli.
• “Death and Taxes” – 30 minute DVD with 
testimony from people who have been jailed, 
had homes seized, etc.
• War Tax Resistance: A Guide to Withholding 
Your Support from the Military by Ed Hede-
man.
• “We Won’t Pay! A Tax Resistance Reader”; 
“My Thoughts Are Murder to the State:  Tho-
reau’s Essays on Political Philosophy”; “The 
Price of Freedom: Political Philosophy from 
Thoreau’s Journals”, and several other titles by 
David M. Gross (sniggle.net)
 Thank you for your important work and the 
continued un-slick excellence of Permaculture 
Activist.
Yours in broad brushstrokes and humanure,
Jason Rawn

redirection of “tax obligations” to sane, worth-
while efforts like community healthcare, the 
victims of U.S. foreign policy, budget-gutted 
educational programs, etc. Here in Maine, 
our Funds for Life last year donated several 
hundred dollars to Food for Maine’s Future, 
to Portland’s first permablitz, and a smaller 
amount purchased several each of Sambucus 
canadensis and Prunus maritima from an inde-
pendent nursery. It is hoped that the progeny of
these easy-to-grow species will be distributed 
gratis over the years. It is only slightly regret-
table that these shrubs were not accompanied 
by a handmade sign or plaque stating pithily 
their origins and intended destinations.
 Here are some noteworthy resources:
• www.warresisters.org – Home of the famous 
“Where Your Income Tax Money Really Goes” 
pie chart, which includes (imagine this) a 
“How These Figures Were Determined” sec-
tion. Perfect for fridge, bulletin boards, etc.War Tax Resistance Resources

To The Editor,

 It seems important to mention to fellow 
permaculture people that there is a form of 
conscientious objection known as “War Tax 
Resistance.” War Tax Resisters (WTRs) do not 
comply with federal income tax schemes. Half 
of income taxes are spent on past, present, and 
future wars. Some WTRs mail letters of protest 
with their “tax obligations.” Some withhold 
a symbolic amount ($10.40, $1040.00, 50%, 
etc.). Some withhold the total amount, noting 
that the military is the big dog that eats first. 
These activists “do not simply strive for moral 
purity, but seek to confront the government 
with their opposition,” as Ed Hedeman writes 
in the first chapter of the seminal War Tax Re-
sistance: A Guide to Withholding Your Support 
from the Military. 
 A common practice among WTRs is the 



Offering a variety of international 
workshops in natural building

www.earthenhand.com

New and Recent Titles

Creating a Forest Garden
Martin Crawford

2010. all color. 384 pp. cloth.  $49

A Forest Garden Year
DVD. 49 minutes.

2010. NTSC.  
$22.50

Permaculture Activist
Post Office Box 5516

Bloomington IN 47407 USA
www.permacultureactivist.net

Bioshelter Market Garden
Darrell Frey

2010. illustrations + color plates. 
 462 pp. paper.  $35

The Biochar Solution
Carbon Farming & Climate Change 

Albert Bates
2010. illustrated. 

208 pp. paper.  $18

Sepp Holzer’s 
Permaculture
2010. all color 
plates. 232 pp. 

paper. $30
Separate DVD 
90 min. $45

Meat
A Benign 

Extravagance
Simon Fairlie

2010. 322 pp. paper.  $25

Shipping add 10% 
minimum $3.50

Canada & other countries
see center insert for details

The Resilient Gardener
Carol Deppe. 2010. 

illustrated. 323 pp. paper.  $30
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